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Three people that had been 
roped in as witnesses of  the 
Umbrella for Democratic 
Change when the party 
went to court to petition 

the results of  the general elections 
last year have written a formal letter 
to UDC vice president Saleshando 
seeking their payment.

The three are Moemedi Baika-
lafi, Emmanuel Seretse Mohalodi 
and Dikabelo Selaledi.

The three say they have tried to 
engage with UDC president Duma 
Boko and his ally Mike Keakopa to 
no avail.

They say they have held meet-
ings in South Africa and in Botswana 
about their overdue payment. But 
none has been forthcoming.

In a tell all letter to Saleshando, 
the trio feel used and thrown away by 
a party that needed them when it was 
challenging for power.

They say a report that was re-
leased by Paul O’Sullivan purporting 
how elections were rigged was part 
of  efforts by them to get informa-
tion for the UDC.

The UDC lost all the court cases.
This week all the petitioners 

were served with legal bills running 
into hundreds of  thousands of  pula 
by lawyers acting for the Botswana 
Democratic Party.

“After compiling all the affidavits 
and evidence, we flew to South Af-
rica to deposit further evidence and 
affidavits ranging from BDP cell-
phones, voters’ cards, Bank transac-
tions, communications on rigging of  
elections.”

They say after that a report 
was compiled and published by 
the engaged forensic expert Paul 
O’Sullivan and his team during No-
vember-December 2019 of  which 
evidence is still with the forensic ex-
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THOBO MOTLHOKA

Cabinet is reportedly divided over 
the decision by the government and 
the COVID-19 Presidential Task 
Force to maintain the ban on sale of  
tobacco.

While it remains unclear who 
exactly is fighting from the tobacco 
industry corner, only the Minister 

of  Health Dr Lemogang Kwape has 
come out in support of  the ban, in-
troduced in April as part of  the fight 
against COVID-19.

Information gathered by this 
publication indicates that those 
against the ban have advanced eco-
nomic reasons, while health experts 
maintain smoking exposes the pub-
lic to greater risks of  dying from the 
virus.

Figures from the Botswana Uni-
fied Revenue Services (BURS) show 
a significant decline in revenue col-
lected by the Tobacco Levy with a 
drop from P11, 6 million in March 
2020 to P1, 9 million in April 2020. 
The total Excise Duty and Levy 
collections for alcohol and tobacco 
products fell from P139, 4 million in 
March this year to P16, 3 million in 
April, constituting at least P123 mil-

lion in revenue loss over the month 
of  April.

While President Mokgweetsi 
Masisi is the founding patron of  
the Anti-Tobacco Network Botswa-
na (ATN, Botswana), a non-govern-
mental organization whose aim is to 
free Botswana of  tobacco, it remains 
unclear where he stands on the war 
between the tobacco industry and 
health experts.

Unconfirmed reports say the 
British American Tobacco, a mar-
ket leading cigarette and tobacco 
manufacturing company approached 
the Attorney General’s Chambers 
threatening to disinvest in Botswana 
if  the government does not lift the 
ban on tobacco. The company is also 
alleged to have expressed concern 
about the growth of  illicit trade of  
tobacco should the current ban be 

maintained.
Those in support of  the tobacco 

industry have also argued it was un-
reasonable for the government to 
lift a ban on other industries such as 
alcohol while maintaining strict mea-
sures against tobacco.

The tobacco industry recently 
took the South African government 
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Botswana private hospitals and clinics may 
be put off  from testing patients for coro-
navirus after Gaborone Private Hospital 
(GPH)’s trailblazing testing drive backfired 
last week.

Public health officials around the world 
have agreed that testing and contact tracing 
are vital to containing the coronavirus pan-
demic. Sunday Standard investigations have 
however turned up information that Gabo-
rone Private Hospital is the only hospital 
in Botswana which tests all its patients for 
coronavirus in line with international best 
practice. Bokamoso Private hospital has also 
initiated a testing regime, but is limited to 
staff  and does not extend to patients.

GPH last week paid dearly for pioneer-
ing the aggressive testing of  patients in Bo-

tswana. The Minister of  Health and Wellness 
on Friday ordered the closure of  GPH after 
their patient testing drive turned up Botswa-
na’s eight new Covid-19 cases.

Sunday Standard can reveal that had the 
eight patients gone to any of  Botswana’s 
public or private hospitals, they would most 
likely not have been tested for the virus, sav-
ing Botswana from last week’s bump. This 
fits into the national pattern, in which Bo-
tswana’s token Covid-19 testing has lulled 
the country a false sense of  security.

A few days after Botswana emerged 
from its lockdown last week’s outbreaks 
which topped a dozen cases illustrated Bo-
tswana’s challenge of  keeping the virus con-
tained despite the relatively small number of  
reported cases.

Gaborone was immediately placed under 
lock down, the second time in two weeks, 
GPH and Stanbic Bank Fairground were 
temporarily closed over what government 
said was possible COVID-19 exposure.

A statement signed by coordinator of  
the presidential task force, Kereng Masupu 
said the GPH and Stanbic Bank branch at 
Fairgrounds were to remain shut till further 
notice.

It added that “all staff, patients and visi-
tors of  these facilities between 8th June and 
12th June, should immediately self-quaran-
tine for 14 days” and call a toll-free number 
in case they needed any assistance.

“While further investigations are ongo-
ing, the Contact Tracing Team will also com-
municate with those who have visited the 
hospital and bank, and are deemed to require 
further medical attention,” it added.

GPH exposes 
Botswana’s 
Covid-19 
weakest link

GPH last week paid 
dearly for pioneering the 

aggressive testing of  
patients in Botswana.
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In what is perhaps the worst un-
forced error he has made so far, 
the Minister of  Transport and 
Communications, Thulaganyo 
Segokgo, has appointed Bo-

tswana Railways a board of  manage-
ment that lacks the type of  profes-
sionals that he should have thought 
of  first. 

At a period of  time that organ-
isations (especially those that are 
supposed to make profit) are being 
refashioned on the tenets of  corpo-
rate governance, people with finan-
cial knowledge and skills (mostly fi-
nance and accounting professionals) 
have come to chair finance and audit 
committees of  the board. That is 
done for the simple reason that they 
can appreciate and articulate issues 
of  finance, audit and investment 
from a position of  experience and 
technical knowledge. Where there 
are fiscal problems, the committee 
resolves them with the guidance of  
the chairperson. If  an audit identifies 
a problem, the committee monitors 
the implementation of  plans to cor-
rect such problems with the guid-
ance of  the chairperson. A former 
BR board member says that the one 
other responsibility of  the chairper-
son is to provide informed opinion 
on investment and policy decisions.

“If  management makes a poor 
investment decision, the chairperson 
must be able to provide guidance,” 
says the source.

All along, BR, which is worth 

P4 billion, has had a rotation of  fi-
nance and accounting professionals 
chairing the organisation Finance 
and Audit Committee. The chair-
person of  the immediate past Com-
mittee, Christopher Mokgware, was 
a chartered accountant who works 

full-time for Debswana Diamond 
Company.

However, for the first time since 
the institution of  corporate gov-
ernance processes, the BR board 
has no member with professional 
qualifications in either finance or ac-

counting. And for the first time in a 
really long time, the Finance and Au-
dit Committee is chaired by someone 
(former Assistant Minister of  Agri-
culture and Tswapong South MP, 
Oreeditse Molebatsi) who doesn’t 
have any professional qualifications 

in either finance or accounting. That 
notwithstanding and has been prac-
tice all along, he will be expected to 
help the board fulfill its fiduciary 
responsibility. In fairness to him, 
Molebatsi is a businessman but BR 
(and indeed other parastatal organ-
isations) have established a standard 
that requires a lot more than owning 
a business to chair finance and audit 
committees.

Sunday Standard’s information is 
that BR executive management is 
itself  gravely concerned about this 
anomaly and has officialised such 
concern with Minister Segokgo, with 
the expectation that he will take cor-
rective action. Corporate governance 
is at the core of  auditing and in terms 
of  this framework, board members 
should not have any financial interest 
in the organization except for their 
fiduciary responsibility. However, 
Molebatsi has in the past not only 
done business with BR in the past 
while a board member but neglected 
to formally declare such interest until 
11 months after the fact.

Effort to get an explanation 
from the ministry failed. While Sun-
day Standard complied with all re-
quirements for getting a response 
from the government (by sending 
written questions via email, confirm-
ing receipt of  such questions, allow-
ing the ministry adequate time to re-
spond and indicating the production 
deadline), none had been received at 
press time.

First it was imbibers being creative around 
the temporary ban on alcohol, now it is 
blood-washed believers being creative 
around a regulation that limits public gath-
erings to 50 people. Whereas the former 
home-brewed moonshine, the latter are 
quenching their thirst for worship by ex-
panding a worship service called “home 
cell.”

The COVID-19 regulations limit the 
number of  congregants attending a wor-
ship service to 50 - which in some cases 
represents less than 10 percent of  the en-
tire flock. This is causing a great deal of  
consternation in a society where believ-
ers had become accustomed to attending 
church twice or thrice during weekdays 
and hardly ever miss the main service on 
a weekend. In order to accommodate ev-
eryone, churches have developed rosters 
of  which congregants should attend ser-
vices when but this is not good enough for 
some.

The solution has come in the form of  
expanding home cells – small-group wor-
ship services hosted by congregants at 
their houses on a rotational basis. Whereas 
in the past home cells would be made up 
of  small numbers of  friends and last for 
a short period of  time, the numbers are 
growing, the services are getting longer 
and enforcement of  the COVID-19 public 
health regulations at some services is not 
stringent enough. Sunday Standard has di-
rect knowledge of  a home cell that meets 
every Sunday, lasts for some five hours and 
some of  the people who attend don’t al-
ways wear cloth face masks.

While a home cell may provide spiri-
tual sustenance, it certainly doesn’t equate 
to the properly structured worship service 
at a church, not least because the service 
is not led by pastors – who are star attrac-
tions at some churches. To revert to the 
alcohol analogy, the home cell deficiencies 
in liturgy and live music means that it is 
no different from St Louis 24, the alcohol-
free “beer” that the Kgalagadi Breweries 
Limited may have tired of  hustling.

If  home cells grow any larger and 
don’t observe the COVID-19 public 
health regulations, they could become a 
very serious public health problem. Ironi-
cally, the government is itself  directly re-
sponsible for the expanding home cell be-
cause of  amendments to the Societies Act 
that were brought by the former Minister 
of  Nationality, Immigration and Gender 
Affairs, Edwin Batshu. Worried about 
the mushrooming of  sometimes exploit-
ative churches, the government decided 
to amend the Act such that the number 
of  people required to form a religious or-
ganisation increased from 10 to 150. Small 
congregations would have mitigated the 
spread of  coronavirus but in fairness to 
Batshu, he had no way of  knowing that 
three years later, there would be an out-
break of  a disease whose spread is aided 
by large gatherings.

The other irony is that while a gather-
ing of  50 believers is considered low, the 
government had originally proposed a lim-
it of  10. However, a special parliament ses-
sion increased the number to 50 – which 
represented a 400 percent increase.

As the COVID-19 spikes continue to at-
tach themselves to the global economy and 
suck life out of  it, Disney, the world’s big-
gest entertainment company, has stopped 
an international programme that some 
Batswana in the hospitality industry have 
benefitted from.

“We are saddened that we will not be 
able to welcome future Disney Internships 
& Program participants, who were due to 
arrive through early June,” said Disney in 
a statement. “These decisions were not 
made lightly and we are encouraging all 
participants to keep us in mind should they 
want to experience our Disney Programs 
in the future.”

One of  those programmes is called the 
Cultural Representative Programme and 
through it, representatives from different 
countries live and work at a resort near 
Orlando, Florida. For decades now, some 
staff  members at Botswana’s hospitality 
establishments have been enrolled for this 
programme - the sneaky ones don’t return 
home and this problem is said to be ram-
pant with beneficiaries from poor Third 
World countries who want to take chanc-
es with making a better life while playing 
hide-and-seek with US law enforcement 
officials.

On its website, Disney says that it re-
cruits “friendly, outgoing, hospitality ori-
ented people to represent their cultures, 
traditional, and history of  the entire coun-
try. Participants have the chance to greet 
and interact with people from across 
the globe – all while sharing their own 
heritage. Participants will also contribute 
greatly to our overall guest experience 
across the Walt Disney World Resort, in-
cluding the Kidcot Fun Stop.” From this 
programme, participants are supposed to 
“gain leadership, business, and customer 
service knowledge from seasoned profes-
sionals at Walt Disney World Resort.”

Americans are perfectionists and the 
programme certainly gives participants 
exposure to first-class perfectionism that 
they can’t get here at home.

“You get to meet customers from all 
over the world and are required to offer 
first-class customer service,” says a for-
mer beneficiary, a Cresta Hotels employee, 
who adds that the cultural diversity of  the 
programme also gave her an opportunity 
to meet participants from different parts 
of  the world and learn about their cultures.

However, some former participants 
complain of  the mental and physical toll 
this programme can put on one – as when 
they are required to do the borankana dance 
for hours on end to help Disney create 
what it calls an “immersive experience.” At 
this point, the fun of  being in the United 
States just wears off. Indeed, the language 
used for the job descriptions of  some po-
sitions suggests that participants do more 
than waiting staff  at Botswana hospital-
ity establishments typically do. Food and 
beverage seaters have to bus tables, clean 
kitchen and counter equipment, empty 
trash cans and do “heavy lifting.”

Unfortunately, once back home, most 
beneficiaries of  this programme dumb 
down customer service standards to the 
Botswana level, essentially cancelling out 
all that Disney education.

THOBO MOTLHOKA

Oftentimes the legal principle igno-
rantia juris non excusat (one cannot 
escape liability for breach of  law by a 
plea of  ignorance) has been used in 
respect of  the layman, so the audi-
ence at Gaborone High Court can be 
excused for failing to restrain their 
amusement at BDP lawyer Busang 
Manewe’s assertion that his rival, 
Patrick Kgoadi be punished for the 
same. 

It was perhaps this reaction from 
the audience that prompted Kgoadi 
to rise and object to what he termed 
a contemptuous remark from his op-
ponent. 

The two lawyers faced off  again 
at the High Court this past week 
where 2019 council candidate Mo-
galakwe Mogalakwe sought to be 
granted leave to appeal a February 
12, 2020 High Court decision that 
dismissed his elections petition. 

Manewe, alongside Counsel It-
seng Mothibamele, had raised pre-
liminary points challenging the High 
Court’s jurisdiction over the matter. 

He argued that the Court had no 
jurisdiction to entertain Mogalakwe’s 
application. 

“The High Court cannot sit on 
the application for leave to appeal. 
No rule confers jurisdiction on 
this Court to entertain the matter,” 
Manewe argued, saying the rules 
clearly state that such an application 
shall lie to the Court of  Appeal as 
of  right. 

Another point raised by the 
Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) 
lawyers was that of  failure by Mogal-
akwe to file in time, citing Rule 19 (1) 
of  the CoA Rules: A notice of  ap-
peal shall be filed within six weeks of  
the date of  the judgment or decision. 

Manewe expressed disappoint-
ment at Kgoadi’s “failure” to advice 
his client of  the rules. “There is a 
presumption of  law to the effect that 
a lawyer must know the law. It is trite 

that you cannot appeal out of  time 
and at the wrong court. It is not the 
duty of  the Court to advise lawyers 
on points of  law,” Manewe said. 

 
It was against this that he sought 

the Court to consider costs at a “pu-
nitive” scale of  ‘attorney and own 
client’. 

The matter was brought before 
a three-member panel of  judges  
Gaopalelwe Ketlogetswe, Om-
phemetse Motumise and Itumeleng 
Segopolo, who challenged Manewe 
on whether costs on ‘attorney and 
own client’ scale were necessarily 
punitive. 

“Is the attorney and own client 
scale only applicable when the Court 
is cross with the losing party? Are 
the costs only awarded when the 
Court is angry and wants to display 
its displeasure?” the judges asked.

“That’s because attorney and 
own client scale is higher than the 
ordinary,” Manewe responded. 

The Court also questioned 
Manewe’s attitude towards Kgoadi 

asking the Bogopa, Manewe, Tobe-
dza & Co attorney if  he thought his 
counterpart’s decision to file the ap-
plication was reckless. 

“Most lawyers ought to know 
you cannot bring this kind of  mat-
ter to the High Court,” Manewe said. 
“Why take chances with a Court of  
law? That’s why they ought to be 
punished.”

Given an opportunity to make 
submissions and perhaps quash any 
doubts planted by Manewe about his 
abilities as a lawyer, Kgoadi was at 
pains to justify his and client’s deci-
sion to file the application for leave 
to appeal. 

His attempts to cite Kgosikwena 
Sebele vs The State as a substantial 
precedent to support his case failed. 
While he could not be drawn into 
admitting he had brought the mat-
ter before the wrong court Kgoadi’s 
submissions only served to confirm 
Manewe’s argument. “The High 
Court ought to seek authority from 
the Judge President of  the Court of  
Appeal to entertain the application. 

This is a matter of  public interest 
as evidenced by the way it has at-
tracted attention from the media and 
the public,” Kgoadi argued, inviting 
an avalanche of  questions from the 
bench. 

“Are you asking us as the right 
Court or are you asking us to seek 
permission from the Judge Presi-
dent? Where is it pleaded in your 
filing notice that we should seek 
authority from Judge President? If  
we are to seek permission are you in 
agreement that we do not have juris-
diction? Was it so difficult to apply 
directly to the Court of  Appeal next 
door,” the judges took turns to fire 
back at Kgoadi. 

“We thought this was an inter-
locutory matter,” Kgoadi responded, 
despite the case having been already 
concluded in February. 

While he admitted filing out of  
time Mogalakwe’s lawyer was caught 
clutching at straws when asked ex-
actly when, according to him, the 
mandatory six week period elapsed. 

Responding to Kgoadi’s submis-

sion Manewe said as ex-officio mem-
bers of  the Court of  Appeal, High 
Court judges can only entertain an 
application for leave to appeal by 
acting on behalf  of  the CoA in their 
capacity as ex-officio members. 

The Court eventually upheld the 
second respondent (BDP represent-
ed, by Manewe and Mothibamele)’s 
preliminary point in relation to ju-
risdiction. The Court also imposed 
costs on a ‘punitive’ scale of  attorney 
and own client as sought by Manewe 
for ‘ignorance of  the law’.   

The legal principle ignorantia ju-
ris non excusat (one cannot escape li-
ability for breach of  law by a plea of  
ignorance) is a doctrine that a man 
cannot escape liability for breach of  
law by a plea of  ignorance thereof. 
“In criminal cases it is of  great ben-
efit to the public prosecutor, and in 
civil cases it is a great protection to 
private rights. It applies to the blame-
worthy and is not intended as a trap 
for the unwary or a tool for the cun-
ning,” legal experts say. 

It is almost impossible to defend 
ignorance of  law. “In most cases you 
won’t be allowed to argue that you 
didn’t know or misunderstood the 
law,” they say. There is also what they 
call ‘ignorance or mistake of  fact,” 
which according to legal experts is 
relatively easier to get away with. 

It was largely on the basis of  this 
principle that Kgosietsile Ngakaagae 
successfully appealed against 
Kgosikwena Sebele’s Billy goat sen-
tence, cited by Kgoadi in the Mogal-
akwe matter. 

Ngakaagae’s contention was that 
while the goat in question may not 
have been the property of  the ac-
cused, he took it with the honest be-
lief  that it actually was his. This case 
of  mistaken identity, Ngakaagae ar-
gued, negated the prosecution’s view 
that there was intent to steal the Billy 
goat. 
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KHONANI ONTEBETSE

Botswana chronic dis-
eases patients who rely 
on medicine imported 
from South Africa are in 
dire straits following Pre-

toria’s COVID-19 Export Control 
Regulation.

South Africa, which is reeling 
from a spike in cases of  the virus, 
introduced new export regulations 
aimed at fighting the coronavirus 
pandemic.

Sunday Standard can reveal that 
there was panic at the government 
enclave during the nation-wide 
lockdown after it emerged that the 
introduction of  the export regula-
tion that came into effect following 
South Africa President Cyril Rama-
phosa declaring coronavirus a state 
of  national disaster had a knock-on 
effect on Botswana pharmaceutical 
companies as they ran out of  stock.  

Sunday Standard can further re-
veal that the issue has become a 
subject of  intense discussion at Bo-
tswana Medical Regulatory Author-
ity (BOMRA), pharmaceutical com-
panies and among patients especially 
those suffering from cancer.

Following a declaration of  state 
of  national disaster by Ramaphosa 
South Africa’s Department of  Trade 
and Industry introduced new ex-
port control measures on 27 March 
2020. In terms of  the COVID-19 
Export Control Regulation (CO-
VID-19 Regulation), goods listed 
in Schedule 4 shall not be exported 
from the Republic of  South Africa 
except by virtue of  an export permit 
issued by South Africa’s Internation-
al Trade Administration Commis-
sion of  South (ITAC).  Among such 
goods are antisera and other blood 
fractions; vaccines for human medi-
cine; and medicaments.

According to South African me-

dia, especially independent televi-
sion news channel eNCA, diabetic, 
hypertensive, and even cancer pa-
tients in Botswana are suffering the 
knock-on effect of  the new export 
regulations which may have harrow-
ing ripple effects on Batswana.

Immediate comment from 
BOMRA was not available.

The organization’s spokesper-
son Itumeleng Ledimo on Friday 

informed this publication that they 
were “working on a questionnaire” 
from Sunday Standard but had not 
submitted the response at the time 
of  going to press.

For his part, Medswana Man-
aging Director Mark Fallows con-
firmed to Sunday Standard that: 
“Present shortage is on a few Anti-
hypertensive medications which will 
be received tomorrow (Saturday) by 

wholesalers and will be supplied to 
Pharmacies, which will relax the cri-
ses, there are still numerous Oncol-
ogy lines that are out of  stock and 
need to be supplied.”

But Fallows revealed that the 
South African Minister of  Trade 
cancelled the requirements for all 
export products to have an export 
permit.  Thus, he said as pharma-
ceuticals, they expect an influx of  all 

pending orders next week into Bo-
tswana.

“There are currently still a few 
hospital Anti-infectives, Analgesics 
outstanding. We also have a huge 
shortage on Thyroid Medication, 
but this has been mainly due to 
a shortage in RSA (South Africa, 
coupled with the ITAC permit sce-
nario. There is also quite a lot of  
Acute medication, cough prepara-
tions, cold and flu preparations and 
Immune Boosters still outstanding,” 
he said.

According to Fallows, “Com-
panies have taken quite a knock as 
they were open as essential services, 
however with limited supplies into 
country it was difficult to meet the 
medication demands of  the public.”

More especially, he said, was the 
concern on chronic patients who 
could not receive their medication 
due to this delay and confusion by 
International Trade Authorizations 
Commission on the release of  ITAC 
(Export) Permits for Botswana.

Asked if  they engaged BOMRA 
on this crisis, Fallows replied in the 
affirmative.

“Yes, we as a Company did as 
well as BOPHARMA (Botswana 
Wholesaler and Manufacturer As-
sociation) did meet the Director 
of  Clinical Services to raise the po-
tential issue we foresaw in April al-
ready in order to intervene. Director 
did address to Minister of  Health 
and Wellness as well as to Ministry 
of  Trade and Industry. Ministry of  
Trade did allocate a mediator/facili-
tator to intervene with ITAC on situ-
ation in Botswana,” he said.

Fallows added: “BOMRA did 
interact with their counterparts in 
South Africa namely SAHPRA on 
the matter to assist and who then in-
tervened with ITAC.”

KHONANI ONTEBETSE

The Government faces a lawsuit for 
breaching an agreement to increase civil 
servants’ salaries.

The salary adjustments were deferred 
by Government after the outbreak of  the 
coronavirus in Botswana.

The Botswana Land Board Local 
Authorities and Health Workers Union 
(BLLAHWU) has already made its 
intention known that it will take the 
Director of  Directorate of  Public Services 
Management (DPSM) to court for failing to 
adjust salaries of  its members who are part 
of  civil servants.

Giving a background of  what 
necessitated the decision to issue a threat 
to sue the government, the union through 
its attorneys Rockfall Lekgowe Law Group 

states that on or around 31st January 2019, 
BLLAHWU and other public sector  
unions engaged in talks with the DPSM 
aimed at negotiating a salary increment for 
its members at the bargaining council.

Such talks ended on 2nd February 2019 
and the parties entered into a collective 
bargaining agreement titled Public Services 
Salaries Negotiations for the financial years 
2019/2020and 2020/2021 Agreement.

The lawyers stated that it was agreed 
that a salary increment of  10 percent for 
salary scales A and B and a 6 percent salary 
increment for salary scales C and D for 
financial years 2019/2020 and 2020/2021. 

Salary increments for financial year 
2019/2020 were duly paid and the salary 
adjustments for 2020/2021 financial year 
was to be paid from 1st April 2020.

The lawyers also stated that sometime in 
or around February 2020, in a presentation 
before the National Assembly, the Minister 
of  Finance and Development Planning 
announced that the salary increment had 
been budgeted for and would therefore be 
paid as and when it would become due.

However, at the end of  April 2020, 
public servants were shocked to find out 
that there had been no salary increments 
as had been agreed by the unions and the 
DPSM and as per an undertaking made by 
the Government.

According to the lawyers, the 
DPSM Director, in a televised broadcast 
announced. 
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TENDER NO. LEA RFP 001/ 2020-2021

The Local Enterprise Authority invites reputable local service providers and companies operating in 
Botswana to submit proposals for inclusion in the LEA supplier Database.

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST - LEA SUPPLIER DATABASE

For detailed expression of interest, visit www.lea.co.bw                                                                  Closing Date: 26th June 2020 at 1200hrs

Drugs

KHONANI ONTEBETSE

The United Kingdom based human 
rights organisation, Survival Inter-
national, which has had a sustained 
troubled relationship with Botswana 
last week threatened to renew its 
campaign against Botswana.

The rights group aims, as it has 
done before, to taint Botswana’s 
tourism and diamond sectors due to 
what it described as renewed perse-
cution of  Basarwa.

The threats by Survival Interna-
tional come at a time when Basarwa 
men are reported to have been ar-
rested by law enforcement officers 
after they were allegedly found in 
possession of  game meat.

But the government denies 
claims by Survival International.

Responding to Sunday Standard 
queries, the Ministry of  Environ-
ment National Resources Conser-
vation and Tourism spokesperson 
Lesego Kgomanyane said: “There 
is no truth to the allegation that the 
Department of  Wildlife and Na-
tional Parks is harassing CKGR resi-
dents.”

She said several citizens, includ-
ing some Basarwa residents were 
recently arrested for hunting in the 
CKGR and found with game meat.

“There is no hunting allowed 
in all National Parks and Game Re-
serves in Botswana, Central Kala-
hari Game Reserve inclusive,” said 
Kgomanyane. On growing of  crops 
in the reserve, she said there are no 
legally allowed fields (Masimo) in the 
Central Kalahari Game Reserve.

“Communities in the CKGR sus-
tain themselves through subsistence 
agriculture. Through traditional 
methods, (shifting cultivation),veldt 
products collection i.e. Tylosema escu-
lentum (Morama bean), Grewia spe-
cies (Moretlwa and Motsotsojane), 
Kalaharituber pfeilii (Mahupu). They 
also qualify for social benefit assis-
tance packages,” said Kgomanyane.

It has also emerged that some 
communities who grow crops in the 
reserve have allegedly been threat-
ened by law enforcement agencies 
on the grounds that cultivation of  
crops in the reserve is not allowed.

Fiona Watson, the Research 
and Advocacy Director at the rights 

group, said: “Survival is alarmed at 
the recent spate of  arrests of  Bush-
men (Basarwa) for hunting game in 
the CKGR. They are merely exercis-
ing their right to hunt, as upheld by 
the High Court in its landmark ruling 
in 2006. We hope the arrests do not 
signal a government crack down and 
are monitoring the situation closely.

She told Sundays Standard that 
“If  harassment, detention and ar-
rests of  Bushmen hunters continue, 
Survival will certainly publicise these 
abuses as widely as we can.”

For his part, Survival Interna-
tional Communications Director, 
Jonathan Mazower, last week told 
Sunday Standard that “we’re getting 
worrying reports of  renewed perse-
cution and harassment of  Bushmen 
people in the CKGR (Central Kala-
hari Game Reserve).”

“Four people have been arrested 
for hunting, and others who are sim-
ply growing crops in their communi-
ties have been told by Dept of  Wild-
life officials that they can’t. How are 
people supposed to eat if  they can’t 
hunt and can’t grow food? We have 
also had preliminary reports of  fur-

ther arrests in Xere,” he said.
Mazower added: “We hope it is 

not a sign that the government is go-
ing back to the bad old days, which 
brought Botswana so much awful 
publicity.”

One of  Basarwa human rights 
activists and a resident of  CKGR, 
Smith Moeti, confirmed the latest 
development. He said the govern-
ment is using poaching as a pretext 
for its latest round of  persecution of  
Basarwa tribesmen.

He said the arrested men include 
Basarwa leader Roy Sesana’s son, 
Lefifi. Other suspects are Kelebe-
tse Tsharae, Monyaku Modibedi, 
Ditshinyegelo Monyaku. They have 
already appeared before the Gan-
tsi Magistrate Court and have been 
granted bail. According to Smith, the 
suspects allegedly arrested for hunt-
ing in the CKGR. He said the charg-
es are signs of  government harass-
ment and persecution. Moeti said 
many Basarwa inside and around the 
reserve depend on hunting and gath-
ering for a living.

He said initially they had request-
ed that government should issue 

them with special hunting licenses 
only for the government to advise 
them that such licenses could only 
be used outside the reserve.

“As we speak there is no arrange-
ment or guidelines as to how we 
should hunt whether inside or out-
side the reserve and which animals 
to hunt and not,” he said.

Moeti insisted that despite the 
continued arrests that would not de-
ter Basarwa from hunting.

“Despite a court ruling that we 
should return and live in our ances-
tral land, we are not yet free as we 
continue to be persecuted. We had 
long tried to iron out some issues 
with government but the negotia-
tions bore no fruit because the gov-
ernment has been monopolizing the 
talks,” he said.

On cultivation of  crops in the 
reserve, Moeti confirmed that com-
munities grow crops such as beans, 
watermelons, maize and pumpkins.

“Yes, it is true that wildlife au-
thorities have informed residents of  
CKGR to stop or desist from grow-
ing crops in the reserve because it is 
an animal park,” he said.

MPHO KELEBOGE

The Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) 
is struggling to attract local candidates for 
the position of  chief  executive officer.

Sunday Standard has established the 
BPC has since re-advertised the position 
of  CEO while former board member Seb 
Sebetlela is tipped as one of  the candidates 
who had shown interest.

Sebetlela is said to be one in pole posi-
tion to take the position of  CEO if  things 
goes according to plan.

Permanent Secretary in the Ministry 
of  Minerals Resources, Green Technology 
and Energy Security, Mmetla Masire con-
firmed Sebetlela has submitted his applica-
tion for the position of  CEO.

Masire said since they have worked to-
gether in different forums, he called to in-
quire from him if  he has seen a post from 
BPC and the answer was clear that he has 
submitted his application.

“What I can tell you is that the Minis-
ter is the appointing authority for the posi-
tion of  CEO and Board Chairperson. The 
Board is responsible for recommending 
the best candidate and the Minister has the 
power to accept or reject the candidate,” 
said Masire

A source within the BPC has revealed 
that the Ministry is still wondering why the 
appointment of  acting CEO is not local-
ized and want the Board to speed up the 
process of  recruitment.

The BPC board chairman Bonny The-
benyane has confirmed to this publication 
that the BPC will soon announce its new 
CEO.

“It is true that soon, if  things go ac-
cording to our wishes, BPC board will be 
in a better position to pronounce the new 
CEO. The intention is for the position to 
be filled by a competent local citizen. At 
the moment I cannot divulge if  we have 
non-citizens who had shown interest in 
the position.

In a previous interview with this pub-
lication Thebenyane dismissed allegations 
that suggested the BPC is in a crisis which 
led to some of  its executive members quit-
ting the corporation.

“There is no crisis at the BPC there-
fore once the new CEO is appointed all 
managerial positions will be filled by the 
CEO upon recommendation,” he said.

Last year Dr Stefan Schwarzfischer left 
the BPC as CEO following allegations of  
corruption that rocked the corporation 
and Cross Kgosietsile took over on acting 
capacity before handing over to the cur-
rent acting CEO.

SA drugs export restrictions throttle 
Botswana patients amid Covid-19

• Restrictions have thrown BOMRA into panic

UK based rights group Survival International 
renews fight against Botswana govt

Hunt still on 
for BPC CEO

BLLAHWU 
sues govt. 
over pay hike 
freeze

Mmetla Masire
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Announcement: National Lottery Licence
The Board of the Gambling Authority is happy to announce Growmine Africa (Pty) Limited  T/A 
Dineo tsa Pula  as the Preferred  Applicant, and Ithuba Solutions (Pty) Limited  T/A Ithuba 
Botswana as the Reserve Applicant for the purpose of awarding a licence to operate the Botswana 
National Lottery for a period of 10 years. This selection is subject to the negotiation and conclusion of 
a Licence Agreement acceptable to the Gambling Authority. 

The Board of the Authority had received and adjudicated on five applications for the first ever 
Botswana National Lottery from the following special purpose vehicles:

•   Ad Infinitum Lottery SPV (Pty) Limited
•   Brazelink (Pty) Limited, T/A Khupele Khupele
•   Growmine Africa (Pty) Limited, T/A Dineo Tsa Pula
•   Ithuba Solutions (Pty) Limited, T/A Ithuba Botswana
•   Win-A-Lot (Pty) Limited

Negotiations with the Preferred Applicant will start, in earnest, in due course, to facilitate the rollout of 
the National Lottery. We also wish to inform the nation that, should negotiations with the Preferred 
Applicant fail, the Gambling Authority will commence negotiations with the Reserve Applicant.

Given by authority of the Board

MEDIA RELEASE

Joseph Matome
Board Secretary

“Transforming Botswana’s economy through safe gaming”

BOARD MEMBERS

Mr. Blessed Monyatsi (Chairperson) | Mr. Thulisizwe Johnson (Chief Executive Officer) | Ms Rosinah Bontsi | Ms. Arabang Kanego | Mr. Olebile Machete | Ms. Itumeleng Mareko | 
Ms. Mmakome Masendu | Ms. Eunice Naledi Mmono | Mr. Marvin Torto

10 June 2020

+267 395 7672www.gamblingauthority.co.bw West Wing, Fairgrounds Office Park, GaboroneBotswana Gambling Authority

For more information contact Gambling Authority Communication Team at: 
info@gamblingauthority.co.bw

                                                             PRESS RELEASE 

MODIMO & ASSOCIATES APPOINTS 
ATTORNRY PERSIVAL MOOKETSI 
MOREENG AS A PARTNER  
 
The law firm Modimo & Associates is 
pleased to announce the appointment of 
Mr Persival Mooketsi Moreeng as a 
Partner effective 01 July 2020. This 
appointment augments the team  
comprising Messrs Abel Modimo, 
Onkagetse Pusoentsi and Mike 
Rasetshwane. 
 
Mr.Moreeng joined the firm in 2015 after 
graduating from the University of 
Botswana with a Bachelor of Laws 
Degree qualification (LL.B). He has 
meticulously served our clients in civil 
and commercial litigation, commercial 
and construction arbitration and contract 
drafting and vetting. In 2018 he was 
appointed and has been the Head of our 
Property & Conveyancing Department. 
 
On behalf of the staff, the clients and 
stakeholders, the Partners of Modimo & 
Associates we are pleased to welcome Mr 
Moreeng to this new level of 
responsibility. 
 
With his experience, legal aptitude as 
well as passion for all things legal, we are 
confident that Mr. Moreeng’s 
appointment will enhance our capacity to 
continue to deliver quality service to our 
current and prospective pool of clients.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2nd Floor, BBS House | Private Bag BO 77 
BBS Mall, Broadhurst| Gaborone 
Tel: +267 3905645 | Fax: +267 3912347 
Cell: +267 71318200/ 72881881 
Email: admin@modimos.co.bw 
Web: www.modimos.co.bw 
 

 

The same office that made 
a decision to fire the en-
tire Botswana Railways 
Board of  Management 
in 2017 has reversed 

one part of  that decision by re-
appointing someone who was a 
member in that same board. The 
decision was made by the office 
of  the Minister of  Transport and 
Communications which, in 2017, 
was occupied by Kitso Mokaila - 

who has been replaced by Thula-
ganyo Segokgo. 

The board that Mokaila fired 
had, as one of  its members, Ore-
editse Molebatsi, himself  a for-
mer BR manager who served a 
stint in parliament between 2009 
and 2014. Officially, the board 
was dissolved because it was one 
member short of  the statutorily 
required number. That happened 
after one of  the members, Lese-

di Moakofhi, resigned from the 
board member to take up a Man-
aging Director post at a BR sub-
sidiary, the Gaborone Container 
Terminal, which is more com-
monly known as Gabcon.

“Dissolved” was just the sort 
of  euphemism that officialdom 
would use to describe an over-
sight body that was dysfunctional 
on many levels. Good sources say 
that the board couldn’t provide 

guidance to management and that 
the two parties were feuding bad-
ly. Moakofhi’s own appointment 
to the Gabcon post was shot 
through with controversy because 
such appointment had been made 
by her fellow board members. It 
would later emerge that while 
all Gaborone-resident members 
drove to Mahalapye in the morn-
ing and back in the afternoon 
when the board sat, she chose to 
go to Mahalapye a day before and 
stay at the P3418-a-night Merafhe 
Presidential Suite at Cresta Ma-
halapye. The suite is named the 
former (and now deceased) Vice 
President, Lieutenant General 
Mompati Merafhe, who was also 
Mahalapye West MP.

Contrary to what the Bo-
tswana Railways Act states in ex-
plicit terms, sub-committees of  
the board continued to meet even 
when the board didn’t legally ex-
ist because it was a member short. 
In a confidential letter to Mokaila, 
then Botswana Railways CEO, 
Dominic Ntwaagae alleged that 
two male board members had 
told him that the executive man-
agement team he led was staffed 
with people from the wrong 
tribes. The bullet point of  a sec-
tion headlined “insults and verbal 
abuse from [names withheld]”, 
read: “Insinuations along tribal 
lines to the effect that because of  
the absence of  a Mokalaka and/
or Motswapong on the current 
Executive Team, things will never 
go right at Botswana Railways.”

The two board members, 
whose names form part of  the 
sub-heading, are said to have been 
in the habit of  hurling “accusa-
tions, insults and verbal abuse” at 
Ntwaagae and his executive team. 
The letter says that during one 
meeting, the two board members 
in question said to the BR Ex-
ecutive Management Team: “Le 
boroletse.” In his letter to Mokaila, 
Ntwaagae explained the phrase as 
a “Setswana expression used to 
describe the posture of  sheep.” 
The former CEO also claimed 
that at a meet-and-greet session 

featuring some board members 
and staff  at the BR headquarters 
in Mahalapye, he was “called to 
order in front of  the staff ” by a 
chairperson of  a board sub-com-
mittee. The roving microphone 
was then taken away from him, 
“embarrassing me in front of  
my staff  in the process.” During 
a protracted stand-off  period, 
the board would lock him out of  
important meetings which he was 
qualified to attend as an ex-officio 
member of  the board.

While he had the option of  
appointing somebody else to re-
place Moakofhi, Mokaila chose to 
get rid of  this board. 

Soon after dissolving the BR 
board, Mokaila appointed a new 
one, in which only one member 
from the old board returned – 
Adolf  Hirschfeld. Molebatsi, who 
had been a cabinet colleague of  
Mokaila when he served as As-
sistant Minister of  Agriculture in 
the government of  President Ian 

Khama, was not re-appointed. 
Following the 2019 general elec-
tion, in which Mokaila was not 
contesting, President Mokgweetsi 
Masisi appointed Segokgo as 
Minister of  Transport and Com-
munications.

It is the minister who ap-
points board members and in ex-
ercise of  his powers, Segokgo has 
re-appointed Molebatsi to the BR 
board. Sunday Standard learns that 
Molebatsi was a second choice 
because Segokgo had initially 
wanted to re-appoint Barulaganyi 
Gakelebotse - who was part of  
the replacement board Mokaila 
appointed in 2017. When Gakele-
botse turned down this offer, it is 
only then that Segokgo settled for 
Molebatsi.

As a board member, Mole-
batsi did business with BR and it 
was only 11 months later that he 
made a formal declaration. This 
he did by writing a letter to the BR 
Board Secretary in which he said 

that on being appointed to the 
board “I did declare that I have 
two hotels i.e. Maeto Hotel and 
Maeto Lodge. I also have Maeto 
Travel & Tours and Maeto Bureau 
du Change. The above-mentioned 
hotels and Travel & Tours mini-
buses and Quantums have been 
used by BR staff  before and they 
continue to use our services. The 
directors of  these companies are 
myself, O. S. Molebatsi and my 
wife, B.B. Molebatsi.” The prob-
lem with this letter was that it 
sought to equate declaring one 
business interests with declaring 
that one has business interest in 
an organisation that they are a 
board member of. As the letter 
shows, when Molebatsi joined BR 
he declared his business interests 
but didn’t tell the board that his 
companies were doing business 
with BR until after the fact.

From a corporate-governance 
standpoint and under any circum-

stances, there is a huge problem 
with board members doing busi-
ness with organisations that they 
are supposed to maintain over-
sight over. The standard proce-
dure is for the member to recuse 
himself  when the bids of  com-
panies that they have an interest 
in are evaluated because their 
interests are conflicted. The fact 
of  the matter though is that even 
those other members that don’t 
have commercial interest in the 
company and who don’t recuse 
themselves, are also conflicted 
and should recuse themselves be-
cause they are evaluating a bid put 
in by a colleague. The one real so-
lution is to completely outsource 
this function to third parties with 
absolutely no connections to the 
board member – which would 
come at a cost to the organisation 
and create an unnecessary admin-
istrative burden.

Segokgo re-appoints member of board Mokaila fired
During a previous stint, this board member, a former minister, did business with BR but only made a formal declaration 11 months later

pert in South Africa to date.
“During the same period we 

met with the famous UDC ma-
jor sponsor Mr Zunaid Moti and 
team who promised us a sound, 
mouthwatering compensation 
payment plan as according to 
our efforts, the three of  us in-
cluding the logistics person (Mr 
Kenosi.).”

The three says they provided 
details including giving database 
to Paul O’Sullivan, but up to now 
they have not been paid.

Mr Dikabelo Selaledi was 
promised R750 000 with a down 
payment of  half  the price be-
fore the trial proceedings com-
menced as he appeared 4 times 
on the petition. Mr Emanuel 
Seretse Mohalodi was promised 
R500 000 and a down payment 
of  half  and all this was through 

verbal agreement done between 
the UDC president, Mr Duma 
Boko and Mr Zunaid Moti and 
team. These promises were made 
after recording our testimonies 
on election rigging. The meet-
ing took place in Sandton, South 
Africa on the 4th December 2019. 
We kept asking about our dues 
from the UDC president and his 
team till today, we were tossed 
from pillar to post.”

We were then moved from 
South Africa to Botswana around 
13th December 2019 as petition 
cases were just about to com-
mence, we were then promised 
that we will be paid down pay-
ments and promised from this 
side (Botswana).

In Botswana the three stayed 
at a lodge owned by the former 
UDC Member of  parliament Dr 
Mmatli, who they say is owed 
P80 000 as a result.

“we then met on the 18th 
of  March 2020 at Bayford and 
Associates with Mike Keakopa 
(representing UDC President) 
and Mr Dick Bayford (the UDC 
lawyer) in which we had a lengthy  
discussions on the petitions, out-
come and way forward on our 
compensation plan in which we 
then settled that in 2 weeks’ time 
ending on the 1st of  April 2020, 
we will be compensated accord-
ing to our efforts.”

According to the letter P170 
000 would replace all the prom-
ises made in Sandton and full and 
final settlements of  our efforts to 
testify on election rigging.

“The break down was done 
and broken down to each’s ef-
forts; Moemedi Dennis Baikalafi 
(P80 000) Dikabelo Selaledi (50 
000), Emmanuel Seretse Moha-
lodi (30 000) and P10 000 for the 
logistics person (Mr Kenosi).

When they came back on the 
18th April to collect their money, 
they were advised to engage with 
the UDC leadership.

“We drove to UDC president 
residential house in Tlokweng 
and did not find him. His security 
officer called him and he directed 
us to Mike Keakopa or Nelson 
Ramaotwana. We tried Mike Ke-
akopa and failed once more.”

As a parting shot the trio say 
their agreement with UDC has 
never been fulfilled.

And that they remain ready 
to meet with UDC NEC leader-
ship.

When Sunday Standard called 
Mohalodi he confirmed the ve-
racity of  the letter. And said they 
have since held a face to face 
meeting with UDC vice presi-
dent, Dumelang Saleshando. But 
said payment has still not hap-
pened.

UDC petition witnesses demand their cut
CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Botswana Railways locomotive
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* Terms and Conditions apply

WE UNDERSTAND 
FARMING DIFFERENTLY.

•  Maximum loan of P15Million
•  Repayment period of up to 15 years
•  Access to Advisory Services
•  Preferential interest rates for majority     

 women-owned businesses

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: 31st JULY 2020

•   Contributing to Botswana’s Food Security during and     
 post COVID-19

•  An existing emerging or commercial farmer
•  Transforming Botswana’s HORTICULTURE sub-sector through  

 innovation, smart farming and Renewable energy
• Existing support business within the HORTICULTURE value chain
•  Employment creation
•  Have existing land and water rights
•  Committed to developing & mentoring young farmers

SUBMIT PROPOSALS FOR FUNDING

#FeedTheNation
IS HORTICULTURE YOUR CALLING?
DO THE FOLLOWING APPLY TO YOU?

If YES, journey with your 
as “We break new ground...and Walk the path with you.” 

go-to AGRI BANK 

SAFE AND 
HEALTHY

FOOD

RENEWABLE
ENERGY

SMART
FARMING

GREEN 
HOUSE

HYDROPONICS

Submit proposals to feedthenation@ndb.bw
For enquiries contact:

Lebogang Wadipeba - (+267) 71525717
Rebaagetse Monageng - (+267)71396931

www.ndb.bw @nationaldevelopmentbank ndbofficial_bw

ABRAHAM MOTSOKONO
 

Former President Lt. Gen. Ian Khama 
turned the vocation of  journalism 
into a life and death mission.

Speaking out against government 
became a death-wish and Batswana 

learnt to look over their shoulders before 
shooting their mouths. The whole country was 
cowed into silence as the infamous Directorate 
of  Intelligence and Security Services (DISS) 
waged a campaign of  terror and intimidation. 
Journalists and opposition politicians had the 
worst of  it.

It was the halcyon days for enemies of  free 
expression who were able to carry out excesses 
without anyone calling them to account.

While the world’s most notorious intel-
ligence organizations – the CIA and Mosaad 
- are subject to civilian authority, since its in-
ception, the DISS under founding Director 
General, Isaac Kgosi, had gained notoriety for 
its shadow operations. While they kill, frame 
and maim, the CIA and Mosaad know that 
they are not law unto themselves. Their pos-
ture is prevention of  external threats. Not so 
with the DISS of  Khama’s era. The spy agency 
took the leading roles in the drive to denigrate 
Botswana’s democracy and had many people 
believe that its operatives were above the law.

When aiding visiting journalists, local 
scribes always knew they had attracted DISS 
tails.

The omnipresent outfit had moles in every 
newsroom, making work extremely strenuous 
for self-respecting editors.

There have been cases where visiting 
journalists have had their hotel rooms bro-
ken into, ransacked and the entire work of  
their visit stolen.  One example was when an 
AL JAZEERA team had their room at Travel 
Lodge burgled and their photography equip-
ment stolen in 2014 in an incident that had the 
hallmarks of  the DISS.

The incident happened at the height of  
tensions between warring factions within 
president Khama’s ruling Botswana Demo-
cratic Party (BDP) which had previously led 
to the formation of  the Botswana Movement 
for Democracy (BMD). The leadership of  this 
splinter faction were arguably the rising stars at 
the BDP and leaders-in-waiting; a new crop of  
leaders who were poised to assume the reins 
of  power from its aged leadership.

President Khama’s decision to marginalize 
and ultimately push these Young Turks from 
the party was seen by many as either an out-
right foolhardy move on his part or part of  his 
grand strategy to rid the BDP of, or margin-
alize, all those he perceived as a threat to his 
continued stranglehold on the party. The death 
of  BMD’s young and charismatic leader, Go-
molemo Motswaledi, in May 2014 in a freak 
road accident, had fingers pointed at the DISS.

To this day, the DISS is placed at the crime 
scene of  many extra-judicial killings. There 
was even speculation that Khama was never 
far from the smoking gun. The former presi-
dent did not help his case when he pardoned 
Botswana Defence Force (BDF) soldiers con-
victed of  the murder of  John Kalafatis, the 
crime suspect who died in a hail of  bullets at a 
Gaborone shopping complex.

Consequently, and for a long time to come, 
the DISS under Kgosi continued to receive a 
fair share of  bad press. Its Director General 
had been in the midst of  a protracted contro-
versy relating to an investigation of  corrup-
tion, money laundering and abuse of  office. 
The investigation against Kgosi was apparent-
ly commenced in 2012 by the Directorate on 
Corruption and Economic Crimes (DCEC) 

and to-date the investigation docket is 
kept under wraps. Khama, as Kgosi’s 
appointing authority, maintained a 
deafening silence amidst the contro-
versy surrounding him, triggering a 
media frenzy never experienced in 
the country’s media history. Instead 
of  acting against Kgosi, the state ap-
proached the High Court for an ur-
gent interdict to gag Sunday Standard 
from reporting on the contents of  
Kgosi’s docket.

What this meant was that the in-
dependent media was intimidated to 
continue carrying out its mandate, a 
key element of  which was to report 
on excesses of  the state including high 
level corruption involving people in 
the high echelons of  political and eco-
nomic power. These were not isolated 
incidents but part of  a pattern, casting 
a gloomy shadow over media freedom 
and freedom of  expression. Among 
these were: the sacking of  broadcast 
journalists Reginald Richardson and 
Keikantse Shumba from Gabz FM 
in November 2016 by a management 
under duress from the government; 
harassment of  journalists from INK 
Centre for Investigative Journalism - 
Ntibinyane Ntibinyane, Joel Konopo 
and Kaomboni Kanani - by an army 
patrol at Mosu, a small settlement 
in Boteti sub district, in February 
2018 in a situation that harked back 
to apartheid South Africa’s pass laws 
that negated freedom of  movement 
for the majority of  South Africans. 
The INK journalists had visited Mosu 
to investigate allegations that presi-

dent Khama had used state resources to build 
his personal retirement home.

The DISS and its activities under Kgosi 
had become a heated election campaign is-
sue. Khama’s silence and inaction in matters 
relating to the DISS and its boss had irked 
many people. All this was not helped by gov-
ernment’s running battles with the country’s 
media, characterized by Khama’s unblemished 
dislike for the Fourth Estate. The detention of  
Outsa Mokone on charges of  sedition and the 
fleeing of  journalist Edgar Tsimane to South 
Africa to seek political asylum in fear for his 
life brought into sharp focus the hostile con-
ditions that Botswana’s media operated under 
during Khama’s presidency. This prompted 
the United States of  America’s Department of  
State to issue an uncomplimentary statement 
against the Botswana Government in Septem-
ber 2014, accusing it of  stifling freedom of  
expression.

But to say there was no one to call the 
malefactors to account is not to diminish the 
courageous – even dauntless – campaign of  
men and women of  the independent media.

Scraping the bottom of  the barrel follow-
ing a government imposed advertising ban on 
the independent media, journalists continued 

to inform, educate and entertain, with issues 
ranging from military spending, Botswana’s 
equivalent of  Nkandla (the controversial re-
tirement home of  former South Africa’s presi-
dent Jacob Zuma) at Mosu, the promotion of  
white supremacy in our so-called multi-racial 
republic, tax evasion and the stashing away of  
personal fortunes in offshore accounts to the 
detriment of  Batswana, and Khama’s govern-
ment’s secrecy and dark avenues in the finan-
cial sector that enabled a criminal underworld 
to flourish, to celebrating the achievements 
of  athletes, sportsmen and sportswomen who 
brought home awards and medals against all 
odds because theirs is a country with the bi-
zarre distinction of  being the third most un-
equal society in the world.

If  Kgosi’s irreverence to the President, 
which he demonstrated before Parliament’s 
Public Accounts Committee by pronouncing 
himself  not accountable to anyone, was be-
cause the law permitted it, then such a law has 
no place in our democracy. The Attorney Gen-
eral has a duty to revisit the law and advise par-
liament accordingly. The nation can only thank 
Kgosi’s blunder for bringing this to the fore.

How the mighty pen thumped 
Khama’s Virulent sword (Part 2)

to court over the SA government’s ban on 
tobacco products. The Fair Trade Tobac-
co Association (Fita) has challenged the 
legality of  the continued ban of  the sale 
of  tobacco products during the national 
lockdown in SA.

The sale of  tobacco in SA was banned 
around the same period as in Botswana, 
end of  March. President Cyril Ramaphosa 
would announce weeks later that the sale 
of  tobacco was to resume, only to reverse 
the decision following pressure from 
health experts. Fita filed court papers im-
mediately.

The tobacco industry in Botswana 
may have been discouraged by the State 
of  Emergency from pursuing similar ac-
tion against the government. 

While those against the ban are 
breathing down the government’s neck 
to reconsider the ban, ATN Botswana 
couldn’t be happier with the status quo.

“The Anti-Tobacco Network Bo-
tswana recognizes that tobacco use is an 
immediate threat to  the control of  CO-
VID-19 spread, and calls on Government 

to stop the sale of  tobacco products dur-
ing the state of  public emergency to save 
lives,” Professor Bontle Mbongwe, Ex-
ecutive Director, Anti-Tobacco Network 
wrote recently.

While the tobacco industry has ques-
tioned the link between smoking and 
COVID-19 Mbongwe insists the ban on 
the sale of  tobacco products is informed 
by scientific evidence that smoking dam-
ages human lungs and other body organs. 
“Smoking also destroys the immune sys-
tem hence weakening a smoker’s respon-
siveness to infections. As COVID -19 is 
primarily a disease affecting the respira-
tory system, smokers are therefore more 
vulnerable to developing severe COV-
ID-19 which may result in prolonged hos-
pitalization under life support machines in 
intensive care units (ICU) or death,” she 
argues, adding “persons with long stand-
ing chronic non-communicable diseases 
(NCDs) are also susceptible to severe CO-
VID -19.  There is compelling evidence 
from pprevious studies that smokers are 
twice more likely than non-smokers to 
contract influenza and have more severe 
symptoms.”

Cabinet divided over 
tobacco ban as gov’t 
loses over P100 M on 

alcohol/tobacco revenue
CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Ian Khama
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ISO 14001 certified              
OHSAS 18001 certified

 INVITATION TO TENDER
Morupule Coal Mine (MCM) invites interested, reputable and experienced Botswana Citizen Owned 
companies to tender for the Provision of Fitness and Gym Services for Morupule Coal Mine: 
MOR/06/20/3-07.

Tender documents may be collected from Morupule Coal Mine, Security office, along Palapye/ Serowe 
Road (A14), between Monday and Friday, from 0730hrs to 1630hrs, upon production of proof of payment 
of a non-refundable fee of BWP 250.00 (Two Hundred and Fifty Pula Only).

Payments may be made in cash or by Electronic Funds Transfer to: Account Name: Morupule Coal Mine;

Bank Name: Stanbic Bank; Account No: 9060001295360 Branch: Fairgrounds Swift Code: SBICBWGX. 

Submission:

Tenderers are required to submit one original and one copy of the tender to: 

The Tender Box
Morupule Coal Mine
Security Office
Along Palapye/Serowe Road (A14)
Palapye, Botswana

Tenders are to be submitted in sealed envelopes marked: Provision of Fitness and Gym Services for 
Morupule Coal Mine: MOR/06/20/3-07.

The closing date for the receipt of tender submissions shall be 3 July 2020 at 12:00 noon. Tenders 
received after the closing date and time will not be considered.

Telegraphic, telephonic, telex, facsimile or emailed submissions will also not be considered. Morupule 
Coal Mine reserves the right to reject or accept any submission and does not bind itself to accept the 
lowest or any portion of any tender. Acceptance thereof is not binding on the company until confirmed 
through official notification. The services pertaining to this contract shall be run under Morupule Coal 
Mine General Conditions of Service, details of which are in the tender documents. Enquiries relating to this 
tender must be addressed to: The Strategic Sourcing Specialist, at e-mail: kmotsumi@mcm.co.bw or 
Tel: 4941205.

Notice to Shareholders

Notice is hereby given that the 34th Annual General Meeting of shareholders of Absa Bank Botswana 
Limited shall be held by means of audio or audio and visual communication on Monday 29 June 2020 at/or 
about 12.30pm  in terms of Article 11.1 (b) of the Constitution  of the Company for the following purpose:

1. To receive and adopt the Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2019 together with the Directors and 
Independent Auditor’s reports thereon.

2.	 To	confirm	the	appointment	of	Cosmas	Moapare	as	Director	in	accordance	with	Section	20:10	of	the	Constitution	

3.	 To	confirm	the	appointment	of	Benjamin	Monaheng	Kodisang	as	Director	in	accordance	with	Section	20:10	of	the	Constitution	

4.	 To	confirm	the	appointment	of	Sari	Helena	Nikka	as	Director	in	accordance	with	Section	20:10	of	the	Constitution	

5.	 To	re-elect	as	a	Director	Kenneth	Molosi	who	retires	by	rotation	in	accordance	with	Section	20:10	of	the	Constitution,	and	who	
being	eligible,	offers	himself	for	re-	election.

6.	 To	re-	lect	as	a	Director	Alfred	Majaye	Dube	who	retires	by	rotation	and	in	accordance	with	Section	20:10	of	the	Constitution,	
and	who	being	eligible,	offers	himself	for	re-election.

7. To approve the remuneration of the Directors for the ensuing year.

8.	 To	approve	the	remuneration	of	the	Auditors,	KPMG	Botswana,	for	the	year	ended	31	December	2019.

9.	 To	approve	the	appointment	of	Auditors	Ernst	and	Young	Botswana	for	the	ensuing	year.	

10.	 To	approve,	by	special	resolution,	the	amendment	of	the	Constitution	of	the	Company	in	terms	of	section	43(3)	of	the	Companies	
Act to align it to current regulatory requirements and good corporate governance practices.   

11.	 To	approve,	by	special	resolution,	any	substantial	gifts	made	by	the	Company,	details	of	which	are	available	at	the	Company’s	
registered	office	for	perusal.

In	the	event	that	you	wish	to	nominate	any	person(s)	as	directors	or	auditors	other	than	one	of	the	directors	retiring	or	incumbent	
auditors,	you	must	deliver	to	the	Company	Secretary,	not	less	than	7	(seven)	nor	more	than	14	(fourteen)	clear	days	before	the	date	
of	the	meeting,	a	nomination	signed	by	a	member	qualified	to	attend	and	vote	at	the	meeting	with	notice	by	the	nominated	persons	
that	they	are	willing	to	be	elected	as	directors	or	auditors,	as	the	case	may	be.	

Proxies 

A	member	entitled	to	attend	and	vote	at	the		above	mentioned	meeting	is	entitled	to	appoint	a	proxy	to	attend,	speak	and	to	vote	in	
his/her stead. A proxy need not also be a member. A proxy form is available at the end of the Annual Report. 

Proxy	forms	are	also	available	at	the	office	of	the	Company	Secretary	at	Absa	Bank	Botswana	Limited,	Plot	74358,	Building	Four,	
Prime	Plaza,	Central	Business	District,	Gaborone

Completed	proxy	forms	must	be	deposited	there	not	less	than	48	hours	before	the	meeting.

By order of the Board 

Kealeboga N. Bojosi 
Company	Secretary	

Registered office

5th Floor 
Building	4	Prime	Plaza,	Plot	74358
Central	Business	District	
Gaborone	
Botswana

i Details of the audio and / or visual meeting will be shared with the shareholders no later than 10 days before the meeting. Shareholders are advised to contact contactus@
corpservebotswana.com		to	RSVP	for	the	meeting	or	further	enquires

ii		A	draft	of	the	constitution	will	be	sent	to	shareholders	simultaneously	with	the	notice	convening	the	Annual	General	Meeting	and	can	also	be	viewed	on	the	Company	website	
www.absa.co.bw	The	draft	constitution	will	also	be	made	available	for	inspection	by	shareholders	at	the	Company’s		registered	office	as	well	as	through	our	transfer	secretar-
ies	Transaction	Management	Services	(Pty)	Ltd	t/a	Corpserve	Botswana	at	Unit	206,	Second	Floor,	Plot	64516	Showgrounds	Close,	Fairgrounds	/	Tel:	+267		393	2244

Prior	to	10	February	2020,	documents	relating	to	Absa	Bank	Botswana	Limited	(Registered	number	BW00001237900)	and	regulated	by	the	Bank	of	Botswana,	were	published	
under	the	name	Barclays	Bank	of	Botswana	Limited	(registered	number	BW00001237900)	and	regulated	by	the	Bank	of	Botswana.	Barclays	Bank	of	Botswana	Limited	used	
Barclays	trademarks	under	license	from	Barclays	Plc.

Annual General Meeting of the Shareholders of the Absa Bank 
Botswana Limited

(Registration	number		BW00001237900	)	Share	code	ABBL	ISIN	BW	000	000	0025	(Incorporated	in	the	Republic	of	Botswana)	
(“Absa”	or	“the	Company”)	(“the	Company”)

Maru-a-Pula School
The School has vacancies for two teachers at English and one   teacher 

at the History Department from September 2020. 

Applicants should have a Bachelor’s degree, a teaching qualification 
and be able to teach up to A-Level.

  
A minimum of 5 years’ teaching experience  isrequired for the position. 

     E-mail applications should include:

1) subject heading stating position being applied for;

2) a cover letter indicating reasons why your background and 
qualifications are particularly suited to teaching at Maru-a-Pula;

3) CV with contact details of three referees.

Apply to secretary@maruapula.org before Friday 26 June 2020.

See School website www.maruapula.org for further details.

Only short-listed candidates will be contacted by the school.

1.1 Introduction
 The purpose of the Circular is to furnish information to the Shareholders as to the proposed 

amendments to the Constitution of the Company by adopting a new Constitution. The resolution 
proposing the amendment will be tabled at the Company’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held on 
Monday 29 June 2020.

1.2 Reasons for amendments
1.2.1 The Company seeks to amend the Constitution of the Company in line to current regulatory 

requirements, in particular the new Botswana Stock Exchange (BSE) Listing Requirements and 
good corporate governance practices. 

1.2.2 The Constitution also needs to be revised following the re-branding of the  Company to Absa 
Bank Botswana Limited

1.3 Proposed amendment of constitution
 the draft of the proposed Constitution together with the summary of the proposed changes to the 

Constitution can be accessible from the date of this circular on the BSE Exchange News Service 
(XNEWS) and on the Company’s website www.absa.co.bw.

1.4 Recommendation by the Board 
 the Board considers that the resolution in relation to the proposed amendments to the Constitution is 

in the interests of the Company and the Shareholders as a whole. Accordingly, the Directors recommend 
the Shareholders to vote in favour of such resolution to be approved at the AGM as set out in the Notice 
of the AGM to Shareholders

By order of the Board.

Date 5 June 2020

Keabetswe Pheko Moshagane                               Kealeboga N. Bojosi 
Managing Director                                                 Company Secretary 

Registered Office            Legal Advisor                                Sponsoring Broker 
5th Floor 
Building 4 Prime Plaza, Plot 74358
Central Business District 
Gaborone 
Botswana

Prior to 10 February 2020, documents relating to Absa Bank Botswana Limited (Registered number BW00001237900) and regulated by the Bank of Botswana, were published 
under the name Barclays Bank of Botswana Limited (registered number BW00001237900) and regulated by the Bank of Botswana. Barclays Bank of Botswana Limited used Barclays 
trademarks under license from Barclays Plc.

Explanatory statement to shareholders

This circular is important and requires your immediate 
attention.
Share code ABBL ISIN BW 000 000 0025 (Incorporated in the Republic of Botswana) (“Absa” or “the Company”)
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The Botswana Medicines Regulatory Authority (BoMRA) is a body that 
was established through the Medicines and Related Substances Act of 
2013, to regulate the supply chain of Human and Veterinary medicines, 
Medical Devices and Cosmetics. The Authority is looking for professionals 
to join their growing team to drive and implement regulatory inspection 
and licensing systems for compliance to the Medicines and Related      
Substances Act.

MANAGER, MEDICAL DEVICES (X1) 

Reporting to  the Director, Product Evaluation & Registration, your role 
will be to establish and maintain a regulatory system for medical devices 
in Botswana. 

RESPONSIBILITIES
Your main responsibilities will be:

-Coordinating and carrying out assessment of medical devices (new    
techniques/reagents) applications for compliance prior to                                
recommendation for product market authorization. 

-You will work closely with the BoMRA Law Enforcement Unit, Botswana 
Unified Revenue Services, Police and other security organs to investigate 
suspected cases of illegal/criminal activities related to medical device 
importation, handling, distribution and use. 

-You will also be responsible for facilitating stakeholder engagement by 
communicating all relevant information including updates to guidelines, 
amendments to regulations and need to comply with the provisions of 
the Medicines and Related Substances Act (2013) concerning medical 
devices. 

-Your responsibilities will also include preparing in collaboration with the 
Director quarterly and annual activity reports. 

-Mentoring and training new employees, preparing work schedules, 
monitoring and evaluating performance and performing any other 
duties assigned by the Director from time to time.

QUALIFICATIONS
-You will need to possess Degree in Medical Laboratory Science or 
Bio-medical Engineering or Medical Physics or Pharmacy or relevant   
qualification. 

-A Master’s degree is an added advantage.  At least six (6) years’                     
experience in a laboratory or regulatory organization or medical devices 
industry, with no less than (three) 3 years in a supervisory role. 

-Medical devices regulation; Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)          
compliance training; previous regulatory and/or medical devices industry 
experience are an added advantage. 

-The essential skills required for this role are relevant training and                
experience in QMS standards (ISO 9001, ISO 17020 and ISO 13845)                 
including audit skills

- Relevant training in Medical technology management; knowledge of 
relevant ICT applications. 

-You should be able to write clear and comprehensive technical 
reports,have good interpersonal skills, good organisational skills,                 
analytical and communication skills.

REGULATORY OFFICER - MEDICAL DEVICES (X1) 

Reporting to the Manager, Medical Devices. Your role will be to provide 
support to the Manager, to deliver evaluation and inspectorate services 
for medical devices at MRA. 

RESPONSIBILITIES
-Regulating, controlling, and monitoring all matters related to medical   
devices; establishing standards for compliance with conformity                   
assessment procedures of medical devices (evaluate new techniques/  
reagents).

-Monitoring of post-market surveillance and vigilance system of medical 
devices used in the country.

-Undertaking timely, regular inspection and certification of premises 
dealing in the manufacture, importation, storage, distribution,                    
dispensing of medical devices (including those for human and veterinary 
use) in both the private and public sectors.

-To carry out assessment of medical device manufacturers for Quality 
Audits compliance prior to recommendation for product market               
authorization.

-To work closely with the MRA Law Enforcement Unit, Botswana Unified 
Revenue Services, Botswana Police and other security organs to                    
investigate suspected cases of illegal/criminal activities related to medical 
device importation, handling, distribution and use.

-To sensitize the various stakeholders on the need to comply with the 
provisions of the Medicines and Related Substances Act (2013) as well as 
to perform any other duties assigned by the supervisor from time to time.

QUALIFICATIONS
-You will need to possess a degree in Medical Laboratory Science or 
Bio-medical Engineering or Medical Physics or Pharmacy or relevant   
qualification with a minimum of two (2) years’ experience in a reputable 
organisation / company.

COMPETENCIES
-Having relevant training and experience in QMS standards (ISO 9001, ISO 
17020 and ISO 13845) including audit skills; relevant training in medical 
technology management

-Knowledge of relevant ICT applications. For an added advantage, the 
applicant should possess Medical devices regulation, GMP compliance 
training,previous regulatory and/or medical devices industry experience.

REGISTRATION ASSISTANT (X1) 

Reporting directly to the Manager Human Medicines. 

RESPONSIBILITIES
Your main responsibilities will be to :

-Provide technical and administrative assistance and support to the 
department with respect to product registration activities.

-Ensure timely, accurate data entry of medicines into the databases.

-Preparation of documents for meetings and provide general                       
administration and logistical support to the team in order to maintain 
smooth      functioning of the daily operations.

-Receipt of applications for registration, variations, responses and         
maintenance of databases.

-Maintenance of hard copy logs and records such as electronic folders 
and departmental files.

-Preparation of agenda and effective minute taking for MRA Registration 
Committee and departmental meetings

-Maintenance of the departmental calendar and providing logistical 
support, drafting under supervision, correspondence relating to               
registration activities.

QUALIFICATIONS
-You will need to possess a Diploma in Pharmacy Technology with a      
minimum of two (2) years’ experience working in pharmaceutical sectors, 
government, national or international NGOs.

COMPETENCIES
The key competencies for the role include:

-Proficiency in written and spoken English, an ability to plan and work 
independently.

-Interpersonal skills, presentation skills and attention to detail.

-Good knowledge of pharmaceutical terminology.

-Knowledge of aspects of Botswana and regional medicines policies.

-Good knowledge of ICT applications as well as an ability to write clear and 
comprehensive technical reports.

-Excellent team work.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT & DATABASE ADMINISTRATION (X1) 

Reporting directly to the Manager, Information Technology. Your role will 
be to work with technology, using specialised types of software to store 
and organise data and ensure its availability to users. 

RESPONSIBILITIES
Your main  responsibilities in this role include:

-Process mapping and process re-engineering; system analysis;                   
installation, upgrade and maintenance of applications and databases, 
serving as a liaison between business and the unit; inform users of chang-
es  in the application and database and train the users; maintain data 
standards and ensure the  security of the applications and databases.   

QUALIFICATIONS
-You will need to possess a minimum of a Bachelor’s degree in                         
Information Systems or Computer Science. You will need to be to be       
certified in following: MCSE/MCSA.

-Experience with Linux and Windows Server environments, extensive 
experience with database technologies (MySQL, MS SQL, PostgreSQL 
Oracle, MongoDB), experience with cloud services (AWS, Microsoft Azure) 
a plus. 

-A minimum of six (6) years relevant working experience, two (2) of which 
should be on the level of Database administrator or Database Architecture or 
Application Developer. 

COMPETENCIES
The key competencies for the role includes:

-Strong organisational skills, project management and good knowledge 
of ICT applications.

-High level of Integrity, analytical and problem solving skills

-Keen attention to detail, excellent communication and interpersonal 
skills ability to write clear and comprehensive reports, ability to                    
collaborate and work with diverse teams.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND IT OPERATIONS (X1)

Reporting directly to the Manager, Information Technology. Your role will 
be to provide operational leadership by ensuring that voice and data flow 
smoothly through the organisation and be able to raise the business 
performance.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Your main responsibilities in this role include:

-To manage the Authority’s network, systems and services to ensure        
optimal performance.

-Ensure business continuity; provide network and IT equipment support

-Document the design, operation  and troubleshooting of technology 
platforms and procedures.

-Manage ICT Contracts, procurement of ICT equipment and services

-Assist with planning and implementation systems and network                
integrations.

QUALIFICATIONS
-You will need to possess a minimum of a bachelor’s degree in                       
information systems or Computer Science. 

-You will need to be to be certified in following: MCSE, CCNA, CCP-V or 
AWS CSA. A minimum of six (6) years relevant working experience with 
two (2) years in network engineering.

COMPETENCIES
The key competencies for the role includes:

-Strong organisational skills and project management skills.

-Good knowledge of ICT applications.

-High level of Integrity, analytical and problem solving skills.

-Keen attention to detail, excellent communication and interpersonal 
skills. 

-Ability to write clear and comprehensive reports.

-Ability to collaborate and work with diverse teams.

The Authority offers competitive remuneration packages, commensurate 
with job specifications.

If you have the above capabilities, meet the minimum requirements and 
believe you can grow with BOMRA, kindly send your application, latest 
CV and certified copies of certificates and two(2) current referee’s details 
to: recruitment@bomra.co.bw 
Closing Date of Submission: 28th June 2020.
Only short-listed candidates will be contacted.

BoMRA
vacancies

External Advert
The Authority is looking for professionals 
to join the growing team in the following fields:

Plot 112 International
Finance Park Gaborone

Private Bag 2 
Gaborone Station Botswana
info@bomra.co.bw+267 373 1727/20

Toll Free : 0800 600 216

+267 318 6254

Botswana Medicines 
Regulatory Authority 
www.bomra.co.bw
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THE 
MILITARY
VETERAN
RICHARD MOLEOFE

GUEST 
COLUMN
KWAPENG MODIKWE

CONTINUES ON PG 9

Finally Bakwena are rising to their 
rightful place. The announcement 
regarding the construction of  the 
Ntsweng Heritage Site is indeed 
a great leap in the restoration of  
the Kwena culture and heritage. 
Ntsweng refers to a historical site 
where King Sechele presided over 
his people in the days when he 
ruled his subjects. It is often ref-
erenced as Ga-Mmakgosi and that 
is translated as the place of  the 
queen.

This is the same place where 
Dr David Livingstone often at-
tended the subjects of  Sechele 
when they were sick. There was a 
school where elementary educa-
tion was conducted and it is the 
same place where King Sechele 
learnt the first letter. Equally so, 
there was a church run by the 
London Missionary Society, but 
in those days there was a very thin 
line between the church and the 
school.

Ntsweng (place on the hill) is a 
protected historical site by the Na-
tional Museum and Monuments. 
King Sechele was no ordinary 
mortal. That is evidenced by the 
way this place was planned and 
arranged. Upon the hill, there are 
still remains of  human settlement 
and the queen’s house and a trad-
ing store still stand as evidence. 

It is clear that King Sechele, 
being the military man that he was, 
put into serious consideration all 
security aspects when making a 
choice of  site for his capital. The 
place is tucked away in a cres-
cent of  hills and the elevation of  
the place would make it difficult 
for any raiding party. Getting to 
Ntsweng as a raiding party, there 
would be few options of  accessing 
the place. This was a very well-for-
tified place even by modern stan-
dards. King Sechele had a vantage 
point from which his army could 
repel their enemies.

This is the same spot where 
Dithubaruba Cultural Festival is 
held every year. There is nothing 
as edifying as seeing the resurrec-
tion of  the glory of  the Kwena 
Kingdom. By the way, I am not 
one of  King Sechele’s tribesmen 
but I find him to be an interest-
ing character in the history of  
this nation. I am not blowing his 
trumpet because of  any tribal al-
legiance. But truth be told, he was 
a great man and greater than those 
referred to by the Westerner as 
“The Great”. The history of  Bak-
wena actually revolves around this 
colossal figure.

The construction of  the 
new Sechele Museum now to be 
housed within the Ntsweng Heri-
tage Site is a welcome develop-
ment. Bakwena have now taken 
the right steps to save the legacy 
of  their great king who ruled a 
great tribe. This project will not 
only benefit the tribe but it will 
benefit the entire nation. This will 
serve as an educational centre for 
the tribe and this will help to per-
petuate the history of  the tribe.

The project will equally bring 
along the much needed jobs. The 
designers of  the project have fore-
sight as the development is going 
to be Kweneng central point of  
tourism. Molepolole is currently 
the biggest village in the country 
and by far it is the biggest in Af-
rica. It is difficult for people who 

come from countries like Malawi 
and Zambia to comprehend why 
Molepolole is still referred to as a 
village. By all accounts, this village 
could be classified as a large town 
in many parts of  the world.

The Ntsweng Heritage Site is 
a project that will include the fol-
lowing facilities; Sechele 1 Muse-
um, camp site, restaurant, amphi-
theatre and an events garden. This 
will bring a hive of  activities into 
the village and the project manag-
er should start thinking of  bring-
ing along an accommodation facil-
ity such as a hotel. This is where 
the tourists will lodge.

Molepolole has a variety of  
advantages when it comes to local 
or domestic tourism and Ntsweng 
Heritage Site will certainly become 
an opening for such opportunities. 
It is time that Botswana nationals 
look within for attracting tourists. 
The Corona virus pandemic has 
taught us a lesson that we cannot 
always rely on foreigners for tour-
ism. They have all dried up be-
cause of  the current international 
travel ban.

China is one country that has 
a thriving tourism industry. What-
ever they create for that purpose, 
they don’t do it hoping for a group 
of  Germans or Italians to arrive 
at their shores as tourists. They 
depend so much on their local 
population. They consume their 
own products when it comes to 
this industry. Go to their top tour-
ist attraction, the Great Wall and 
see that the Chinese there repre-
sent well over 90% of  the regular 
visitors.

The government must equally 
bring along incentives for local 
tourism. These must come in the 
form of  tax breaks and subsidies 
for facilities that host local tour-
ists. For decades now, the national 
treasury has lost hundreds of  
billions in the tourism industry 
due to the fact that the industry 
is dependent on foreign tour-
ists. They purchase their pack-
ages from abroad and pay all the 
money through the agents in Eu-
rope and North America. In this 
way, the government has very little 
leverage to claim in terms of  tax 
because the money is stashed in 
foreign accounts. It is one of  the 
areas where we need reforms on 
and this will help add value to the 
industry.

The citizens of  this country 
will also have to have that change 
of  mind set in the way they regard 
tourism. For an average Motswa-
na, going on holiday means travel-
ling to South Africa and spending 
time at the beach in Durban, or 
travelling to Zimbabwe to view 
the Victoria Falls. We need a para-
digm shift in this field.

Imagine that most of  us have 
only been able to see our tourist 
attractions because we went there 
on trip sanctioned by the em-
ployer. Otherwise the rest of  the 
family is denied the opportunity 
to see the beauty of  this country. 
For others, it was that school trip 
that helped in travelling to Kasane 
some twenty three years ago. The 
annual events that happen in this 
country such as the Desert Race 
and Dithubaruba have provided 
evidence that we have capacity as 
a country to pull our own crowds.

In the morning thirty-five years ago 
today, authorities in this country were 
still verifying the number of  dead in 
the South African raid on Gaborone. 
At the end of  counting, the number 
remained at 14. They had been killed 
during military raids at Bontleng, 
Broadhurst and Tlokweng. June 14 
is a day every Motswana who was in 
Gaborone by then, especially those 
who heard the intermittent sound of  
automatic gun fire at the three target-
ed suburbs cannot afford to forget.

The SADF seemed to have been 
proud that among their kill, was one 
Thami Mnyele, described as a junior 
MK leader. Also among the dead, 
was Duke Machobana. I remember 
Machobana because when he first ar-
rived in Botswana from South Africa, 
he chose Mochudi as his base as he 
linked up with other refugees who al-
ready chose the village as their second 
home. Duke Machobana was a foot-
ball player. He signed for Mochudi 
Rovers soon after his arrival. He was 
with another player called Trinity. I 
partnered with him as strikers at Rov-
ers especially when the formation 
was a 4-4-2 and when we changed to 
4-3-3-, Trinity would join us up front. 
Duke was a very good ball passer but 
unlike me, he was slow and did not 
have the speed and could not pro-
duce powerful shots.

However, he was a provider. Af-
ter the games we would go together 
with Razor Motlhagosi, Mapotsane 
Setshwane and Solomon Montlane to 
Motimalenyora for to quench thirst.  
Off  the field, he was one of  those 
who used to whale time at Kgosi 
Linchwe II’s home. It will be recalled 
that Kgosi Linchwe was friendly to 
all those South African refugees who 
stayed in Mochudi. Like many ANC 
resident in Mochudi, Duke Macho-
bana was fond of  sometime disap-
pearing for a day or two and would 
not explain his absence to his team-
mates except to Kgosi Linchwe. The 
Chief  would later tell me that he had 
gone out on an ANC “mission to the 
east”, pointing out to the direction of  
South Africa.

After all, Mochudi was cited as 
the best place for South African refu-
gees at a meeting attended by Kgosi 
Linchwe while a student in the UK, 
Lady Mitchison, officials of  Amnes-
ty International and Pan Africanist 

Congress representative in London in 
1962. That meeting resulted with the 
building of  the community centre in 
Mochudi in 1964. The centre was to 
be home for South African refugees.   
After sometime, Duke left for train-
ing elsewhere and returned to Mo-
chudi two or three years later. He did 
not rejoin the Rovers upon his return 
to Mochudi. But he made me aware 
that he was back. It appeared he was 
preoccupied with liberation matters.

I still have one of  the leaflets the 
invaders dropped along the streets of  
Gaborone as they hurriedly exited the 
city. It bears the symbol of  the South 
African Defense Force. The message 
is addressed to the people of  Botswa-
na. It reads, “South African troops 
have carried out an attack against 
houses used by ANC in your coun-
try. These ANC gangsters infiltrate 
into our country to murder innocent 
women and children of  all races. We 
regard the people of  Botswana as our 
friends and neighbours. We have no 
fight with you. Unfortunately your 
government assists these ANC gang-
sters to terrorise innocent people in 
our country. For your own safety you 
should not allow ANC members to 
live amongst you. We have no choice 
but to remove them from their nests 
wherever they may be”.

A message such as this one 
can only be described as nothing 
but makgakga. Everybody knew that 
the apartheid regime in Pretoria had 
never been our friends. Everybody 
knew that they tried to force us into 
establishing diplomatic relations with 
them but we refused. Everybody 
knew that when that country declared 
war on its people, Botswana warmly 
received those fleeing from political 
persecution. It was madness for the 
racist regime to suggest to the world 
that they were friends of  Batswana. 
The June 14 raid was not the first and 
was not the last. There had been sev-
eral similar acts involving the apart-
heid country. A letter bomb that 
killed Abram Onkgopotse Tiro at 
Kgale, a car bomb blast in which Da-
vid Nkadimeng was killed near North 
Side school in Gaborone, the killing 
of  the Chand family at Sikwane in the 
Kgatleng District, the shooting of   a 
Botswana police patrol team at Kgale, 
the car bomb blast in Mochudi which 
killed four people, bomb blast  which 

reduced a house at Jinja in Gaborone 
to rubbles in an attempt to kill ANC’s 
Nat Serache, the raid at a residential 
complex at Mogoditshane and an at-
tempt on the life of  anti apartheid 
activist, Ronny Watson at President 
Hotel in Gaborone  are just a few 
incidents which show that  Botswana 
and apartheid South Africa have nev-
er existed as friends.

Following the raid on Gabo-
rone, a Botswana Guardian reporter 
called “Ace” was deported from Bo-
tswana for undisclosed reasons. But 
the timing of  the deportation made 
everybody link it to the raid. The 
deportation came shortly after the 
BDF hierarchy had addressed a press 
conference on the raid. Private media 

houses which were functional at the 
time criticized the government for 
deporting “Ace” whose real names 
were Mxlolisi Mgxashe. He was a 
PAC activist who had fled to Botswa-
na arriving in Mochudi in September 
1966 as a refugee. He is the author of  
the book, “Are you with us?”  Some 
local newspapers claimed that “Ace” 
was deported because he had asked 
the BDF hierarchy “a search ques-
tion” which embarrassed the defence 
force.

Some years following the de-
portation of  “Ace”, a certain Eeben 
Barlow authored a book titled “Ex-
ecutive Outcomes” in which he con-
firmed that the raid on Gaborone 
was carried out through the help 

of  SADF spies based in Gaborone.  
One such a SADF agent was a person 
called “Ace”.  It is not clear wheth-
er “Ace” the journalist is the same 
“Ace”, the SADF spy. Eeben Barlow 
states in his book that by late 1984, 
he had recruited a well-known South 
African left-wing journalist, a serving 
middle-ranking officer in the BDF, a 
low-level ANC operative and a PAC 
courier. Certainly it would be an in-
teresting coincidence if  there were 
two Aces both based in Gaborone 
and both belonging to the PAC.  A 
certain Harry in Gaborone was also 
given the task of  determining what 
the BDF’s likely reaction would be 

Ntsweng Heritage Site

Remembering June 14 raid by South African commandos

There used to be a belief  among 
many people, including Batswana, 
quite true at the time – that education 
was one of  the most potent instru-
ments to escape poverty.

That belief  led to many poor 
families investing what little resourc-
es they had in a few of  their children 
hoping that once educated they will 
use that education to lift not just 
themselves, but their whole brethren 
from that grueling poverty.

That is no longer the case.
In fact education is no longer a 

guarantee for much else. There are 
many people who now view  educa-
tion as perpetuating poverty and the 
inequalities already prevalent in our 
society.

Botswana now is a country divid-
ed into two.

This division manifests itself  in 

more ways than one. The division is 
geographic because the west of  the 
country is far worse off  than the east.

The division is also spatial in that 
the cities are better off  than the rural 
areas.

Not to be spared, the cities have 
themselves become little miniatures 
of  the big divide consuming the 
country.

Parts of  the city are synonymous 
with squalor, hopelessness, disease 
and abject poverty.

The obscene wealth and affluence 
that exists in parts of  the same cities 
only a few miles away from poverty is 
for the majority of  the poor really a 
world away. And they cannot imagine 
themselves having such affluence.

As it grows in its intensity, this 
divide becomes ever more dangerous 
and unsustainable.

Some politicians have made refer-
ence to it.

But none has made any moves to 
address and tackle it.

To tackle it we need politicians 
that are themselves totally against 
tribalism and tribal politics.

A large number of  Batswana 
have been relegated to poverty, not 
for lack of  trying to uplift themselves 
but simply because they were born in 
the western belt that runs all the way 
from the southern tip of  the country 
in the Kgalagadi to the north most 
part in the Okavango.

Poverty in this western belt has 
really betrayed all ideals that Botswa-
na as a country aspires, exudes and 
even cherishes.

There cannot be democracy when 
such a huge section population has 
been left behind in structural destitu-

tion.
Clearly poverty in the western 

parts of  Botswana is a result of  un-
even sharing of  resources. The east-
ern parts have received and allocated 
themselves much more than is due to 
them – and for inordinately long pe-
riods of  time.

The western areas in contrast 
have been consistently throttled and 
expected to run on a bare minimum.

This is hardly surprising because 
these resources are controlled and 
managed from the east by people in 
the east - and this includes politicians 
and bureaucrats who are based, do-
miciled and originating from the east.

So, there is some level of  discrim-
ination involved. It might be subtle. 
But it is there.

Fairness, Justice and even-hand-
edness are the bedrocks of  any de-

mocracy.
And Botswana’s distribution and 

deployment of  resources does not 
have any of  those attributes.

Relative to people in the east, 
a majority of  people in the western 
belt have suffered massive unemploy-
ment, massive deprivation and mas-
sive poverty.

One only has to look at school 
results of  students in the west to see 
how few opportunities children born 
in those areas face right from birth.

Everything is heavily stacked 
against them.

The story of  poverty in Botswana 
is a story of  two Botswanas – one 
country divided by inequality and 
officially enforced injustice against a 
large section of  the population.

Poverty and the story of two Botswanas

*BONGI RADIPATI
 
The disciplines that tend to draw to-
gether elements of  subtlety and com-
plexity, ordinariness with uniqueness, 
and superficiality with depth, gener-
ally do not have flattering views about 
fatherhood. On this, let me refer to 
three examples drawn from different 
media but all united by their power 
and influence in the public imagina-
tion. On television, it is common to 
watch sitcoms, comedies and reality 
shows where fathers are often depict-
ed as bumbling, brainless dimwits. For 
parents of  my age, The Simpsons show 
is a quintessential example of  how 
fatherhood is depicted and ridiculed. 
In (English) literature – that discipline 
that goads us to appreciation and 
analysis - William Shakespeare’s King 
Lear and Henry VI depict (king) fa-
thers who respectively, make terrible 
societal decisions because they are 
misled by their children’s sycophancy 
or are rescued from their foolhardi-
ness, by their children. In popular mu-
sic, fathers are admonished to take it 
easy, to be more predictable, less over-
bearing and more useful domestically. 
Just consider the list of  songs about 
fathers by current musicians such as 
Bruce Springsteen, Madonna, or, the 
late Luther Vandross, or Jay Z. Some-
times, fatherhood may just amount to 
a footnote. Consider Rembrandt van 
Ryn. Alive he was the most famous 
painter in Holland, and now remains 
the greatest European painter. But in 
death, obscure, his fatherhood men-
tioned thus, in a death registry, aha! 
but dismissively, “Leaves 2 children.’’ 
This is equal measure social absurdity 
and injustice, both to him and his chil-
dren. Anyhow you look at it, popular 
culture seems to reinforce the notion 
that there are really two types of  men: 
fathers, the economic slaves out of  
necessity, and players, dudes who are 
free to pursue a good life, in and for 
themselves!

In the history of  the world’s great 

religions and legal systems, of  the In-
do-European civilizations, fatherhood 
conferred limitless god-like authority, 
patrimony and family worship perpe-
tuity. Latter-day religions broke ranks 
with this, and offered protection and 
salvation to all God’s children and 
in turn displaced the father. But this 
has not made fathers superfluous in 
modern families. Research done else-
where, possibly extrapolative here, 
is that, on average, boys and girls are 
more likely to excel and thrive when 
there is a father in their homes. This, 
apparently, is borne of  the benefit of  
a father’s time, discipline, attention, 
and affection. So how then shall we 
dump the caricature of  a Homer-like 
father, or a Madonna preachy-inclined 
father? By accepting that fatherhood 
is for the most part, one of  the least 
well-planned of  all men’s responsibili-
ties. So, being clumsy about it is thus 
inevitable! And by acknowledging that 
the responsibilities of  fatherhood are 
inseparable from the anxieties and joys 
of  that status! In any event, as a father, 
your children all come at you, just in 
the same way that life comes at most 
of  the rest of  us. I would like to say 
this, and I hope I am right about it – in 
fatherhood, men find a congenial and 
natural means of  self-expression and 
self-propagation. To me that seems to 
be a fair bargain for that overwhelm-
ing experience.

An annual commemoration of  
fathers, on Father’s Day is some ame-
lioration, but it is not good enough. 
(In any event, in the semiotic of  
symbolism, a commemoration is an 
acceptance that, only on the day of  
such celebration, is a matter really on 
people’s imagination. Before and after 
that, it is largely forgotten!) Brightly 
colored socks, short umbrellas, narrow 
ties, weak domestic tools, and a super-
market cake - the stuff  that annually is 
presented to fathers on this day - have 
become bland, silently unappreciated 
because they are predictable. Like an 
artist of  genius or a scientist of  note, 

every father, yearns for a salvager – a 
child (of  theirs) who can weave the 
heterogeneous threads of  their life 
into the fabric of  a life of  selflessness 
and attention to their children. What 
fathers need is an acknowledgment, 
that they are great, their domestic con-
tributions go well beyond money and 
security, and that they alone sit on a 
pedestal, a higher plane, fit only for 
those who qualify to be survived by 
their children, all things going well. In 
fact, fathers have a wish. It resembles 
the world’s most watched film of  all 
ages, The Wizard of  Oz in reverse – fa-
thers know that they are mighty men, 
but have come to accept their portray-
al in everyday life, as puns. They just 
wish nobody would believe that por-
trayal. Indeed, what I am proposing 
is that, as fathers, we (and pardon me 
for including myself) must be allowed 
to play truant metaphorically with the 
present circumstances of  our parent-
age, while we run away, at least sym-
bolically, to live in the pleasant realm 
of  the wish for exaltation. But even as 
we do so, we should never lose sight 
of  the soundness of  this blunt obser-
vation that only a late philosopher, Re-
naissance man, Michel de Montaigne, 
has the liberty of  speech to say:

“On the highest throne in the 
world, we still sit only on our own ass.”

Would that fathers, like Montaigne 
above, are never didactic. In the end, 
and especially at middle age, in father-
hood, there is a spit in the face of  life’s 
vanity, there is the disadvantage, or 
perhaps the great advantage, of  the 
education of  ambition deferred, and 
there is a leisurely pace to a father’s 
impending mortality, notwithstanding 
anything. The arc of  this path of  life, 
of  fatherhood, always bends toward 
a manly accomplishment, ending in 
anticipated glory, in a grave really fit 
for us.

Bongi D D M Radipati is a fumbling 
father.

Is fatherhood a graveyard for fools?
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The resistance to acknowledge and 
accept diversity in character, tradition 
and, you got it, race, is something that 
has been ongoing for decades.

The “white” world is still unable 
to accept the symbiotic relationship 
between peoples of  different colours 
and races.

How do we handle malice directed 
at us, the non-white innocents, who 
are believed to be blemished at birth?

What do we do with suffocating 
anger stimulated towards us from far 
afield, from people we do not even 
know and who do not even know us 
and who have no business among us?

How do we measure sanity or in-
telligence, which both have nothing to 
do with our circumstances and tradi-
tion, but both of  which shape our be-
havior within the communities we live 
in but from which we are excluded?

We hear and see it every day from 
London’s Downing Street in the Unit-
ed Kingdom, from Paris’ Élysée Palace 
in France and from America’s White 
House and other places that consider 

themselves to be the centers of  the 
universe, leaders of  civilization… a lot 
of  rubbish that leaves black citizens in 
all these countries open to abuse and 
murder. 

Suicide by police is no longer when 
you threaten the police; it is when you 
are black and some white lucky “sus-
pects” you of  something, anything.

Month after month, I see and hear 
of  the killing of  a black person over 
issues that do not even warrant hand-
cuffs.

I am appalled by what I see around 
me today.

This is not the America that I 
knew in High School and at university 
in Massachusetts those long years ago.

Something has happened to Amer-
ica and to Americans who should all 
be alarmed because they will soon lose 
the freedom of  choice that they enjoy 
today. 

Americans choose a leader to 
amplify their intentions and hopes; 
Americans never wanted to be told 
what to do. It is an interesting scenario 

that I see today.
Americans must understand that 

their freedom is tied to a government 
they elect and that sooner or later, the 
tables will turn.

I am appalled by the animosity and 
disrespect between the two major po-
litical parties and the deep chasm this 
has caused among the populace in the 
nation.

The absence of  decency is fright-
ening.

It is not a generational gap; not 
at all. Something is really wrong with 
America today and it is not the leader.

The president might mean well but 
he should also listen to the people, his 
people, regardless of  their political af-
filiation.

It is just obscene that whenever a 
black person dies at the hands of  the 
police, it has to cause rioting because 
the police themselves are protecting 
each other.

The offended, the victim and 
those who have suffered the loss see 
through the haze and demand some 
answers which never come. 

Breonna Taylor (Kentucky) was 
short by police at least eight times in 
her home. They said they were looking 
for narcotics and found none.

Aubrey Ahmad (Georgia) was 
killed while jogging, George Floyd 
(Minnesota) and many others dead 
under circumstances that do not make 
sense at all.

What has happened to America? 
What is happening to America?

America’s renewed hatred of  black 
people is more than shocking. The 
killings of  black people under “in-
nocent” circumstances is just hard to 
understand because these killings are 
perpetrated by police officers who are 
caught on video. 

Then we have African leaders 
who are mimicking the bad things 
that are coming out of  America and 
the world’s dictators when people just 
get abused with no consequences un-
til people start to protest and proceed 
to riot after getting no response from 
authorities. 

It is the people’s protests that 
caused the “arrest” of  the white of-
ficer who had his knee on the late 
George Floyd.

And people are still not happy be-
cause his three accomplices are still 
free. 

Meanwhile, I wonder how Amer-
ica, which is courted by African dic-
tators who abuse their people, will 
impose civility of  governments when 
abuse of  its own citizens is so ram-
part, public and deadly.

Something important is being ig-
nored.

And it is mostly those countries 
who want to make “the world great 
again” by subjugating black people to 
inhuman conditions and treatment.

America is offering a lot of  aid to 
African countries. 

The problem, though, is that peo-
ple need to be free; people need their 
freedom. 

People should not be bought with 
food to sell their souls.

The problem is that America is not 
putting as much emphasis on people 
being free as it should. 

America is donating wheelchairs 
that have no wheels.

People in Zimbabwe are very frus-
trated because regional organizations 
never help the oppressed people in the 
region.

We watch and wonder whether 
black people will ever be safe in this 
world; we see what America is doing 
to black people.

We see the blind eye that America 
turns away from as African dictators 

turn rogue against their own innocent 
people.

I dare ask the notorious Southern 
African Development Community 
(SADC) why it remains silent when 
women are abducted, beaten up and 
rapped just because they are members 
of  an opposition party.

I was struck by the fact that Am-
bassadors to Zimbabwe from Euro-
pean countries, including from the 
European Union, signed a petition 
urging the government of  Zimbabwe 
to thoroughly investigate the abduc-
tion of  three young women from the 
opposition party, including a sitting 
member of  parliament, and bring 
them before the courts.

No African country said such; 
SADC said nothing, and we are sup-
posed to believe these idiots are 
watching over us? 

Zimbabweans have suffered for 
decades while SADC protects the of-
fending leaders. In Zimbabwe, people 
are continuously being abducted, beat-
en up, killed, with some never having 
been found to this day.

When people go out on to the 
streets to express their anger and de-
mand some answers, they get shot 
dead.

I feel wounded by what is hap-
pening in Zimbabwe and in Ameri-
ca. What I know for sure is never to 
threaten a people who have nothing to 
lose and who do not rely on a govern-
ment for their survival.

“In the final analysis,” said Martin 
Luther King, Jnr, “a riot is the lan-
guage of  the unheard.”

But what is it that America has 
failed to hear for 400 years?

Please do not bother telling me 
where to run to and hide because all 
the odds are stacked against me, a 
black man.

But do not be surprised when I 
stand my ground because, you see, go-
ing rogue is the only way left for me to 
be legitimate.

I will use the language of  rioting 
as a safety valve, not complying…in 
other words: “over my dead body”.

“…a riot is the language of the unheard...”

Dumelang Saleshando is in his ele-
ment.

In fact he has been since com-
ing back into parliament as official 
Leader of  Opposition and pre-
sumptive leader of  the Umbrella 
for Democratic Change.

His biggest strength is that 
he listens to advice he gets from 
his team. He does not ride a high 
horse. And unlike Duma Boko he 
generally stays closest to his script. 
He works hard. And is largely well 
disciplined.

We are yet to see evidence that 
President Mokgweetsi Masisi listens 
to advice. We learn that Sidney Pi-
lane will be joining government as 
one of  advisors to the office of  the 
president. Pilane has had a tumul-
tuous political career and an unsuc-
cessful one at that, it might be add-
ed. But that a story for another day.

Since elections, Saleshando has 
retained his campaign footing. He 
has not rested. And has had resisted 
temptations to celebrate his and his 
party’s astonishing comeback.

This is in stark contrast to the 
BDP that has been in celebratory 
mood since October last year.

It would seem like Saleshando 
has his eyes on the future. And he is 
succeeding in pushing government 
against the wall and also holding 
them to account.

First things first; Saleshando’s 
growth in stature is largely a func-
tion of  government shortfalls.

He has been sizing himself  
against President Mokgweetsi Ma-
sisi. And all of  the ruling party 
activists have fallen into the Sale-
shando trap.

People expect government 
functionaries to over time grow and 
mellow in the job.

That has not been happen-
ing. And it has provided fodder to 
Saleshando and his bench, who we 
must add are providing much better 
quality than was the case in the last 
parliament.

Lately we have been seeing gov-
ernment make a series of  elemen-
tary schoolboy mistakes.

Many of  these bungles are un-
pardonable. The sad thing is that 
they could very easily have been 
avoided. They are made worse by 
inadequate and poorly developed 
communication setup.

The biggest problem seems to 
emanate from a centralized power 
inside the cabinet.

There is a strong myth in gov-
ernment that only direct interven-
tion by the president can bring 
change in the way things are done 
and bear results.

That risks bringing back the 
worst hallmarks of  Ian Khama 
leadership whose ever readiness to 
make personal interventions on ev-
ery small matter led to microman-
agement on a scale hitherto unseen 
and also allowed personal rule reach 
unprecedented heights.

The president should be re-
leased to provide strategic guidance 
at a broader and archetypal levels. 
And to only intervene when neces-
sary and only on those things that 
he personally understands.

If  the president insists on con-
trolling everything, he will end up 
really controlling nothing.

That is what happened with Ian 
Khama who in the end could not 
even take control of  his own suc-
cession plan.

There is need to re-introduce 
strong cabinet sub-committees in-
cluding on the economy and local 
government. That used to be the 
case and avoided planning on a 
whim, which has become a modus 
operandi.

The office of  the vice president 
should be strengthened. And con-
currently he be explicitly made head 
of  government business, including 
directly supervising all cabinet min-
isters.

That would relieve the Presi-
dent of  the unnecessary entangle-
ments arresting him.

Introducing small dens around 
the president littered with a few 
self-seeking ministers deemed bril-
liant by the president is unwise, not 
least because it does nothing to 
push the president’s agenda.

Saleshando has been making 
political capital on these, including 
what he has called a shocking accu-
mulation spree by President Mokg-
weetsi Masisi.

At risk here is not the president 
but the presidency – an institution 
far bigger than the individual and 
whose dignity we should defend 
to the last of  our collective blood 
drop.

Government inexperience and 
general shallowness are too often 
exposed in cabinet ministers every 
time they attempt to counter Sale-
shando.

As a result, government too 
often is forced to retort to deceit, 
generalization and outright un-
truths.

This is seen as obstinacy and 
even arrogance on the part of  gov-
ernment. And the cycle goes on and 
on – with Saleshando emerging on 
top.

Recent allegations of  drug ped-
dling against him are not new. It 
is also not a coincidence that they 
surface at a time when he is riding 
a political crest. They are meant to 
provide a distraction for him and 
even stop his momentum. So far 
they are succeeding. He needs to 
address the allegations substan-
tively and with honesty – including 
roping in Isaac Kgosi who we learn 
has some details to share.

In total opposite to 2014 when 
they failed to read the public mood 
and opted not to join the coali-
tion of  opposition, the BCP is to-
day generally tuned up, with a very 
strong political antennae to pick the 
shifting national moods. To Sale-
shando’s credit the BCP has even 
during its darkest hour remain the 
country’s most organized political 
outfit.

There is a near universal con-
sensus, even among those who are 
turned off  by his propensity to crit-
icise, politicise and find fault with 
everything on the other side, that 
Saleshando is a highly experienced 
and gifted politician.

He is also an effective Mem-
ber of  Parliament. If  the Botswana 
Democratic Party has not yet made 
up their mind to realise that they 
have in their hands a much bigger 
issue than was the case with Duma 
Boko, they will be forced do so 
quite soon.

Saleshando has been involved 
in politics at the highest levels from 
his days at the University of  Bo-
tswana, where before the creation 
of  the BCP he was a high profile 
BNF student activist.

He has become a complete op-
posite of  Boko who after elections 
in 2014 went to camp at Mugg and 
Bean restaurant at Riverwalk sur-
rounded by hangers on from his 
days as a university law lecturer.

The BDP seems to have un-
derestimated Saleshando’s resolve 
to one day become President of  
Botswana.

Also terribly underestimated 
has been the resilience and intel-
lectual firepower of  the Botswana 
Congress Party that feeds Saleshan-
do’s insatiable hunger for power. 
Those intent on stopping his rise 
should wake up to these facts.

Saleshando is absolutely deter-
mined. Once in a while he makes 
strategic and tactical compromises 
and retreats along the way – some 
of  them hurtful to him, but none 
of  them delaying his march to his 
ultimate trophy or taking his eyes 
on the prize.

Saleshando was brought into 
UDC by Duma Boko and his BNF. 
The thinking was that BCP would 
give in and accept a junior position 
inside the UDC. Now it is clear that 
BCP will not settle for anything less 
than absolute control of  the UDC.

If  it means leaving the UDC, 
the BCP will be the first one out.

Conflict is like a raw meat to 
him.

He feeds on political disputes. 
And there is one dispute brewing 
inside the Umbrella for Democratic 
Change. Time after time that dis-
pute has been differed. But it will 
have to happen because it also has 
a bearing on resolving one man’s 
destiny.

BDP and BNF 
ineptitudes conspiring to 
put BCP and Dumelang 

Saleshando aloft

if  a Special Forces raid was to be 
mounted in and around the environs 
of  Gaborone.

Over a period of  several weeks, 
they were able to build a comprehen-
sive picture of  the BDF, its activities 
and training areas.

Whether “Ace” is the same per-
son or not, the story is interesting. 
“Ace” used to provide Eeben Barlow 
with sensitive information relating 

both to the PAC and ANC/MK in 
and around Gaborone and Francis-
town. He had at times acted as a cou-
rier for those organizations, passing 
their documents on to Eeben Barlow 
for photocopying before continuing 
with his journey to deliver their mail. 
According to the book, Eeben Bar-
low knew a little about the geography 
of  Botswana. He went to school in 
Francistown when he was a kid. He 
had also operated in Angola and Tur-

key. But the little that he knew was 
helpful to the SADF.

He claims that by 1985 the ANC 
was well established in Botswana and 
that the majority of  its “sabotage and 
terrorist actions” were planned and 
launched from Gaborone and its sur-
roundings. It said that ANC had be-
come a thorn in the side of  not only 
the South African Government, but 
also the white farmers, who suffered 
most from their actions.

Is fatherhood a graveyard for fools?
CONTINUED FROM PG 8
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ADVERTISEMENT

ABOUT SANDFIRE RESOURCES LTD:
Sandfire Resources Limited (“SFR”) is an ASX listed copper company focused on discovering, developing and 
operating high-quality resource assets. 
Sandfire recently completed the acquisition of the MOD Resources which owns MOD Resources Botswana (Pty) 
Ltd, Tshukudu Exploration (Pty) Ltd (TEX) and Tshukudu Metals Botswana (Pty) Ltd (TMB). These 3 entities hold 
11,700 km2 of prospecting licences in Botswana including the Motheo (T3) Copper project.

TEX invites suitably qualified citizens to apply for the position indicated below.

COMMUNITY LIAISON OFFICER – Tenable in Ghanzi

Job Summary
To assist in providing an interface between the Company and its key stakeholders (Community and Government) 
through interpretation, implementation and maintenance of robust communication and community relations 
systems and initiatives aimed to enhance internal and external communication effectiveness and Company image.

Key Performance Areas
• Assist with enhancing relationships as directed by the Community Relations Manager and ensuring high 

quality stakeholder engagement to achieve agreed goals.
• Assist with the development of community relations and communications programmes to educate the 

community members about the project and to support active community participation and ownership in the 
sponsored projects.

• Maintains the Company’s Access Agreements Register.
• Interfacing with the farmers, village councillors, chiefs, NGO’s and community- based organizations and other 

social partners in training and sensitizing communities for participation in the Tshukudu Sponsorship and 
Donation programme. 

• Compliance to internal budget and reporting on Communications activities.
• Provides regular visit of project site areas and key communities which overlap with the Company’s exploration 

tenements.
• Continuously provide feedback on community and communications concerns and priorities with the view to 

revise intervention strategies where necessary.
• Assist on the monitoring and assessment of approved community projects. 
• Assist with the drafting of sectional of governance documents such as communication plan, policies and 

procedures.
• Maintains the sectional database.
• Advises on matters of Corporate Communication and stakeholder management.
• Design innovative communication strategies for engaging with the internal and external stakeholders.
• Develops content for social media platforms. 
• Reporting – weekly, monthly, newsletters, press releases, brochures and presentations for internal and 

external stakeholders.
• Assist and advice on the use of corporate standardizations such as signatures, business cards, use of logos 

and letterheads.
• Perform any other duty as may be directed by your immediate supervisor.

Technical Competencies
• Advanced Computer skills such as the Adobe Creative Suite e.g. Photoshop
• Customer Service skills
• Communication Principles
• Planning and Organising
• Effective communication and interpersonal skills
• Negotiation skills 
• Mediation and conflict resolution skills.
• Good writing skills

Behaviours/Personal Attributes 
• Honesty and reliability
• Eye for detail
• Analytical skills
• Integrity
• Tenacity
• Team Work
• Strong moral fibre/ strong ethics

Qualification & Experience
• A minimum of Degree in Public Relations/Communications (Or equivalent)
• A minimum of 2 years’ working experience, preferably in a mining related industry.
• Vast experience in community and stakeholder engagement.
• Very good editorial experience in relation to writing articles and reports
• Fluency in Naro, Shekgalagari, Afrikaans and other Ghanzi District ethnic languages (added advantage).
• Well-developed knowledge of local community cultures, leaders, customs and practices through prior 

involvement in the community (added advantage).
• A light duty driver’s license is an added advantage.

Tshukudu Exploration pays a competitive salary. Should you be interested in applying for the position and meet 
the minimum requirements, please forward your CV, certified copies of certificates and references to 
recruitment@tshukudumetals.co.bw  by Tuesday, 30th June 2020.

Company Addressee;

HR & Admin Officer
Tshukudu Exploration (Pty) Ltd
P/Bag 00427
Gaborone
Botswana

Note: Hand delivered and postal applications won’t be accepted.

WE ONLY RESPOND TO THOSE INVITED FOR INTERVIEW

TENDER NO: SACU / 017 / 2019 / 0

STUDY TO EXPLORE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 
A REGIONAL FINANCING MECHANISM FOR SACU-WIDE 
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIALISATION

The SACU Secretariat wishes to appoint a suitably qualifi ed, experienced 
and reputable Consultant(s) to undertake a Study to explore the Feasibility of 
Establishing a Regional Financing Mechanism for SACU-wide Infrastructure 
Projects and Industrialisation. 

The detailed Terms of Reference (ToR) document can be obtained online at 
www.sacu.int  OR directly from the SACU Secretariat Offi  ces at Erf: 8531 
Corner of Lazarett and Feld Street, Windhoek, Namibia. 

For Commercial enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Hermanus L. Esterhuizen
Procurement Offi  cer 
Tel: +264 61 295 8000/37
Fax: +264 61 245 611
E-mail: Leon.Esterhuizen@sacu.int

For Technical Enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Donald Ndwandwe
Deputy Director: Revenue Management
Tel: (+264) 61 295 8000/21
Fax: (+264) 61 245 611
Email: Donald.Ndwandwe@sacu.int 

Closing Date & Time: 17h00 (Namibian time) on Friday, 26 October 2018.

The SACU Secretariat reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal that 
fails to meet its requirements and will not, in any case, be responsible or liable 
for any costs associated with the preparation and submission of any proposal. 
Kindly note that only short-listed bidders will be contacted. Please note that 
this tender requires two off ers, a technical and a fi nancial off er, submitted 
in separate envelopes as stipulated in the ToR document.

TENDER NO: SACU / 017 / 2019 / 0

STUDY TO EXPLORE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 
A REGIONAL FINANCING MECHANISM FOR SACU-WIDE 
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIALISATION

The SACU Secretariat wishes to appoint a suitably qualifi ed, experienced 
and reputable Consultant(s) to undertake a Study to explore the Feasibility of 
Establishing a Regional Financing Mechanism for SACU-wide Infrastructure 
Projects and Industrialisation. 

The detailed Terms of Reference (ToR) document can be obtained online at 
www.sacu.int  OR directly from the SACU Secretariat Offi  ces at Erf: 8531 
Corner of Lazarett and Feld Street, Windhoek, Namibia. 

For Commercial enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Hermanus L. Esterhuizen
Procurement Offi  cer 
Tel: +264 61 295 8000/37
Fax: +264 61 245 611
E-mail: Leon.Esterhuizen@sacu.int

For Technical Enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Donald Ndwandwe
Deputy Director: Revenue Management
Tel: (+264) 61 295 8000/21
Fax: (+264) 61 245 611
Email: Donald.Ndwandwe@sacu.int 

Closing Date & Time: 17h00 (Namibian time) on Friday, 26 October 2018.

The SACU Secretariat reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal that 
fails to meet its requirements and will not, in any case, be responsible or liable 
for any costs associated with the preparation and submission of any proposal. 
Kindly note that only short-listed bidders will be contacted. Please note that 
this tender requires two off ers, a technical and a fi nancial off er, submitted 
in separate envelopes as stipulated in the ToR document.

TENDER NO: SACU / 017 / 2019 / 0

STUDY TO EXPLORE THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING 
A REGIONAL FINANCING MECHANISM FOR SACU-WIDE 
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIALISATION

The SACU Secretariat wishes to appoint a suitably qualifi ed, experienced 
and reputable Consultant(s) to undertake a Study to explore the Feasibility of 
Establishing a Regional Financing Mechanism for SACU-wide Infrastructure 
Projects and Industrialisation. 

The detailed Terms of Reference (ToR) document can be obtained online at 
www.sacu.int  OR directly from the SACU Secretariat Offi  ces at Erf: 8531 
Corner of Lazarett and Feld Street, Windhoek, Namibia. 

For Commercial enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Hermanus L. Esterhuizen
Procurement Offi  cer 
Tel: +264 61 295 8000/37
Fax: +264 61 245 611
E-mail: Leon.Esterhuizen@sacu.int

For Technical Enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Donald Ndwandwe
Deputy Director: Revenue Management
Tel: (+264) 61 295 8000/21
Fax: (+264) 61 245 611
Email: Donald.Ndwandwe@sacu.int 

Closing Date & Time: 17h00 (Namibian time) on Friday, 26 October 2018.

The SACU Secretariat reserves the right to accept or reject any proposal that 
fails to meet its requirements and will not, in any case, be responsible or liable 
for any costs associated with the preparation and submission of any proposal. 
Kindly note that only short-listed bidders will be contacted. Please note that 
this tender requires two off ers, a technical and a fi nancial off er, submitted 
in separate envelopes as stipulated in the ToR document.

TENDER NO: SACU/002/2021/O

SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION OF VIDEO 
CONFERENCING INFRASTRUCTURE

The SACU Secretariat wishes to appoint a suitably 
qualified, experienced and reputable supplier in the 
SACU region to supply, deliver and install the required 
Video Conferencing Infrastructure at the SACU 
Secretariat and in the Ministries of Trade and Industry in 
the five (5) SACU Member States.

The Terms of Reference (ToR) document can be obtained 
online at www.sacu.int. 

For Commercial enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Hermanus L. Esterhuizen
Procurement Officer 
Tel: +264 61 295 8000/37
Fax: +264 61 245 611
E-mail: Leon.Esterhuizen@sacu.int

For Technical Enquiries, please contact:
Mr. Refiloe Motjolopane
ICT Manager
Tel: (+264) 61 295 8000/41 
Fax: (+264) 61 245 611
Email: Refiloe.Motjolopane@sacu.int

Closing Date & Time: 17h00 (Namibian time) on Friday, 
3 July 2020

The SACU Secretariat reserves the right to accept or 
reject any proposal that fails to meet its requirements 
and will not, in any case, be responsible or liable for any 
costs associated with the preparation and submission of 
any proposal. Kindly note that only short-listed bidders 
will be contacted. 

16 ha fully fenced,                                       
only  6 ha  de-bushed                  

location Khudumelapye - Madikonyana

Price  P190 k neg.

Contact 73315198

Farm
For Sale

FOR SALE P360K, MILEAGE 140000, 
MODEL 2014, CALL 77990004/71342840

150k
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Socio-economic injustice 
disguised as COVID-19 philanthropy

‘Our societies are being defrauded by entrepreneurs who steal the language of  revolution and social solidarity to undermine social solidarity’

Re Gorogile
The wait is over

ENROLL NOW  Call/Whatsapp: (+267) 73 009 331
Website: www.lcibs.ac.bw

Contact admissions and arrange
your campus visit today!

2nd Floor, Barclays House, Plot 8842,
Khama Crescent, Government Enclave, Gaborone

On the face of  it, the 
parade of  deep-
pocketed elites hold-
ing one end of  a 
mock cheque and 

posing for pictures with Vice 
President Slumber Tsogwane 
on the grounds of  the Office of  
the President are doing society 
a huge favour at a time of  great 
financial need. However, if  that 
was indeed the case, no less a 
person than the Permanent Sec-
retary in the Ministry of  Em-
ployment, Labour Productivity 
and Skills Development, Kabelo 
Ebineng, would not have pub-
licly lamented that while some 
of  the donors have shelled out 
millions of  pula to the CO-
VID-199 Relief  Fund, they 
“have not paid their employees 
amounts as little as P3000. That 
is wrong.”

It is also common knowl-
edge that some companies that 
do business in Botswana are 
registered in tax havens. What 

these companies do is register 
their headquarters in a low-cor-
poration tax jurisdiction, then 
book their profits there rather 
than in Botswana where they 
actually make their sales. This is 
done with the intent of  exploit-
ing secretive offshore tax re-
gimes. This is a global phenom-
enon and in the United States, 
companies such as Apple, Mi-
crosoft, Google and Facebook 
have been doing this in order to 
lower their global corporation 
tax bills. Moody’s Investors Ser-
vice estimated that at the end of  
2016, giant US technology com-
panies alone had $1.84 trillion 
of  cash held offshore. French 
economist, Gabriel Zucman, es-
timates that around $7.6 trillion, 
or 8 per cent of  global wealth, 
is held offshore. The Tax Justice 
Network campaign group esti-
mates that corporate tax avoid-
ance costs governments $500bn 
a year, while personal tax avoid-
ance costs $200bn a year.

Trusts have proved a use-
ful vehicle for tax avoidance. 
People who keep their assets in 
a trust in an offshore tax haven 
can legally avoid paying capital 
gains in the country in which 
they are resident. When he was 
Leader of  the Opposition in 
the last parliament, Duma Boko 
addressed this issue, telling par-
liament how the rich use trusts 
to facilitate legal tax avoidance. 
The Umbrella for Democratic 
Change president said that one 
of  the benefits of  registering 
property under a trust is that 
in the event that one dies, and 
their property has to be trans-
ferred to their beneficiaries, the 
normal applicable transfer du-
ties and other payments will not 
take effect. “If  you have a trust, 
all that would need to happen is, 
now that the beneficiary is no 
more, there would have to be a 
replacement of  the beneficiary, 
the property is still owned, held 
and controlled by the trust, so 

there is no transfer,” said Boko, 
who cited the example of  De 
Beers’ founder, Harry Oppen-
heimer, whom he said had only 
R53 000 in his personal bank 
account upon death when he 
was actually the richest person 
in South Africa at the time. “So 
there is no transfer duty, there 
are no taxes payable.”

One of  the companies that 
has made a huge in-kind dona-
tion to the COVID-19 Relief  
Fund is, for the most obvious 
reasons, registered in the British 
Virgin Islands, a low-corpora-
tion tax jurisdiction in the Ca-
ribbean Islands. This company, 
whose operations are spread out 
across the country and region, 
books its profits in the British 
Virgin Islands rather than in 
Botswana where it actually does 
multi-million pula business. The 
company and its directors are 
obviously doing this to avoid, if  
not evade, tax. For as long as it 
has done business in Botswana, 

this company has continually 
frustrated government efforts 
to economically empower citi-
zens: it has tricked its way into 
businesses reserved for citizens, 
it overworks and underpays its 
employees and has been ru-
moured to be a bit too close to 
some senior ruling-party offi-
cials who oversee its operations. 
The latter enables this company 
to both capture the political 
process and rig public policy in 
its favour.

COVID-19 pandemic has 
given this company an opportu-
nity to present itself  as a force 
for good, an irony that a bril-
liant US writer has found the 
right set of  words to describe. 
In describing what he terms the 
“charade of  elite philanthropy”, 
Anand Giridharadas compares 
rich donors to “arsonists show-
ing up at the site of  a burning 
building and claiming to be the 
most capable fire fighters.” The 
more substantive explanation is 

that these people are the direct  
cause of  socio-economic prob-
lems in the first instance. In-
deed, if  one were to understand 
this assertion within the con-
text of  the Botswana situation, 
most of  the donors on the OP 
grounds pay their employees as 
insecurely and as little as pos-
sible and have a chin-high pile 
of  pending unfair-labour prac-
tice cases at the Department 
of  Labour and Social Security 
district office. This has led to 
social problems that Botswana 
wouldn’t otherwise have if  the 
aggrieved workers had been 
paid a fair day’s wages. To quote 
Giridharadas, elite philanthropy 
enables plutocrats to then step 
on the scene and present them-
selves as the solution to a situa-
tion that they caused in the first 
instance.

“Our societies are being de-
frauded by entrepreneurs who 
steal the language of  revolu-
tion and social solidarity to un-

dermine social solidarity,” says 
the US writer, buttressing that 
point by pointing out that while 
Facebook founder, Mark Zuck-
erberg, is forever “talking about 
community, community”, he has 
actually globalised technology 
that is destroying communities.

While he lives half  way 
across the world, Giridharadas 
provides an insight that helps 
us understand the OP spectacle, 
why plutocrats prefer philan-
thropy over taxation and why 
they donate millions of  pula to 
the COVID-19 Relief  Fund but 
evade taxes that total half  the 
amount they donated.

“It has to do with credit and 
control,” Giridharadas tells a 
Swiss journalist in an interview.  
“When you pay your taxes, you 
don’t get credit because you are 
just complying with the law. You 
don’t get a sticker, you don’t get 
a poster, the mayor is not gonna 
say your name in public, you 
don’t get a handshake, you don’t 

get a photograph - you just pay 
your taxes. Second of  all, you 
don’t get control. When you 
pay your taxes, you don’t say ‘I 
want this to go to social insur-
ance’, ‘I want this to go to the 
bus system’. No, you just pay 
your taxes.”

Conversely, philanthropy 
gives donors credit and control: 
“Your name goes on the build-
ing, everybody knows you did it, 
it helps your reputation. If  your 
pharmaceutical company killed 
people, if  your chemical com-
pany poisoned someone’s river, 
it helps your reputation because 
that was bad and now you doing 
something good and you also 
get control. You get to decide, 
let’s give money to that school, not this 
school; let’s fund this programme, not 
that programme. Credit and con-
trol are things that rich people 
like and I find that they are will-
ing to give more to philanthropy 
than they will be happy paying 
taxes.”

Vice President Slumber Tsogwane



The image of  a former 
world leader kneel-
ing in honour of  an 
African-American man 
who was murdered by 

a white police officer as a cam-
era rolled, should be powerful, 
humbling symbolism. However, 
one that General Ian Khama 
shared on his Facebook page 

has only served to excite scorn 
and bitterness.

Hashtagged “BlackLives-
Matter” and posted to the “Ser-
etse Khama Ian Khama” Face-

book page, the image shows the 
somber-faced former president 
wearing a black T-shirt with 
“Black Lives Matter” written on 
the front and kneeling using the 

right leg. What should have been 
a non-controversial show of  
solidarity with a black man mur-
dered under the regime of  a rac-
ist president has pleased some 
and greatly displeased others.

“Thank you Baba [father] 
Khama, please have the chil-
dren of  the Kingdom of  Mate-
beleland and Mashonaland in 
your thoughts and prayers,” 
reads a post by a commentator 
whose name (Vusumuzi Gum-
bo) and sentiments strongly 
suggest he is Zimbabwean. 
Adding three heart emojis to 
reinforce his feelings about 
Khama’s post, Gabriel Olebo-
geng Fana Modise stated: “You 
are the Man! Always mean what 
you say, you are always content 
you are not fake neither a cha-
meleon … you are firm and 
consistent.” Himself  adding an 
emoji of  five clapping hands, 
Ponatshego Pearl Modimood-
irile wrote: “Let them judge 
you, let them young ones curse 
themselves by insulting you, let 
them satisfy themselves, at the 
end no one is a saint, continue 
advocating for the less privi-
leged.”

Indeed there was no short-
age of  what the young genera-
tion calls “judging” by another 
camp. Floyd died from as-
phyxiation that was caused by 
the white police officer kneel-
ing on his neck for a tragically 
long period of  time. In the 
video, the dying Floyd can be 
heard complaining, “I can’t 
breathe.” Some 33 minutes af-
ter Gumbo’s posted his com-
ment, Alfred Tlalenyane posted 
his own: “For 10 years you had 
your knee on our necks and 
throats.” In other words, like 
Floyd, we couldn’t breathe. 
Tlotlang Setlhoka summed up 
what many more in this camp 
were saying: “Hehehe e kare ba2 
ba sule ka bontsi jaana under yo 
SOE ya ten years. Don’t fool us 
John … Ijo ke lebetse hao John o 
Solomon … [LOL! But so many 
people died under your 10-year 
state of  emergency. Don’t fool 
us John; I forgot, you are not 
John you are Solomon.”]

The biblical allusion makes 
an unflattering comparison 
between John (good) and 
Solomon (bad) and associates 
Khama with the latter. “SOE” 
is an abbreviation for state of  
emergency, which Khama’s suc-

cessor, President Mokgweetsi 
Masisi, has invoked following 
a constitutional vote in parlia-
ment. That Khama supposedly 
imposed a 10-year SoE when 
he never sought parliamentary 
authority to do so, is designed 
to make the point about his 
autocracy. While there was no 
declared curfew, police offi-
cers would routinely shut down 
house parties during Khama’s 
administration – which action 
should rightly happen during a 
constitutional SoE.

Only a year into Khama’s 
rule, a Gaborone man called 
John Kalafatis was killed at the 
“Dotcom” shops in Extension 
12. It would later emerge that 

Kalafatis’ killers was made up of  
a hit squad from the military in-
telligence, that he had been shot 
dead at close range with anti-
terrorism bullets that a news-
paper revealed cost more than 
P100 000 and that these type 
of  bullets and the type of  guns 
they were fired from were used 
in “kill” (and not “apprehend”) 
operations. Minutes after the 
killing, the founding Director-
General of  the Directorate of  
Intelligence Services and Secu-
rity, Colonel Isaac Kgosi, a long-
time confidant of  Khama who 
had been his aide-de-camp in the 
army showed up and congratu-
lated the killers with “Good job 
guys.” In the resulting trial, the 
High Court found the killers 
guilty and handed down a custo-
dial sentence. However, Khama 
invoked his executive powers 
to both pardon the men before 
they could serve their sentences 
out and reinstate them in the 
army – which, as president, he 
was the ex-officio commander-
in-chief  of.

With specific reference to 
the Kalafatis saga, Dals Tie 
Tie wrote: “Good gesture but 
wrong forum. The Kalafatis 
family require just that … it’s 
not too late.”

Under Khama, DISS was 
a law unto itself  and when he 
testified to a parliamentary com-
mittee a month after Khama 
stepped down, Kgosi said that 
he was not answerable to any-
one in the country, “not even 
the president.” Many more 
people besides Kalafatis died at 
the hands of  DISS agents and 
during a live debate on Btv ahead 
of  the 2009 general election, the 
Deputy President of  the Bo-
tswana Congress Party, Dr. Kes-
itegile Gobotswang, challenged 
then Vice President Mompati 
Merafhe about these killings 
using very strong Setswana 
characterisation: “matsholo a it-
shereletso a tsweletse ka go ganyaola 
batho.” Good source say that 
privately, Merafhe, who died in 
2012, expressed very strong op-
position about DISS’ murder-
ous rampage but a public forum 
couldn’t enable him to that.

As president, Khama 
shunned both the United Gen-

eral Assembly and African 
Union summits, once telling 
CNN that he preferred to stay 
at home and attend to the needs 
of  the poor. The AU was a spe-
cial matter because those who 
formed it (as the Organisation 
of  African Unity) had in mind 
a grand plan to speak with one 
voice when constantly remind-
ing their former colonial mas-
ters that black lives mattered. 
Not only did Khama not attend 
AU summits (all the time del-
egating his vice presidents), he 
also differed with fellow African 
leaders on some contentious is-
sues. When an AU summit that 
he typically hadn’t attended re-
solved to withdraw from a treaty 
which established the Interna-
tional Criminal Court (ICC), 
Khama reaffirmed Botswana’s 
commitment to it.

“We will continue to support 
the ICC and cooperate with its 
operations,” said Khama at the 
opening of  a parliamentary year 
following the AU’s resolution.

On the whole, Khama, who 
was born of  a white mother and 
black father, reflexively found 
himself  in the west’s corner 
each time interest of  former 
colonial masters clashed with 
those of  Africans.

One very important of  the 
Black Lives Matter movement 
is economic justice that proves 
that black livelihoods matter. 
However, a former minister in 
Khama’s cabinet, Dorcas Mak-
gato, has publicly stated that as 
president, Khama prized white 
livelihoods over black ones. This 
happened after Makgato, who is 
now Botswana’s High Commis-
sioner to Australia, had an ugly 
public spat with Khama. She es-
sentially said that while Khama 
performed a Good Samaritan 
role to black audiences by giv-
ing the poor flattened dump-
lings (diphaphatha) and blankets, 
he was quietly awarding highly 
lucrative concession areas to 
whites in the Okavango Delta 
(high-end tourism) and Cen-
tral Kgalagadi Game Reserve 
(minerals, including diamonds). 
Makgato was basically saying 
out loud what some had always 
whispered in private for de-
cades.
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Facebook reminds kneeling Khama 
of when black lives didn’t matter to him

The AU, whose summits he never attended, has a very well-defined objective of  reminding western nations that black lives matter

Ian Khama

De Beers Global Sightholder Sales (DBGSS) has a fantastic opportunity for an exceptional Management Accountant. If you are a dynamic, highly motivated Management Accountant looking for an exciting
new challenge, read on

ROLE PURPOSE
• Prepares company statutory financial and group reporting submissions
• Prepares budgets and forecasts for review
• Prepares commentary and variance analysis on the management accounts
• Completes balance sheet reconciliations and ensures integrity of the general ledger
• Prepares the year-end audit files
• Assists in the preparation of the Board pack
• Provides analysis and reports on the sales pipeline
• Ensures integrity of data provided in the General Ledger and managing SAP processes in respect of Finance module.
• Serves as the finance department Business Integrity Lead

SKILLS & EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
• Demonstrable experience of financial and management reporting and data analysis at middle management level.
• 10 – 15 years of solid management accounting experience, preferably with audit experience and training
• Previous experience of being responsible for all aspects of Finance administration
• Advanced Accounting & Excel skills are essential
• Good working knowledge of financial analysis
• Budgeting and forecasting processes
• SAP and HFM experience desirable
• Driven to succeed and progress
• Strong attention to detail and high levels of accuracy
• ‘Can do’, ‘Will do’ attitude, upbeat and positive

QUALIFICATION
• Bachelor’s degree in business, accounting, or related field (desirable)  
• Professional accounting certification, ACCA/ACA, CIMA (or equivalent)

If you are looking to join an international corporate brand that encourages innovation, flexibility and applies a futuristic way of working then
DBGSS is where you want to be.

To apply; visit https://smrtr.io/45Z2k

Closing Date: 19 June 2020

E M P LOY M E N T  O P P O R T U N I T Y
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VICTOR BAATWENG 

The government 
through the Botswana 
Unified Revenue 
Services (BURS) and 
the ministry of  Finance 

and Economic Development 
has identified atleast 380 civil 
servants whose names appeared 

amongst those who sought wage 
relief  from the government 
during the month of  April. 

Grace Muzila – Secretary for 
Development and Budget said 
this week that an assessment 
done by BURS established that 
some government employees 
also claimed and benefited from 
the wage subsidy. 

“We have written to their 
Permanent Secretaries to get 
explanation from them”, Muzila 
said. 

While she could not commit 
on whether the government 
will take any punitive action 
against the identified civil 
servants, Muzila said they have 
also identified some private 

companies which also submitted 
claims for “ghost” employees. 

“Those companies have to 
return the money”, Muzila said. 

According to Muzila the 
wage subsidy applications have 
since dropped from 15 918 
companies in April to 13 193 for 
the month of  May. This resulted 
in the amount of  money 

requested dropping from P269 
million to P212 million during 
the period under review. 

The latest upadate comes 
at a time when the Botswana 
government has been pushing 
its fiscal limits with a series of  
concessions that are aimed at 
stabilizing the economy from 
adverse effects caused by some 

measures put in place to curb 
the spread of  coronavirus. 

The concessions came 
through the Finance ministry, 
which has made provisions for 
taxpayers to defer part of  their 
tax payments. 

Economic pundits however 
maintain that the decision will 
further supress Botswana’s 

recently revised revenue 
forecasts. Even before Covid-19, 
Botswana has been running 
budget deficits since 2017/2018, 
with that year’s deficit recorded 
at P1.9 billion. In April 2020, the 
minister responsible for finance 
Thapelo Matsheka reduced the 
country’s forecast revenue for 
the 2020/21 financial year from 

P62.4 billion to P48.8 billion. 
At the same time, he amended 
the Income Tax Act to allow 
for deferment of  paying taxes 
for individuals and companies. 
The amendment forms part 
of  the Covid-19 Emergency 
Powers Regulations, which 
were amended and passed by 
parliament in early April 2020. 

VICTOR BAATWENG 

Botswana’s latest labour 
market statistics as compiled 
by the national statistics 
agency – Statistics Botswana 
(SB) during the last quarter 
of  2019 shows that when it 
comes to the labour force, 
females outnumber their male 
counterparts. 

The data is contained in 
a reformed quarterly survey 
report published by SB last 
week and presents amongst 
other things information on 
employment, unemployment, 
wages from the formal sector, 
youth employment figures and 
other labour force indicators 
in the country. 

According to the Q4:2019 
survey report, Botswana 
females were the highest 
contributors to the currently 
unemployed labour force with 
109,603 individuals compared 
with 102, 140 males.  

A further breakdown of  
the data shows that out of  a 
total of  211,743 job seekers 
in Botswana, 109.603 were 
females, compared with 

102,140 males. In percentage 
form, this reflects 51.8 and 
48.2 percent, respectively. 

The Q4:2019 report 
further shows that Botswana’s 
Labour force has increased 
from 940,546 persons in 
the third quarter of  2019 to 
954,121 in the last quarter. This 
reflects an upward movement 
of  1.4 percent between the 
two consecutive quarters. At 
the same time, the SB data 
shows that during the period 
under review, there was an 
increase of  8.6 percent of  the 
unemployed population while 
the employed population went 
down by 0.4 percent between 
the two quarters. This resulted 
in a decrease of  1.5 percentage 
points in the employment 
to population ratio over the 
period, from 47.4 percent in 
quarter three to 45.9 percent 
in quarter four of  2019.

The data comes at a 
time when the domestic 
economy has not only been 
painstakingly adding jobs but 
also bleeding them at a higher 
pace. Economic pundits have 
already projected that more 

jobs will be lost as a result of  
the ongoing global pandemic 

– Covid-19. 
the virus amongst other 

economic challenges are 
to expected to test the 

strength of  the presidency 
of  Mokgweetsi Masisi who 

was democratically elected in 
October 2019 and is perceived 
as the “Jobs President”. 

Even before his election 
to the highest office on 
the land, and whilst still a 
stop-gap President Masisi 
said that his administration 
has recognised the need 
to develop an overarching 
National Employment Policy 
(NEP) for the country. 

The NEP, according to 
the “Jobs President” was to 
have implementable solutions 
to address the unemployment 
problem facing the country. 

Masisi said at the time that 
the goal of  the NEP is to 
assist the country to achieve 
“productive, gainful and 
decent employment for all, to 
contribute to the reduction of  
income inequality and as well 
as to support government’s 
poverty eradication efforts.”

Meanwhile Statistics 
Botswana’s Quarterly Multi-
Topic Survey (QMTS) for 
the labour sector is expected 
to shed light on the progress 
Botswana is making in jobs 
creation or regression on job 

losses. In August 2019, the 
state-owned statistics agency 
said that the demand for more 
frequent statistical data has 
forced it to reconsider the 
frequency of  the publication 
of  its statistical products. 

The agency head - Dr 
Burton Mguni said at the 
time that, going forward, SB 
will produce labour force and 
economic activity indicators 
on quarterly basis. 

“The demand for more 
frequent statistical data and 
indicators continued to 
increase, driven to in part by 
challenges of  poverty and 
unemployment among others 
and this prompted Statistics 
Botswana to reconsider the 
frequency of  our statistical 
products and fashion 
our data collection and 
processing process to respond 
accordingly”, said Mguni in 
August 2019. 

The Q4:2019 QMTS 
is the second of  its kind 
following the quarter three 
(July-September) of  2019, 
whose results were published 
in January 2020.

Civil servants amongst “Ghost employees” 
identified in the Covid-19 payroll

Females are the face of job seekers in Botswana, survey shows
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Having waded through 
the storms of  
pandemics such as 
Cattle Lung Disease 
and Foot and Mouth 

Disease, the Botswana Meat 
Commission (BMC) has said it is 
unscathed by shocks COVID-19 
may bring. 

The BMC has revealed it has 
in place an elaborate Business 
Continuity Management Plan, 
as part of  lines-of-defense 
to combat any threat nor 
disruptions to its business or 
production at any given point.

Amid the pandemic, the 
BMC has purchased 8,319 cattle 
at a cost of  P44, 990, 426.00 (P45 
million) from farmers  between 
April and May 2020.In the same 
period the beef-sector paid about 
P15, 149, 487 to farmers – as the 
other balances will mature in due 
course in compliance to the 14-
21 days payment turnaround. 

“I should hasten to say, since 
we are only now scaling-up 
production – revenue realization 
will be a bit slow and may 
affect our payment turnaround, 
however we are hard at work to 
secure adequate funding to ensure 
that all our supplier’s working-
capital is not inconvenienced 
any further. In the preliminary 
(given that the situation is only 
but evolving) we can attest that 
our Business Continuity Plan 
has served the organization 
satisfactorily, however they will 
be gaps which needs attending 
to ensure thoroughness of  
the continuity plan, said Dr. 
Boitumelo Mogome-Maseko  
the BMC acting chief  executive 

officer (CEO) briefing the nation 
recently.

“The reality is that we are 
as challenged as everyone, 
more so that above all, we are 
required to nonetheless submit 
to our mandate of  delivering 

on food security – even beyond 
the confines of  our sovereign 
borders. However, we remain 
ever hopeful that just as the 
many calamities to life, this too 
shall pass – if  only we heed to 
the precautionary measures set,” 
she said. 

The flag-bearer of  beef  
production in Botswana, the 
BMC has representation of  the 
region in advanced markets such 
as Europe, Middle East North 
Asia, and Africa– making up just 
about 52 countries which it has 
been trading in. 

In the past six (6) years 
the business transformed into 

being a Billion-Pula revenue 
achiever – albeit with reduced 
throughput, and procures an 
average of  P700 million worth 
of  cattle from Batswana on per 
annum basis. However, I should 
in the same note the other 

financial underperformances 
or burden over the years which 
I will elaborate more on today. 
As a guarantor of  operationality 
during any calamity, whether 
within or outside the business’ 
working environment.

“Since we trade in global 
markets and have offices 
outside Botswana – as well as 
in preempting the evolution of  
the pandemic – We at the BMC 
activated our Business continuity 
plan about a week before the 
lockdown was introduced. The 
plan introduced decongestion 
of  workspaces and placed up 
to 20% (128 employees) of  our 

workforce to work remotely from 
home. This was further enhanced 
by contact-less servicing using 
online platforms and tele-
services for sales, procurement 
and support throughout,” said 
the acting CEO.

BMC also scaled-down 
weekly production to just about a 
quarter (25%) of  plant’s capacity, 
to allow for production to be 
staggered (allowing different 
process crews to come to work 
on different dates).

“In ensuring operationality 
we communicated our 
production plan to stakeholders 
well ahead of  time, especially 
our cattle farmers/suppliers – 
who responded affirmatively 
with very minimal glitches. In 
sales and marketing front – 
we adjusted and reprioritized 
our selling/supply to markets 
during lockdown and focused 

mainly on the two markets (i) 
Norwegian market, to address 
the annual 1,600 metric tons 
quota; as well as the (ii) Botswana 
market, through supplying the 
COVID-19 Food Basket with a 
product valued at P2,5 million, 

as well as local retail outlets. We 
however consulted with all our 
other global-clients, and assured 
them of  supply when full 
production resumed. This was 
done with the best care to ensure 
we did not lose them, when 
things got back to normal,” said 
Dr. Mogome-Maseko.  

To ensure its operational-plan 
was not inconvenienced during 
the State of  Emergency, the 
BMC acquired four buses from 
Government to transport staff, 
to and from work, while ensuring 
extreme social distancing and 
repetitive disinfection of  these 
buses.
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PORTIA NKANI

The Botswana Meat 
Commission (BMC), which is 
now placed under management 
company, has presaged fears 
of  sluggish revenues further 
affecting the payments to 
farmers as it resumes full 
production post lockdown. 

Boitumelo Mogome-
Maseko, the BMC acting chief  
executive officer, said: “…since 
scaling production, revenue 
realisation will be slow and may 
affect payment turnaround, 
however we are working hard 
to secure adequate funding to 
ensure our suppliers working 
capital is not inconvenienced 
any further.” 

At the time of  going on 
a countrywide lockdown due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic, 
the BMC scaled down weekly 
production to just about a 
quarter of  its plant capacity 
to allow for production to be 
staggered, allowing different 
process crews coming to work 
on different dates. 

Since start of  April to 
end May, the Commission 
slaughtered 8319 cattle at a cost 
of  P45million from Batswana 
and P15,2million has been paid 
to those farmers/suppliers, 
whereas other balances are 
expected to mature this 
week and coming weeks in 
compliance with 14-21-days 
payment turnaround time. 

In these tough times 
of  Covid-19, the BMC was 
forced to adjust its sales and 
marketing and reprioritized 

during lockdown focused on 
two markets; the Norwegian 
to address the annual 1600mt 
quota as well as the Botswana 
market providing for the 
Covid-19 food basket with a 
product valued at P2.5million 
and retail outlets.

Mogome-Maseko said 
the BMC management had 
consulted with their other 
global clients and assured 
them full supply when full 
production resumed and this, 
she said was done with best 
care to ensure that BMC does 
not lose them when business 
return to normal. 

Just for the month of  
January-March 2020, BMC’s 
chief  finance officer, Limited 
Nkani revealed that the 
organization’s revenue sat 
at P86.5million, compared 
to 2019 same period which 
was P133.7million.  Breaking 
it down, Nkani indicated, 
“P51million (59%) are 
European markets which 
include Norway, P22.2million 
(26%) is South Africa, 
P10million (12%) Botswana, 
then P2.9million (3%) other 
markets (neighboring countries 
in the North of  Botswana).” 

Going forward, with 
experiences with State of  
Emergency, Mogome-Maseko 
and her management team are 
convinced that BMC business 
can still be optimally run with 
minimal physical contact. To 
attest to this, she said they 
have had varied management 
and Board of  Directors 
meetings to digest ways 

around the online platforms, 
procurement and are looking 
at varied ways to improve the 
online platforms and support 
business transactions in a safe 
and optimal way using digital 
platforms.

What to salvage from 
Covid-19 she added, “is the 
need for our beef  farming to 
transform and align with global 
trends. In the preliminary, 
given the situation that is only 
just evolving we can attest that 
the business continuity plan 
has served the organization 
satisfaction.”

As BMC has reverted to 
full scale production, farmers/
suppliers have therefore 
been encouraged to increase 
deliveries while the cattle are 
still in their best shape and 
haven’t lost weight due to 
eroded grazing. 

Meanwhile, the BMC has in 
the recent years been engaging 
with the United States market 
for possible export of  its beef, 
and Mogome-Maseko this 
week acknowledged that last 
year a study was done to sought 
if  BMC could penetrate the 
market. This week she indicated 
that however, the engagements 
have not yet finalized as yet. 

Management company 
which was earlier this year 
appointed to manage the ailing 
BMC has completed phase 1 of  
the turnaround strategy already, 
Board meeting is scheduled for 
this coming Monday to look 
at the report and work on the 
way forward, according to 
Mogome-Maseko. 

Unscathed BMC buys 8000 cattle 
for P45 million amid Covid-19

BMC anticipates 
diminished revenue 

after lockdown

The public, healthcare practitioners, importers and distributors are informed that registrations 
of Grand-Pa Headache products (Powder and tablets) have been suspended from the Botswana 
market with immediate effect. This follows a decision by the Market Authorization Holder 
GlaxoSmithKline CH South Africa to temporarily halt the supply of these products to Botswana 
and other markets. This means that importation of new stock into the country is prohibited, 
however, the stock currently available in Botswana may be used.

The suspended products include the following:

Public
Notice

SUSPENSION OF REGISTRATION 
OF GRAND-PA PRODUCTS

Your cooperation in this matter is highly appreciated.

Contact Details:
Plot 112
International Finance Park, 
Gaborone

+267 373 1727/20

Toll Free : 0800 600 216

+267 318 6254

PACK SIZEPRODUCT BOT#

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 453.6 mg, Paracetamol 324.0 mg & Caffeine 64.8 mg

Aspirin 226.8 mg, Paracetamol 162.0 mg & Caffeine 32.4 mg 
tablets

Single doses sachets

10 sachets

12 sachets

20 sachets

25 sachets

38 sachets

-

BOT1803248

BOT1803248A

BOT1803248C

BOT1803248C

BOT1803248D

BOT1803248E

B9304615

Private Bag 2
Gaborone Station, Botswana

info@bomra.co.bw

Botswana Medicines Regulatory Authority

www.bomra.co.bw

 NOTICE 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF BOTSWANA HELD AT GABORONE
                                               Master’s Office Ref No. INHGB-000001-19

In the sequestrated estate of:
MOITSHEKI THABO LEKALAKE      The Insolvent

NOTICE OF ADJOURNED FIRST MEETING OF CREDITORS
[Section 40 of the Insolvency Act, Cap. 42:02]

WHEREAS the Master has received an Order placing the Estate 
of Moitsheki Thabo Lekalake under sequestration;

NOW THEREFORE, and in terms of Section 40 of the Insolvency 
Act, Cap. 42:02 (“the Act”), I hereby give notice convening the 
adjourned first meeting of creditors of the Insolvent to be held at 
the Master’s Office, High Court, Gaborone at 9:00am on Monday  
13th July 2020.

The meeting is held to receive proof of claims in the estate, and 
such other matters as may be decided and resolved in terms of 
the Act.

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 11th DAY OF JUNE 2020

__________________________
P S THUTO

AG. SENIOR ASSISTANT MASTER

POSITION 
Operations Manager

MINIMUM  QUALIFICATIONS
Diploma/ Bachelor Degree in Electronics Engineering or 
Equivalents.

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 
A minimum of 5 – 10 years technical experience with at least 2 
years at managerial level.

If familiar with Konica   Minolta or Sharp copiers will be an 
added advantage.

Remuneration
A competitive salary package is offered. If you meet the above 
requirements, please forward your letter of application, detailed 
Curriculum Vitae with at least three traceable referees, certified 
copies of certificates to: The HR Manager, P O Box 405560, 
Gaborone-Botswana.
Email: operations29@yahoo.com

NB: ONLY SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES WILL BE RESPONDED 
TO.

Closing Date: 31st July 2020

VACANCY

PORTIA NKANI 

Volatility and panic have 
engulfed major financial 
markets across the world 
with many experiencing 
significant drawdowns from 

their 2020 highs.
This has effectively wiped out 

previous year’s gains due to the sell-off  
caused by the economic uncertainty on 
the back of  the Covid-19 pandemic.

In the broader economy and the 
financial system, the Botswana Stock 
Exchange (BSE) performs a crucial 
function of  facilitating the formation, 
allocation and mobility of  capital. 

During the period from January to 
May 2020, local companies continued 
to be the dominant market participants 
in the local bourse contributing over 60 
percent to equity turnover.  

A glean at the latest local bourse 
market performance report for the 
duration of  January to May 2020 shows 
that local companies contributed 63 

percent to the turnover, followed by 
foreign companies at 28 percent.  

Local retail investors injected seven 
percent, while Foreign retail investors 
contributed two percent while Brokers 
only contributed less than 1 percent. 

“26 out of  32 companies traded so 
far in 2020 generating equity turnover 
of  P273.9 Million. The top 5 most 
traded companies were FNBB (P48.8 
Million), Letshego (P47.1 Million), 
Sechaba (P43.5 Million), BIHL (P27.1 
Million) and NAP (P14.3 Million). 
Turnover for the top three most traded 
companies accounted for 56 percent 
of  total equity turnover,” depicts the 
market report. 

During the year to 31 May 2020, out 
of  the 32 listed companies 19 have had 
price changes. The top five companies 
that experienced share price increases 
were the micro lender Letshego by 15.4 
percent, Botswana Diamonds by 8.3 
percent, Letlole la Rona by 4.4 percent, 
Cresta by 0.7 percent and Sefalana by 
0.6 percent.

KABELO SEITSHIRO

Botswana Stock Exchange Limited 
(BSEL) says 26 out of  32 companies 
traded so far in 2020 have generated 
equity turnover of  P273.9 million. 

The top five most traded 
companies were First National Bank 
Botswana (FNBB) trading P48.8 
million, followed by Letshego with 
P47.1 million, Sechaba at P43.5 
million, Botswana Insurance Holdings 
Limited Group (BIHL) at P27.1 

million and NAP at P14.3 million. 
The turnover for the top three 

most traded companies accounted for 
56 percent of  total equity turnover.

Information contained in the 
BSEL market performance report for 
the period 1 January to 31 May 2020, 
indicates that during the period from 
January to May 2020, local companies 
continued to be the dominant market 
participants contributing 63 percent 
to equity turnover. 

Local companies outshine foreign ones at BSEL 

FNBB top trader at 
stock exchange

“It’s  imperative to support your country 
in any crisis it is dealing with” 

Dr. Tiro Mampane – CEO Boitekanelo College

Dr. Mampane with the Boitekanelo College Student 
Representative Council Secretary General and President

Boitekanelo College student body

In 2018, Dr. Mampane took it upon himself to take part in the 
Stanford Seed Transformation Program – Southern Africa, 
brought to the region through a partnership between the 
Stanford Graduate School of Business and De Beers Group. 

He indicated that the last 2 years have been very transformational 
for his institution and management, as they adopted learnings 
derived through the Seed Transformation plan and Business Model 
Canvas to grow their business. According to Dr Mampane, “The 
programme has created growth platforms for us as a business, 
leading to more partnerships with our fellow Seed members such 
as TSOGA, a consortium which is into transforming the innovation 
space in Botswana and the rest of Africa. 

Dr. Mampane highlights 2020 as a significant year for his business, 
as he decided to include the country’s interests in his transformation 
plan by supporting the Government in its response to one of the 
most challenging crises of all time, the COVID 19, Corona Virus. 
Boitekanelo College donated 1 million Pula towards the Covid-19 
relief fund, in line with its commitment of ensuring better healthcare 
for Batswana. The donation comprised 250 thousand Pula  in cash 
and 750 thousand Pula in-kind; 

Dr. Mampane expressed that the Seed program comes with 
significant financial management training which helped his company 
get through the pandemic’s peak; as he was able to retain jobs for 
all his employees, as well as manage his cashflows and financial 

functions. He noted the great impact the weekly Stanford webinars 
on critical business topics have had on his business. 

“The leadership labs facilitated by EOH Consulting, on behalf of 
Stanford and De Beers Group have provided us with knowledge on 
how best our companies can minimise the impact of COVID 19 on 
our business, and also significantly supported us with teachings 
on how best we can use this crisis as a positive to be able to see 
business growth amidst the pandemic.” he said.

The college also partnered with the Botswana Telecommunications 
Corporation and BeMobile, for the provision of data bundles and 
home internet for its students and staff members, to ensure that the 
college continues running during the lock down period.

The College SRC President Emmanuel Moithei and Fox Mpoloka 
(Secretary General) said that life at Boitekanelo before the Seed 
program versus now in 2020, has changed, adding that there have 
been major integration measures between the school’s management 
and SRC management. Some of the benefits include decisions and 
precautions that were taken to ensure utmost students well-being 
during Covid lockdown, such as internet provision to 2000 students. 

The Stanford Seed Transformation Programme, a partnership 
between the Stanford Graduate School of Business and De Beers 
Group came to life in 2018 in the Southern African region and has 
a base of 60 companies from the region, out of which 34 are  from 
Botswana. 

Boitekanelo College released two ambulances with ventilators suitable for Covid-19 
management and a mobile clinic to assist the Government with community testing. This 
gesture came with full support of the college’s Doctors, Psychologists, Counsellors and 
Paramedics for up to 6 months, as well as a teaching truck for the communities.

COVID-19 Donation to the Government

The bottom five companies that 
experienced share price decreases are 
Lucara which is known for discovering 
exceptional stones at - 49.7 percent, 
followed by Minergy with - 22.7 percent, 
Stanchart at - 17.4 percent, SeedCo. at 
-13.0 percent and BTCL: -12.2 percent.

Despite the Covid-19 storm which 
has paralyzed bigger markets globally, 
here at BSE turnover levels were the 
highest during the month of  March 
2020 reaching P117.7 Million in equity 
turnover from P30.2million in the 

previous month of  February. Sadly 
after recording its highest in March, 
the turnover then crawled down to 
a collection of  P54.1million in April 
and P34.1million last month (May). 
Over the period from January to May 
2020, total equity turnover amounted to 
P273.9 Million resulting in an average 
daily turnover of  P2.7 Million.

Meanwhile, at the centre of  the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) indicates that the 
global economy has already entered a 

recession that could be as bad or worse 
than the slump after the 2008 financial 
crisis. The World Bank estimates that 
the coronavirus outbreak could cause 
significant economic slowdown in 
China with spill-overs into other parts 
of  the world. 

In addition, the World Bank has 
projected that Sub-Saharan Africa 
will see its first recession in 25 years 
because of  the severe impact of  the 
coronavirus pandemic. On the back of  
these projections, the performance and 

competitiveness of  companies across 
most industries could be substantially 
negatively affected.

The man at the helm of  the BSE, 
Thapelo Tsheole suggests that, “central 
to recovery in the post-pandemic era, 
and perhaps during the pandemic, is the 
need to maintain solvency and to access 
capital when it is needed.” 

In addition to available fiscal 
interventions and relief  measures 
offered by alternative suppliers of  
capital, he said, businesses need to be 

made aware of  the various methods 
they could deploy to tap into the 
deeper pools of  contractual savings 
in the country through the various 
instruments on the BSE. 

“These methods are diverse in 
nature and applicable to both listed 
entities and entities willing to list. They 
serve various strategic purposes over 
and above raising capital and can be 
very important in catalyzing the pace of  
recovery for individual businesses post 
the COVID-19 pandemic.” 

CONTINUED TO PG 17
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Botswana Oil Limited (BOL) serves as the Botswana Government’s transformation agent in the oil & gas industry. It 
is mandated to ensure the security and efficiency of supply of petroleum products for Botswana, manage state owned 
strategic fuel reserve facilities, strategic stocks as well as bulk storage and distribution. Wholly owned by the Botswana 
Government, the entity is also responsible for facilitating the participation of citizen companies in the petroleum sector. 
BOL is registered under the Companies Act and started operating in July 2013.

Botswana Oil Limited seeks to engage the services of a local Internet Service Provider for the Provision of Internet 
Services to its offices. The services required are:
 
-  Internet Services for the Head Office
-  MPLS to/ for Gaborone Depot and Francistown Depot 
- Connectivity to the Terraco Data Centre in Johannesburg – South Africa where BOL hosts its SAP Environment and 

Virtual Private Network (VPN) for end users.

REQUIREMENTS

BOL invites wholly owned citizen qualified ICT companies registered with the Public Procurement Asset Disposal Board 
(PPADB) under Codes; 120 ICT Technical Support Services, sub code 05 Network Management and 
Maintenance Services and 07 Internet Services to submit proposals for “Provision of Internet Services”

1. Request for Proposal documents will be available for collection from Friday 12th of June until Thursday the 
2nd of July 2020 at the address stated below (7) for a non-refundable fee of BWP 150.00.  

2. A soft copy can be provided upon confirmation of proof of payment to bidders
3. Please note that Youth Owned Companies are required to advance a non-refundable fee of BWP 75.00 to 

collect bid documents.
4. Bidders are required to make and provide proof of payment to the account below:
 Barclays Bank of Botswana 
 Account Number: 1017833
 Branch Number: 290267 
 Branch Name:  Barclays House 
 REF: (Your Company Name)

5. Detailed Bids/Tenders must be submitted in a plain sealed envelope clearly marked with the RFP number and the 
description. 

6. Bids /Tenders must be submitted no later than 10h00 GMT+2 on the 14th of July 2020.
7. Bids /Tenders must be hand delivered to the address below:
	 Botswana	Oil	Limited	Head	Office
 Plot 54373, Petroleum House (Ground Floor) Matante Mews
 Central Business District (CBD) Gaborone, Botswana

8. Late, faxed and emailed tender offers will NOT be considered.
9 Enquiries in relation to this notice can be made to 
 procurement@botswanaoil.co.bw

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP): 
PROVISION OF INTERNET SERVICES - BOL/2020-21/05
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The International 
Food Policy Research 
Institute (IFPRI) 
reported in December 
2019 in a discussion 

paper on a Review of  Evidence 
on Social Safety Nets in 
Africa that social safety nets 
have rapidly expanded in the 
African continent over the last 
decade. The research institute 
also acknowledged that social 
safety nets are becoming a core 
strategy for addressing poverty 
and vulnerability, responding to 
shocks, increasing productivity 
and investing in human capital.

“While the design and system 
integration of  SSNs continue 
to evolve, at their core, SSNs 
are operated in Africa typically 
consist of  non-contributory 
economic support to households 
and individuals given at regular, 
sustained intervals – including 
common forms of  cash, 
vouchers or in-kind transfers, fee 
waivers, cash-for-work (CfW) or 
public works PWPs) and school 
feeding”, explains IFPRI.

According to the World 
Bank, on average, countries on 
the African continent spend 1.6 
percent of  their gross domestic 
product (GDP) on SSNs 
(representing 4.6 percent of  total 
government spending), and SSNs 
cover 10 percent of  the African 
population, with cash transfers 

amounting for nearly 41 percent 
and (growing) of  the share of  
SSN spending. Thus, by coverage 
alone, and political commitment 
to continue expanding them, 
SSNs, and non-contributory 
SSNs in particular, represent 
an important policy tool for 
reaching poor populations across 
countries and at big scale.

The report also laments 
that poverty, vulnerability 
and well-being have inherent 
gender dimensions, thus it 
is not surprising that gender 
considerations have historically 
motivated and driven certain 
design features of  SSNs. These 
design considerations built on a 
large body of  literature on intra-
household dynamics show that 
men and women often spend 
income differently, and women 
do so in ‘family friendly’ ways.

According to the research 
institute, more recently the 
narrative has expanded to 
acknowledge the intrinsic value 
of  increasing gender equality 
and facilitating women’s 
development. In 2016, the 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) called for social 
protection policies as a target 
under Goal 5 as an avenue for 
reducing unpaid care (gender 
equity and empowerment of  
women and girls), in addition 
to calling for minimum social 

protection coverage, by sex 
and age, as part of  Goal 1 (end 
poverty and inequity).

The research also found 
out despite the high-level 
commitments made by African 
member states and global 
stakeholders to advancing 
gender equity through SSNs, 
and the important role of  this 
shared objective, there remain 
significant evidence gaps in 
understanding what this means 
in practice.

In yet another research 
publication undertaken by the 
Botswana Institute for Policy 
Development Analysis (BIDPA) 
published in 2007 titled Social 
Safety Nets in Botswana, the 
authors, Tebogo Seleka, Happy 
Siphambe, Dolly Ntseane, 
Nomtuse Mbere, Charity 
Kebapetswe and Chris Sharp 
observed that “a system of  
effective social safety nets (SSNs) 
is also important in alleviating 
poverty”.

The authors further explained 
that SSNs are those programmes 
that have the primary objective 
of  reducing poverty directly, and 
in many developing countries, 
they are the only hope for 
reducing poverty, malnutrition 
and diseases. While the SSNs 
have taken various forms, they 
are broadly classified into three 
categories: food supplies, public 

works programmes and targeted 
human and capital subsidies.

It is also acknowledged that 
the public policy guiding SSNs 
has been both promotional and 
protective. The promotional role 
of  public policy aims to eradicate 
chronic poverty through the 
enhancement of  the asset base 
of  households, whereas the 
protective role is concerned 
with assisting households that 
are vulnerable to shocks from 
entering into a spiral of  poverty.

The researchers are also 
of  the view that existing SSNs 
throughout the world have 
several shortfalls that render 
them ineffective. Firstly, they 
often do not reach the poorest 
households, who are the intended 
beneficiaries. Secondly, they are 
often characterized by “small, 
uncoordinated and duplicative 
transfer programmes. Thirdly, 
they often characterized by high 
costs of  transfer to households, 
due to operational inefficiencies 
and corruption. Fourthly, even 
if  they reach the intended 
beneficiaries, they fail to lead to 
sustainable reduction in poverty. 
Lastly, the transfers are often 
insufficient in both amount and 
coverage, implying insignificant 
impact on poverty reduction.

The social justice objective 
and imperative guides the 
implementation of  the SSNs 

programmes in Botswana as 
the objective advances the need 
to deal with poverty reduction 
directly. In sum, the social justice 
objective recognizes the need to 
all the dimensions of  poverty, 
including income, capability, and 
participation poverty.

Beneficiaries interviewed 
during the study confirmed 
that the main sources of  risk 
are largely covariate shocks 
such as HIV/AIDS, drought, 
harvest failure, livestock diseases, 
and unemployment as well 
as idiosyncratic shocks such 
as illness, lack of  education, 
orphan-hood, widowhood, 
disability, lack of  family support 
and old age.

“There was a general 
consensus that the eligibility 
criteria used in the destitute 
persons programme are 
comprehensive and inclusive. 
Stakeholders welcomed the 
fact that the food basket is 
allowed to vary depending on 
the prevailing local prices, to 
allow beneficiaries access to all 
food items in the basket. Key 
informants recommended that 
the eligibility criteria for CHBC 
should be revisited because some 
beneficiaries, after taking ARVs, 
have gained good health and 
have go9ne back to work. These 
people still want to continue 
receiving assistance although they 

can afford to pay for their basic 
necessities. Health personnel 
were of  the view that VGFP 
should be sustained because the 
majority of  their clients come 
from poor households”, it has 
been observed.

The issue of  fragmentation 
of  social protection schemes 
was also identified as a major 
stumbling block in programme 
implementation and there is 
need for the development of  a 
comprehensive social protection 
policy which would guide the 
implementation of  schemes 
and provide well coordinated 
implementation machinery. The 
study acknowledged that the 
development of  an integrated and 
inclusive framework is necessary 
given the fragmented nature 
of  social welfare programmes 
in general, recommending that 
the “system would yield better 
results at lower costs since scarce 
human resources will be shared 
efficiently”.

The study shockingly found 
that all the SSNs are associated 
with very low coverage with 
a coverage ratio of  a measly 
19 percent. “Thus the SSNs 
reach only 19 percent of  poor 
households, and the remaining 
81 percent are not covered. The 
school meal has the highest 
coverage rate at 64 percent. 
However, this only means that the 

remaining 36 percent of  the poor 
households did not have children 
attending primary schools, as this 
programme covers all primary 
school students”, says the 
research authors.

The other issue of  concern 
observed during the study is the 
overlapping of  beneficiaries at 
household level as illustrated by 
considering how the destitute 
programme may overlap with 
other SSNs. The destitute 
persons often have dependants, 
both adult and under 18, 
who themselves are routinely 
registered as destitute persons.

Destitute persons under 18 
are automatically declared to 
be needy students and thus are 
eligible to receive commodity 
packages under that programme. 
A destitute person who is in 
primary school would be a 
beneficiary under PSPF. The 
destitute persons that turn 65 
when registered as a destitute are 
entitled to benefit from the OAP 
as there are no assessment criteria 
for anyone, as long as they are 65 
years or old or over. Orphaned 
children may be the dependants 
of  the destitute persons.

Although SSNs in Botswana 
are considered comprehensive 
and robust despite challenges 
of  failing to reach the target 
audience, the biggest nagging 
issue is the sustainability of  the 

programmes funding.
“From the standpoint of  

SSNs, the continued increase 
in the number of  beneficiaries 
and the share of  expenditure 
on these programmes to total 
government expenditure, as 
well as the relative changes in 
the value chain of  packages are 
important issues when it comes 
to examining their sustainability. 
Given that the economy has 
now slowed down from its 
growth levels of  the 1980s and 
early 1990s, the revenue need to 
sustain government expenditure 
is not guaranteed. Thus, the 
sustainability of  government 
expenditure, including SSNs, 
may not be guaranteed in the 
future”, it is emphasized.

The other challenge 
observed during the study is 
political interference in the 
management of  the SSNs 
programmes implementation 
especially regarding registration 
of  beneficiaries, “resulting in 
some individuals benefitting 
when they are not eligible. Some 
community leaders, such VDC 
members, interfere with proper 
targeting of  SSNs.  Thus , there 
is need to educate village and 
political leaders to depoliticize 
the provision of  SSNs to ensure 
that the benefits reach only 
the intended beneficiaries”, 
explained the study authors.

Botswana’s Social Safety Nets Programmes 
misses out target beneficiaries

Botswana runs one of the most comprehensive and robust Social Safety Net (SSN) programmmes in the African continent. The programmes do not 
however come cheap with a total expenditure slightly over half a billion Pula annually. Sadly, the SSN programmes do not often and usually reach 

the intended target beneficiaries; the poorest households – WRITES JOSEPH BALISE.
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SUNDAY STANDARD 
REPORTER 

Bo t s w a n a 
Telecommunications 
Corporation Limited 
(BTCL), the only 
listed telecoms 

company on the Botswana Stock 
Exchange, has announced a 
delay in the release of  full year 
financials after efforts to stick 
to the deadline where hampered 
by government interventions to 
curb the spread of  coronavirus. 

The financial statements 
for the year ended March 2020 
were supposed to be released 
at least before the end of  June 
but now the company says the 
deadline has been move to any 
date before the end of  July. 

“This is as a result of  the 
delay in the finalisation of  the 
external auditor for the year 
ended 31 March 2020 which 
was impacted by the extreme 
social distancing protocols that 
were imposed in Botswana 
as a result of  Covid19 which 
restricted movement of  people,” 
wrote BTCL board chairperson 
Lorato Boakgomo-Ntakhwana 
and managing director Anthony 
Masunga in a cautionary note 
released on Thursday. 

“The restrictions impacted 
external auditors and employees 
who were critical to the audit 
process as they had to work 
from home in order to comply 
with the statutory restrictions 
placed on the movement of  

people,” they added. 
Boakgomo-Ntakhwana and 

Masunga disclosed that the 
impact of  Covid19 will likely be 
pervasive on the upcoming results 
announcement, warranting a 
review or assessment of  its 
potential financial impact by the 
external auditors. The telecoms 
industry is tipped to be one of  
the industries that will reap some 
benefits from the disruptions 
caused by the coronavirus 
containment measures, with 
preliminary data showing that 
business improved for voice and 
data segments during lockdown 
as most people worked from 
home. 

BTCL is not the only BSE 
listed company that had to delay 
the release of  audited financials. 
Sometime in April, shortly after 
the lockdown were enforced, 
some companies also relayed 
that there will be a delay. G4S, 
Letshego and Turnstar were 
some of  the companies that 
held back on audited results in 
April as they assessed the impact 
of  Covid19 on their operations. 
The three companies have since 
released the audited financials.

However, embattled retail 
chain Choppies has warned its 
already weary shareholders to 
hold still, announcing further 
delay to the much-anticipated 
financial statements for the year 
ended June 2019, expecting the 
results to be ready at least before 
end of  July.

For Choppies shareholders 

and market observers, the delay 
of  results for financial year 
ended June 2019 is nothing new, 
but only adds to the anxiety. 
Choppies remains suspended on 
the BSE and Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange over its failure to 
publish audited results on time. 
This means that the June 2019 
financials are overdue by almost 
a year. Ordinarily the results 
should have been published by 
September 2019 latest. 

However, the company has 
had troubles with auditors and 
regulators after it failed to publish 
the audited June 2018 financials 
on time, setting in motion a 
corporate scandal that played 
itself  over a year. The company 
finally released the financials in 
December 2019, late by a year 
and five months. Adding to the 
drama, the company’s auditor, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 
dropped the retailer as a client 
and refused to sign off  the June 
2018 financials. The retail chain 
giant says it will be suing PwC 
for over P800 over how the 
whole saga unfolded.

Choppies later appointed 
Mazars as external auditors 
in Late February, ending a 
frustrating search for auditors 
that saw the retail giant being 
shunned by the country’s big 
four audit firms. Mazars is 
currently reviewing the 2019 
financials, while another pile of  
work awaits the financials for the 
year ended June 2020.

PORTIA NKANI

The retail segment remains an 
income leader for the Standard 
Chartered Bank Botswana’s 
business.

For 2019, retail lending closed 
at just above 80 percent of  the 
overall client’s assets books ahead 
of  industry averages which hover 
around 63 percent. 

The retail segment registered 
a P76, 2million growth in profit 
before tax for the period under 
review from P68, 5million in 
the prior year, while Corporate 
& Institutional Banking (CIB) 
recorded P17, 4million from P10, 
2million in 2018.  

According to the banks’ latest 
annual report, the retail book grew 
12 percent year-to-year, broadly 
in line with total growth in loans 
and advances to households at 
industry level.

Total unimpaired income 
for the retail segment was up 
5 percent, driven by improved 
margins on top line and a modest 
1 percent increase in non-funded 
income. Improved margins came 

on the back of  optimised average 
asset pricing against a reducing 
cost of  funds.

Impairments were higher 
than prior year at P25 million but 
remain very low in 
the context of  total 
retail client asset 
base. Profits for 
the segment were 
17 percent higher 
as operational costs 
ascribed to the 
segment climbed 
down 5 percent to 
close the year at 
P426 million.

Looking at 
the Commercial, 
Corporate & 
I n s t i t u t i o n a l 
Banking, overall 
segment income 
was 6 percent down 
to P207 million as 
a decent 4 percent 
growth on the non-
funded income line 
was totally offset by a 14percent 
degrowth in net interest income.

The bank ascribed this to 

combined effects of  subdued 
demand for corporate debt and 
the bank’s strategy on stepping 
up its non-lending business 
support to corporates. Loans and 

advances went down 2 percent 
at industry level. The CIB sub 
segment registered a 71 percent 

growth in profit before tax, while 
the CB sub segment materially 
cut down its losses from the prior 
year by more than half.

In commenting, the banks’ 

chief  financial officer, Mbako 
Mbo indicated that, the total 
income remained relatively flat in 

2019 while costs went down. 
“Portfolio rebalancing 

initiatives, supported by discipline 
over the quality of  new asset 
origination led to a decline in 

Non-Performing Loans 
(NPLs). An improved 
liquidity, an enhanced 
efficiency in liability 
deployment and a more 
optimal asset pricing led 
to improved returns.” 

As most businesses 
are battling to adjust in 
the new normal brought 
about by the Covid-19 
storm, the banks’ 
management stand ready 
to foster continuity in the 
face of  the COVID-19. 

The bank stand 
firm to continue to roll 
out digital led solutions 
to advance client 
experience. Just last week, 
the bank introduced to 
its clientele ATM deposit 

taking which it has been 
lagging behind compared to its 
major competitors listed in the 
local bourse.

BTCL financials 
delayed by 
Covid-19

Retail lending buoys SCBB earnings

INVITATION TO FINANCIAL 
ADVISERS INDUSTRY MEETING

The Non-Bank Financial Institution Regulatory Authority 
(“NBFIRA”) hereby invites all 

Financial Advisers to attend an industry meeting to be 
held on February 19, 2016, at Fairgrounds from 

10:00hrs-12:00hrs. 

The purpose of the meeting is to:
•  Discuss Regulatory issues

•  Provide an update on the Investment Advisers.

Should you have any enquiries please do not hesitate to 
contact the Authority on 
3686100/ 3102595

Public Notice
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The Non-Bank Financial Institution Regulatory Authority 
(“NBFIRA”) hereby invites all 

Financial Advisers to attend an industry meeting to be 
held on February 19, 2016, at Fairgrounds from 

10:00hrs-12:00hrs. 

The purpose of the meeting is to:
•  Discuss Regulatory issues

•  Provide an update on the Investment Advisers.

Should you have any enquiries please do not hesitate to 
contact the Authority on 
3686100/ 3102595

Public Notice

PUBLIC TENDER NOTICE

The Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority (NBFIRA) wishes to invite service provid-
ers to submit proposals for the below listed tenders:
 

TENDER NO: NBFIRA 003/21
TENDER FOR:

THE SUPPLY, INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION OF IBM STORAGE AREA NETWORK (SAN) 
TO THE

NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REGULATORY AUTHORITY

and

TENDER NO: NBFIRA 004/21
(FOR 100% CITIZEN OWNED COMPANIES)

TENDER FOR:
THE SUPPLY, INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION OF STORAGE AREA NETWORK (SAN) AND 

RACKMOUNTABLE SERVERS TO THE NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY

The tenders open on 15 June 2020 at 08:30 HRS and closes on 15 July 2020 at 12:00 Hrs.  Tender 
documentation can be obtained from:

The Tender Committee Secretary
Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority

3rd Floor Exponential Building
Plot 54351 CBD, Off PG Matante Road

Gaborone
The documents will be emailed to the potential bidder between 08:30am and 16:30pm during week-
days for a non-refundable fee of P500.00 (five hundred pula only), which is to be deposited to the 
NBFIRA Bank Account. Account Details are stated below: 

Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority
Stanbic Bank

Fairgrounds Branch
Account number: 9060001296510

Branch code: 064967
Swift code: SBICBWGX

Proof of payment will be required, for issuing the tender Documents should be emailed to 
procurement@nbfira.org.bw.

The closing time for the tender offers shall not be later than 12:00 Hrs on 15 July 2020 and the 
Tender opening shall be carried out immediately after closing, and the results shall be shared with 
all the bidders.

They were followed by 
foreign companies at 28 
percent, local retail investors at 7 
percent, Foreign retail investors 
contributed 2 percent while 
Brokers only contributed less 
than 1 percent. 

“BSE’s Bond turnover was 
P77.9 million during the month 
of  May 2020 stemming solely 
from government bonds,” reads 
the report.

Stated in the report is that 
in monetary terms, foreign 
companies contributed P76.1 
million to equity turnover; 
foreign companies contributed: 
P5.3 million; local individuals 
contributed: P19.0 million; local 
companies contributed: P173.0 

million and Brokers P0.5 million.
Stated is that out of  the 32 

listed companies 19 have had 
price changes. The top five 
companies that experienced 
share price increases were 
Letshego: 15.4 percent, 
Botswana Diamonds: 8.3 
percent, Letlole: 4.4 percent, 
Cresta: 0.7 percent and Sefalana: 
0.6 percent. Stated is that 
the bottom five companies 
that experienced share price 
decreases are Lucara: - 49.7 
percent, followed by Minergy: 
- 22.7 percent, Stanchart: - 17.4 
percent, SeedCo: -13.0 percent 
and BTCL: -12.2 percent.

“Turnover levels were the 
highest during the month of  
March 2020 reaching P117.7 

Million in equity turnover,” 
reads the report.

Further stated is that over 
the period from January to 
May 2020, total equity turnover 
amounted to P273.9 million 
resulting in an average daily 
turnover of  P2.7 million. 

On the Bond market for the 
year, total turnover generated in 
the market was P343.3 million. 
The market capitalization of  the 
overall bond market was P18.3 
Billion, attributable to increased 
corporate bond issuances and 
government bond re-openings. 
Stated is that as at 31 May 2020 
the total number of  listed bonds 
was 48, comprising of  seven 
government bonds and 41 
corporate bonds.

FNBB top trader at 
stock exchange

CONTINUED FROM PG 15
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BONNIE MODIAKGOTLA

As global oil prices 
stage a recovery 
following Covid19 
e c o n o m i c 
disruptions, the 

Botswana government has 
slashed retail fuel prices in a 
move that will offer reprieve to 
consumers and a sign that the 
country’s National Petroleum 
Fund (NPF) has been powered 
back to life after it was plundered 
three years ago. 

On Friday, state owned 
regulator Botswana Energy 
Regulatory Authority (BERA) 
announced deep cuts in fuel 
prices, dropping the retail pump 
price of  unleaded petrol 93 by 
P1.59, while unleaded petrol 95 
will retail pump price has been 
reduced by P1.63. The price of  

diesel has decreased by P1.41 
and paraffin prices have been 
lowered by P1.88 thebe. 

BERA says the decrease 
in retail prices is due to the 
regulated retail pump prices 
being higher than the actual cost 
of  petroleum products, which 
meant the government was able 
register high over recoveries in 
the NPF, where the funds are 
used to subsidise fuel prices, 
especially when actual costs 
start rising.

“While international oil 
prices have started recovering 
as a result of  easing lockdowns 
globally, the cumulative slate 
over recoveries have been 
high. Therefore, there is need 
to manage these unit rates 
and align retail pump prices to 
the region,” BERA said in a 
statement. 

The Covid19 outbreak, a 
disease caused by coronavirus, 
was this year’s major disruption, 
halting economic activities as 
governments implemented  
tough interventions to curtail 
the spread of  the pathogen. It 
was a double whammy for the 
oil industry which was expected 
to make a recovery following a 
challenging year where oil prices 
reduced, and stock inventories 
increased. 

Brent crude oil, an 
international industry 
benchmark, averaged around 
$64 per barrel for 2019 against 
an average of  $71 per barrel 
in 2018, ending the year at $67 
per barrel. By January 2020, 
before Covid19 was declared a 
pandemic by the World Health 
Organisation, oil prices were 
trading at $69 per barrel, and 

as fears and panic about the 
virus started gripping nations, 
oil prices started plummeting, 
hitting the lows of  $18 by 
April, and have since mounted 
a recovery in June to $39 per 
barrel, which is still below the 
past years oil price averages. 

Though the petroleum 
product prices have been easing 
since 2018, the government 
did not fiddle much with the 
regulated retail pump prices, 
using the period instead to allow 
for funds to accumulate in NPF, 
which became a centrepiece 
of  a major scandal in 2017 
after nearly P250 million was 
transferred from the fund, 
allegedly at the instruction of  
the country’s intelligence organ 
and used to procure drones and 
other security appliances. 

With the country’s main 

buffer depleted, the government 
increased retail pump prices 
in December 2017, then 
followed with two other hikes in 
October and November 2018. 
Though 2019 was ticked as a 
challenging year for the market, 
no adjustment was made to the 
regulated prices, the first sign 
that the NPF was now swelling 
at the seams. 

In fact, in November 
2019 the government paid the 
slate under-recovery amount 
owing to the Oil Marketing 
Companies (OMCs) in full, 
bringing to an end a period of  
extreme pressure on liquidity in 
the industry. The money owed 
was due to the OMCs selling 
fuel at a price that was lower 
than the market cost, and the 
government was supposed to 
plug this gap using some funds 

from the NPF. 
The clearest indication that 

the NPF was in a good financial 
position came through in April 
this year when BERA reduced 
fuel prices marginally, decreasing 
petrol price by 13 thebe, diesel 
by 10 thebe and paraffin by 20 
thebe. It was revealed in the 
same month that the NPF has 
nearly P265 million in reserves, 
marking a remarkable comeback 
since the P250 million was 
diverted in 2017. The NPF saga 
over the misappropriated funds 
is still playing itself  at the courts 
of  law, with little progress being 
made. 

The latest fuel price cuts will 
also be a reprieve to citizens 
who have been reeling from the 
22 percent increase in electricity 
tariff  that was implemented 
beginning of  April.

BONNIE MODIAKGOTLA

Canadian minerals explorer 
Reconnaissance Energy 
Africa Ltd has been granted 
a petroleum licence in 
northwestern Botswana for 
2.45 million acres, a large 
portion of  the eastern part of  
the entire Kavango basin.

The terms and conditions 
of  the licence gives 
Reconnaissance Energy Africa 
a 100 percent working interest 
in all petroleum rights from 
surface to basement, with an 
initial 4-year exploration period 
and renewals up to an additional 
10 years, in accordance with 
the Botswana Petroleum 
(Exploration and Production) 
Act. 

Once the company begins 
commercial production, the 
operator holds the right to 
enter into a 25-year production 
licence with a 20-year renewal 
period. Reconnaissance 
Energy Africa has committed 
to a minimum work program 
of  US$432,000 or nearly P5 
million over the first 4-year 
exploration period.

Botswana, best known 
for its high value diamond 
exports, has of  recent years 
received large interests from 
mine exploring companies, 
targeting various resources 
ranging from coal, copper, 
gas and petroleum. Prior to 
the coronavirus outbreak that 
gripped nations earlier this year, 
Botswana’s mining sector was 

set to expand. 
The sector, which accounts 

for 35 percent of  the country’s 
gross domestic product (GDP) 
output, was supposed to be a 
beehive of  activities this year as 
owners had planned to expand 
and ramp up production. 
Besides the $2 billion Jwaneng 
Cut 9 project which began in 
2019 to expand the lifespan 
of  the world’s most valuable 
diamond mine from 2028 
to 2035, the Orapa Cut 3 
project will pick up pace this 
year, moving beyond the pre-
feasibility stage. The Orapa 
mine, which is the world’s 
largest diamond mine by area, 
is being expanded to last until 
2046. 

Closer to Orapa, the 
Canadian miner Lucara’s wholly 
owned Karowe mine was 
planning to go underground 
in 2023, increasing its lifespan 
to 2041. Lucara had set aside 
$53 million to use in second 
half  of  2020 for the detailed 
engineering, design work and 
early procurement initiatives at 
Karowe. However, measures 
put in place to curb the spread 
of  the virus have disrupted part 
of  Lucara’s plans, also factoring 
in the slowed diamond industry.

After securing $565 million 
in funding last year, Khoemacau 
Copper Mining has awarded a 
five-year underground mining 

services contract to Barminco 
to provide mining services, with 
work expected to be ramped 
up in the second quarter of  
the year. Khoemacau’s project 
involves three underground 
mines producing around 1.2 
million tonnes each over the 
first five years of  production. 
Mining is expected to start at 
these mines in the first half  of  
2021. 

Minergy Coal had said it 
will ramp up production this 
year, expanding its capabilities 
as it assembles a plant for 
the Masama mine to reach 
plate capacity be the second 
half  of  2020. Minergy began 
production last year July, 
producing 220,582 tonnes of  
coal and selling 85,017 tonnes 
of  coal. 

Following the lockdown 
imposed by the government 
beginning of  April, Minergy 
scaled back its operations as 
access to key markets was 
limited. The company says 
it has exposed but unblasted 
coal stocks which are adequate 
to restart mining operation 
without any delays, should 
lockdown rules in both South 
Africa and Botswana be relaxed.

Minergy has been raising 
funds, including the P72.3 
million received from the state-
owned Minerals Development 
Company Botswana (MDCB) 
to fund its expansion. The 
mine which currently employs 
275 people says it will increase 
staff  to 450 this year to reach 

production targets and meet 
the rising power demand in the 
region. 

Another explorer, 
Tshukudu Metals has completed 
a bankable feasibility study 
for mining copper and silver 
approximately 90 kilometres 
from Gantsi, with the company 
planning to apply for mining 
licence this year. 

The mothballed Ghaghoo 
Mine in the CKGR which 
has been under care and 
maintenance since early 2017 is 
said to have found a potential 
investor who anticipates 
acquiring the struggling 
diamond mine. 

Botswana’s only gold mine, 
Mupane, has submitted a new 
application for developing their 
Golden Eagle open pit about 
15 KM from Francistown along 
the Old Matsiloje Road. The 
Mine currently employs 377 
employees. 

As the second part of  the 
year commences following the 
economic disruptions caused 
by coronavirus containment 
measures, it remains to be 
seen if  some of  the mining 
companies will forge ahead 
with expansion plans. Prices 
have fallen among commodities 
due to slowed economic 
activities, with many countries 
anticipating contraction in their 
economies.

KABELO SEITSHIRO

Having lost P78 million in 
revenue due to the Covid 
-19 pandemic, BotswanaPost 
expects to register a projected 
loss of  P151 million by end of  
March next year.

Most of  its cashflow comes 
from third-party contracts 
which were also adversely 
affected by the pandemic. 

BotswanaPost chief  
executive officer (CEO) 
Cornelius Ramatlhakwane 
has said there are business 
interventions in place to 
mitigate the negative impact on 
their business. 

Such interventions, he said, 
include reviewing the business 
model adding that technology is 
key in supporting government 
agenda. He spoke of  expansion 
of  channels through partnership 
with Choppies which has more 
than 90 stores. 

In a bid to continue 
to diversify its portfolio, 
BotswanaPost has expanded 
its Smart Partnerships model 
which has seen the introduction 
of  Choppies as an extension of  
the channel to offer PosoMoney, 
payments of  Social Grants and 
other postal services.

“We are building ecosystem 
of  services and payments and 
PosoCloud in partnership 
with BoFiNet and also there 
is PosoMoney for different 
payments,” said Ramatlhakwane. 

The COVID-19 era has 
made it paramount the need 
to decongest post offices, 
especially during peak periods. 
The need to comply with the 
social distancing protocols 
and guidelines, and putting the 
health and safety of  customers 
first, necessitated the rolling 
out of  pay points for Social 

Grants to both Choppies and 
PosoMoney.

This will, with time, also see 
the introduction of  a near-field 
communication (NFC) enabled 
VISA Card for pensioners and 
other Social Grants recipients. 
This move will enable other 
shops, from large retailers 
to small general dealers, to 
be able to benefit from this 
Government programme as 
purchases are also made at their 
stores.  

He further spoke of  utilizing 
transport network adding that 
mail started piling in January 
and that response was in April. 
He said international mail due to 
travel restrictions was affected 
and was received in bulk later.

Quizzed on plans 
post-COVID-19 period, 
Ramatlhakwane stated that 
there will be suspension roll 
out of  new business strategy. 
He confirmed that there is an 
interim of  12 months strategy to 
observe market and consumer 
behavior.  He added that 
there are changes in dynamic 
market. He spoke of  revamping 
PosoMoney solution to pay 
wages and others, and also NFC 
card to work with PosoMoney.

“What is important is 
proactive response using laid 
down disaster management 
process help cushion impact,” 
he said.

He said of  the new way of  
working means different way 
employee welfare needs to assess 
the cost benefit of  the changes. 
He added that the pandemic 
has aligned BotswanaPost to 
fourth industrial revolution and 
e-commerce. Ramatlhakwane 
believes that more business 
diversification is needed to 
reduce reliance on agency 
services.

Fuel prices drop on the back of a strong NPF Explorer bags 
petroleum 

licence

BotswanaPost loses P78 
million to Covid-19

Request for Quotations/Proposals 

Date: June 4, 2020

SUBJECT:  Request for Proposals/Quotations

Dear Prospective Quoter:

The Embassy of the United States of America in Gaborone, Botswana has requirements for 
a responsible, resourced and qualified Contractor/vendor for the following Projects:

1. Local Employed Staff Group Life Insurance Cover –  Solicitation#: 19BC4020R0003
         
2. Fabrication and Erection of Car Park Roof Structures  - Solicitation#: 19BC4020Q0011                          

The Solicitations are posted on the USA Federal Government and Embassy Gaborone 
Websites.  If you are interested in either of the projects please visit the Embassy Website: 
http://beta.sam.gov/ or https://bw.usembassy.gov/embassy/gaborone/  for more details. 
Throughout the year we mostly post all of our projects on this website from time to time.

The Embassy plans to award a purchase order/contract for the said services, and all 
interested vendors are encouraged to make competitive proposals after reading through 
the proposal of choice and understood all the requirements through the mention sections 
of the proposal. 
Please read the solicitation/s carefully to understand all the requirements then follow what 
is required and when further clarity is needed please ask through the e-mail provided. Do 
not tempt to take action on the solicitation before studying the entire document so that all 
prospective vendors understand the details of the requirements. All questions should be 
submitted in writing on either of the project as detailed in the Solicitation posted on either 
of the stated Websites above. 

This Request for Quotation does not commit the American Embassy in Gaborone to make 
an award.  The Embassy may cancel the request or any part of it.  Any collusion with regard 
to price will exclude potential contractors from work with the Embassy.

Direct any questions regarding this request for quotations to the Embassy Contracting 
Office telephone:  373-2356 or email: gaboronegsoprocurement@state.gov during regular 
business hours. 

Vendors are encouraged to visit these websites for more business opportunities.
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Botswana has been 
considered the least 
corrupt country in Africa 
until recently when it 
lost such a position to 

Seychelles. This loss can be attributed 
possibly to at least two factors 
which could happen concurrently or 
individually. The loss of  the accolade 
which we have for far too long enjoyed 
is attributable to either Seychelles 
working hard to uproot corruption 
and on the one hand could be a result 
of  corruption becoming the order 
of  the day in this country or possibly 
both. I have in 2016 made mention 
of  an emerging school of  thought 
in this country over the Botswana 
Television live budget broadcast, 
which espoused that corruption has 
been institutionalised and was very 
clear to the extent that I am a part 
of  such a school. It is unfortunate 
such a statement came at a cost as the 
program had to be cut short almost 
30 minutes to its end as per the 
understanding and agreements of  the 
stakeholders. Ever since then it has 
become very clear that indeed such 
observation was not without basis as 
we soon thereafter lost our position 
as the least corrupt country in Africa. 
I know very little if  anything at all, 
about how Seychelles is dealing 
with the corruption issues within its 
borders. However, I know relatively 
better with what we are doing or 
not doing in so far as corruption is 
concerned in this country. I want 
to put it across to you that I am 
convinced that we have as a country 
played a part, not only in terms of  us 

losing our ranking but also in terms 
of  the ever increasing perception 
about our increasing corruption. We 
are as a country to blame for taking 
responsibility in denting the relatively 
good image of  our country. Relatively 
good within the African context that 
is.

Our government has recently 
through some organ(s) of  state 
put it across to the population 
that we have lost in excess of  100 
billion pula through corruption 
from the central bank, though this 

was denied by the bank itself. Sadly 
such allegations sought to implicate 
the former state president and this 
accusation coming not from any new 
party that could have ascended to 
the throne, but rather from the very 
same party and government he once 
led. We either have a government 
of  liars, a corrupt government or 
possibly a combination of  the two. 
I am tempted to believe that our 
government is decorated with those 
two undesirable attributes, which 
sadly are proving catastrophic for the 

welfare of  our people. This view point 
is further buttressed by the contents 
of  the debates in the last seating of  
parliament. While I should lament the 
nature of  the debates in parliament 
from both sides of  the aisle in which 
the ruling party seems not hear 
anything good from the opposition 
and similarly the opposition coming 
across as not seeing anything good 
from the ruling party, however, one 
thing they had in common in the last 
debate. The common denominator 
was in the failure of  the ministry 
led by Hon Eric Molale to deliver to 
those in need during the course of  
the lockdown. From the Botswana 
Democratic Party we saw both 
cadres amongst the executive and the 
backbench being in agreement with 
the opposition that the government 
has failed the people. Only the 
responsible minister was at variance 
with their propositions. Elements of  
some untruths were evident in these 
deliberations.

A recent study by Afrobarometer 
as reported by the Weekend Post point to 
50 percent of  Batswana believing that 
corruption has gone up. The awarding 
of  tenders during the course of  the 
State of  Emergency and possibly 
prior to that raises eye brows about 
government commitment to fighting 
corruption. If  we were to be sober 
in our thinking and anticipations, we 
would realise that we as Batswana 
have failed to comprehend the extent 
of  corruption within our borders 
and to device means to curb it. Our 
government have rhetorically used 
every opportunity to preach their 
zero corruption for corruption while 
in actual fact they never practised it 
to the core. The recent allegations 
of  an organisation which has been 
contracted by the Directorate of  
Intelligence and Security Services 
(DISS) and which seeks to spill the 
beans, have created some degree of  

suspicion that the recent elections 
could have been possibly rigged 
thereby declaring the country’s 
government illegitimate. If  indeed 
there is anything to be spilled owing 
to failure to pay, one would certainly 
agree that rigging of  elections is 
corruption to the core. 

The awarding of  tenders to those 
related to those holding the levers of  
power raises serious concerns about 
the commitment of  government in 
uprooting corruption. The President 
Dr MEK Masisi has lately been 
on the papers for all the wrong 
reasons and accused of  acquiring 
shareholding rights in companies 
thereby portraying him as advancing 
his self-interest ahead of  ethical and 
moral standards expected of  the 
highest office of  the land. 

I have penned a paper at the time 
President Masisi took over the reins 
and posited that he will not be able 
to emancipate us from corruption if  
he is equally implicated. I am coming 
to believe that what I penned then 
is now unfolding as he seems to 
have failed to reign over corruption 
or indicated to be committed to 
do so ever since his ascendance. 
He is probably a product of  the 
system which has institutionalised 
corruption and to expect him to 
uproot it, amounts to expecting a fish 
to live and swim in the bush outside 
the comfort of  the lake waters. Ours 
is a systematic corruption which 
certainly is endemic. A product of  
such a system is possibly anointed and 
ordained to uphold the values upon 
which such a system is anchored. In 
such a system or government of  the 
corrupt, corruption doesn’t exist. 
We have become a typical African 
country, thanks to a government 
whose primary mandate seems to 
be the amassing of  ill-gotten wealth 
by its political high priests and their 
disciples.

I have a word of  advice for the Chinese 
ambassador to Botswana, following 
the op-ed titled “New measures to 
boost China-Africa Cooperation on 
public health” that he wrote for one of  
our local papers on May 29, 2020.  It is 
this: The values of  civility are remorse, 
humility, respect, accountability, and 
the ability to seek forgiveness. The 
op-ed on the other hand went in the 
opposite direction and was about pride 
in the midst of  a virus that has for 
all intents and purposes, thrown the 
world into a tailspin. At a time like this, 
the morally prudent thing to do is to 
show people that you understand their 
pain. It is a period that does well with 
empathy.  It is not the time to nag us, as 
the ambassador did, with exhortations 
to implement whatever his Communist 
Party boss proposed in a speech to the 
73rd WHA assembly. This is not time 
to flaunt the number of  masks that 
China donated to   Botswana or Africa 
for that matter. 

When you cause a motor accident, 
whether by mistake or deliberately, you 
do not start blowing your trumpet and 
tell the victims that you are paying for 
their medical bills. Or worse still, turn 
round and declare for all the world 
to know, that you are now dispensing 
advisory services to these same victims 
on how to avoid accidents. Doing so is 
not only condescending but amounts 
to pride. And pride on the other hand 
is neither a sign of  good leadership nor 
a good tactic of  making and keeping 
friends. Moreover, it does little to 
boost your international standing. So, 
to pen a piece that willfully avoids 
recognizing the extensive harm that 
the whole world has endured as a result 
of  a virus that came from your home 
country, smacks of  crass propaganda. 

The piece is peppered with 

propaganda about the good that China 
ostensibly does.  Predictably, there is 
no curiosity in the ambassador’s op-
ed to even ponder on the extensive 
damage wreaked on the world and 
ordinary people especially in poorer 
countries. It is apparent that the 
purpose of  the op-ed was to glorify 
China and its standing in the world. 
However, the ambassador must wake 
up to the reality that the way in which 
his country handled the virus has 
achieved the opposite. 

The WHO might have decided to 
call the virus COVID – 19 but that does 
not take away the fact that it originated 
in Wuhan. And the last time I checked 
Wuhan was in China. Obviously, this 
was meant to appease China because 
previous outbreaks were called by the 
names of  the places in which they 
emerged. Hence, we have the Spanish 
flu. In the same vein we have Ebola 
because of  the Ebola River.    

He says that the WHA was 
successful.  That is absurd. The United 
States of  America as the WHO largest 
donor by far, did not attend because 
of  the controversial manner in which 
the latter sent confusing and harmful 
signals to the world during the early 
stages of  the outbreak. For example, 
when the US decided to ignore WHO 
advice and ban inbound Chinese 
travelers, the latter was quick to publicly 
rebuke the former on what turned 
out to be a prescient decision, Trump 
obsessive disorder notwithstanding.

To add salt to injury, China is busy 
bullying Australia for merely leading 
calls for accountability through an 
investigation of  the initial handling 
of  the virus by the authorities in 
Wuhan. So, I do not know what the 
Ambassador means by success. 

Everyone welcomed China to the 
free world in the late ‘70s in good 
faith. The ambassador must face up 
to the reality that the world thrives on 
accountability and diversity of  opinion.  
I understand that all these values are 
difficult for the Chinese ambassador 
to appreciate.  Unlike him we are 
no compelled to prostrate ourselves 
before the combusts party chief. 

Botswana’s Systematic Corruption 
cannot be Uprooted from Within

China owns the corona 
virus damage. Period  

 

 

 
CENTRAL MEDICAL STORES AT GABORONE 

 
PROVISION OF FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES 

 
 

INVITATION TO TENDER 

G4 Facilities Management (G4FM) is a division of G4 Consulting Engineers, and has been in maintenance management business since its inception in Botswana, in the year 2007. 

G4FM is running a contract for the provision of Site Management and Facilities Maintenance Management Services for Central Medical Stores in Gaborone, as a sub-contract to BotswanaPost who are responsible for Provision 
of Warehousing Management Services to Central Medical Stores, and invites interested contractors to tender for works and services contracts as tabulated below; 

Item 
No. 

Contract Title PPADB Registration Requirements Site Visit Collection of 
Documents 

Closing and 
Submission of 
Documents Code(s) Sub-Code(s) 

1 Provision of Security Services for the Central Medical Stores Main 
Warehouse and Associated Satellite Warehouses 

100 – Security Services 01 – Guard Services Monday 15th June 
 

Main Warehouse 0900hrs 
Satellite Warehouse 1130hrs 

Monday 15th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Monday 29th June 2020 
 

12:00hrs 

2 Provision of Cleaning Services for the Central Medical Stores Main 
Warehouse and Associated Satellite Warehouses 

132 – Cleaning Services 01 – Building Cleaning Services, (including 
windows, carpets and others) 

Monday 15th June 
 

Main Warehouse 1430hrs 
Satellite Warehouse 1600hrs 

Monday 15th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Monday 29th June 2020 
 

16:00hrs 

3 Provision of Gardening and Landscaping Services for the Central 
Medical Stores Main Warehouse and Associated Satellite Warehouses 

137 – Gardening and Landscaping 
Services 

01 – Gardening, Landscaping and 
Maintenance 

Tuesday 16th June 
 

Main Warehouse 0900hrs 
Satellite Warehouse 1130hrs 

Tuesday 16th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Tuesday 30th June 2020 
 

12:00hrs 

4 Provision of Pest Control and Fumigation Services for the Central 
Medical Stores Main Warehouse and Associated Satellite Warehouses 

132 – Cleaning Services 02 – Disinfecting and Extermination Services Tuesday 16th June 
 

Main Warehouse 1430hrs 
Satellite Warehouse 1600hrs 

Tuesday 16th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Tuesday 30th June 2020 
 

16:00hrs 

5 Provision of Waste and Refuse Collection Services for the Central 
Medical Stores Main Warehouse and Associated Satellite Warehouses 

103 – Collection and Disposal of 
Hazardous Materials 

02 – Refuse Collection and Disposal Services Wednesday 17th June 
 

Main Warehouse 0900hrs 
Satellite Warehouse 1130hrs 

Wednesday 17th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Wednesday 1st July 2020 
 

12:00hrs 

6 Overhauling, Reconditioning and Rebuilding of Warehousing 
Equipment Comprising Stacker Cranes, Shuttle Car, Pallet Conveyors and 
Associated Systems for the Central Medical Stores Warehouses 

08 – Mechanical Engineering Works 03 – Lifts, Hoists and Escalators Friday 26th June 
 

Main Warehouse 0900hrs 

Monday 15th June 
 

0830hrs - 1700hrs 

Wednesday 15th July 2020 
 

12:00hrs 

Bidding Companies shall be 100% citizen owned companies for Items 1-5 and Open for Item 6, with a proven record of accomplishment in the provision of works and services as tendered for and shall furnish proof, in way of 
submission of reference letters from the Consultant and/or Client for whom work was carried out. 
Companies intending to submit bids for the above works shall attend a compulsory site visit at Central Medical Stores Warehouses at Gaborone West Industrial Site, Kgomokasitwa Street 22/02/3/4/5/6, Gaborone and Satellite 
Store at Old Ministry of Finance Stores, opposite PPADB on dates and times as stipulated in the above table. 
Bidding documents for this tender may be obtained by only those companies who will have attended the compulsory site visit and paid a P250.00 non-refundable fee to G4 Consulting Engineers on collection of the tender 
documents at G4 Consulting Engineers, Facilities Management Unit, 20748 Mabeleapudi Road, Block 3 Broadhurst Industrial, Private Bag BR 297, GABORONE on dates and times as stipulated in the above table, 
during working hours between 0830hrs and 1700hrs. Youth empowerment discount shall apply on the non-refundable fee. 
Tenders shall be submitted to G4 Consulting Offices at G4 Consulting Engineers, Facilities Management Unit, 20748 Mabeleapudi Road, Block 3 Broadhurst Industrial, GABORONE, no later than dates and times as 
stipulated in the above table, when opening of the tender will be carried out in the presence of bidders or their representatives. LATE BIDS SHALL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

POLITICAL 
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PROF BROTHERS MALEMA
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DEFENCE 
OF FREE 
MARKETS
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As we continue to 
ponder on topics 
relating to jobs 
creation, income 
generation and most 

importantly citizen economic 
empowerment, it is becoming 
clear each passing day that 
indigenous Batswana cannot 
achieve any of  those without 
some form of  collaboration. 

One can also safely assume 
and predict that those who 

assumed state power last year 
cannot be trusted to deliver 
the promises they made and 
continue to make even up to 
today given their pace and style 
of  delivery since October 2019. 
The assumption and prediction 
are also based on the common 
knowledge that politicians – 
often use the general elections 
campaign season as an 
opportunity to overstate their 
achievements and make empty 
promises. 

For so many years, those 
who have been ‘driving’ the 
local economy have been 
“smart” enough to make 
Batswana believe that even 
though they are poor, hungry, 
and unemployed, they are 
much better off  than they 

were in 1966. While it is true 
that Batswana are much better 
off  than they were in 1966, 
it is a fact that they have not 
benefitted directly from the 
immense economic growth and 
development experienced by 
their own country.

As we have said before, the 
success of  any given economy 
should be assessed only by 
looking at what is happening 
to the living standards of  most 
of  its citizens over a sustained 
period. A quick rhetoric 
question could be: What do we 
see when we look at the living 
standards of  Batswana over the 
past two or three decades?

Even when we have been 
told repeatedly how our 
diamonds are not selling well, it 

is not like our economic engine 
has lost its ability to run.  It is 
only that the way it has been run, 
over the last two or so decades 
has given the benefits of  the 
little growth to an increasingly 
small sliver at the top. Even 
during global pandemic such as 
Covid-19, the group continues 
to take away some of  the little 
that was accumulated by the 
bottom-liners. This calls for 
some sort of  collaboration 
amongst the bottom-liners. 
The collaboration that one 
could suggest in the time 
being is a concept that is not 
entirely new to us as a nation – 
COOPERATIVE SOCITIES. 

History literature do show 
that the idea of  cooperatives 
originated in England in 

1844. At that time, Rochdale 
Equitable Pioneers Society 
opened their store selling pure 
food at fair prices and honest 
weights and measures. The 
cooperative business revolution 
then saw a billion co-operators 
as members of  1.4 million 
cooperative societies across the 
world including as “deep” as 
Etsha 6 in Botswana being part 
of  the Rochdale Co-operative 
Theory. In fact, the last time we 
checked Etsha 6 Cooperative 
Society in Ngamiland is one 
of  the few surviving in our 
country. 

Back home, history literature 
show that in the early years of  
our political independence, 
Co-operatives were major 
players in development, loaded 

down with expectations. The 
death of  them came because 
of  mismanagement by those 
given office, atleast many of  
them across the country. Some 
later failed due to government 
interference. While many of  
them no longer exist, this does 
not mean that they are not 
crucial in the advancement of  
our economy or wealth creation 
for the indigenous citizens of  
this country. Infact the death 
of  co-operatives has been 
recorded not just in Botswana 
but even elsewhere in the 
world. Reasons obviously differ 
but what is common is the fact 
that in recent in recent decades, 
the movement (co-operatives) 
have made a comeback in the 
global space. 
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA 
HELD AT GABORONE
    CASE NO: CVHGB-003360-17
In the matter between:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOTSWANA LIMITED                                                  Plaintiff
And
LETSATSI INVESTMENTS (PTY) LTD                  1st Defendant
TUMELANO FARM (PTY) LTD                                                              2nd Defendant
MONAMODI MABILLE                                                                                                    3rd Defendant

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to the Judgment granted by the 
Honourable Court the following immovable property hereunder of the 2nd Defendant 
will be sold by public auction by Deputy Sheriff  Nonofo Mabina to the highest bidder 
as follows:- 

DATE OF SALE:         11th July 2020
TIME OF SALE:         10:30 am
PLACE OF SALE:       LeaseArea NO12KM, Sekoma

PROPERTY TO BE SOLD: 2nd Defendant’s right, title and interest on a certain piece of 
land being Lease Area no. 12KM, Sekoma, measuring 6405.6411 Hectares which 
property is held under Deed of Notarial deed of Cession No. Ma 367/2011 dated 
28th day of July 2011 made in favour of Tumelano Farm (Pty) Limited together 
with development thereof being a Farm having access through it via a double swing 
gate, divided into 8 paddocks (camps), 2 equipped boreholes with T52 Lister Engine, 
2 bedroomed house with bathroom and toilet, sitting room, kitchen, storerooms, pit 
latrines, reservoirs and 10 Cattle Kraals.

The Farm is organised into separate cams. Camp 1 consists of kraals, water troughs, 
crush, staff accommodation comprising of a shed constructed entirely by IBR.

Camp 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 have kraals, crush a reservoir, storeroom, 3 shads for accommodation 
staff and a pit latrine. Camp 7 and 8 have a storeroom, a reservoir, several kraals and 
water troughs.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Cash or Bank guaranteed cheque otherwise detailed and 
conditions of sale may be inspected at the Plaintiff’s Attorneys Office. 

DATED AT GABORONE THIS 29th DAY OF MAY 2020.

NONOFO MABINA c/o RAMALEPA ATTORNEYS
 Plaintiff’s Attorneys

Plot 3171, Morupule Road
Extension 11, Along Nelson Mandela drive

 P.O. Box 70567
GABORONE (UB) 

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

IN THE HIGH COURT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA 
HELD AT LOBATSE (Before LEBOTSE J)    

      CASE NO: CVHGB-002175-16

In the matter between:

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOTSWANA LIMITED                                     Plaintiff

and

ARMSTRONG PETER SEKWENA                                                         Defendant

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE THAT pursuant to the Judgment granted by the 
Honourable Court the following immovable property hereunder of the Defendants will 
be sold by public auction by Deputy Sheriff  to the highest bidder as follows:- 

DATE OF SALE:   14th July, 2020

TIME OF SALE:  1030 hours

PLACE OF SALE:  Lot 19638, Gaborone 

PROPERTY TO BE SOLD: Defendant’s right, title and interest on a certain piece of land 
being Lot 19638, Gaborone situated in Gaborone West Extension 12 measuring 450m2 
held under deed of Donation Transfer No. 75/2010 with developments thereon being 
a 3 bedroomed house, one master bed room, guest toilet, bath room with toilet, open 
kitchen, sitting room, boundary wall with electric fence.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Cash or Bank guaranteed cheque otherwise detailed and 
conditions of sale may be inspected at the Plaintiff’s Attorneys Office. 

 DATED AT GABORONE THIS 5th DAY OF JUNE, 2020.

NONOFO MABINA c/o RAMALEPA ATTORNEYS
  Plaintiff’s Attorneys
     Plot 3171, Morupule Drive
      Extension 11, 

Gaborone
P.O. Box 70567

      GABORONE(UB) 
                   (VR/mm/7401)71801582

NOTICE OF SALE IN EXECUTION

Economic injustice will only end if, and only if 
Indigenous Batswana unite in ‘Words’ & ‘Action’ 

This is surely because 
everyone has since realised 
that Co-operatives can and 
do make major contributions 
to millennium development 
goals. Co-operatives come in all 
shapes and sizes and all sectors 
of  the economy. Therefore, 
they can, if  effectively managed 
generate income for their 
members and offer a range of  
benefits – depending on why 
they are set up. In meeting their 
members needs Co-operatives 
enhance incomes and secure 
livelihoods for their members 
and their communities by 
extension. 

As we all might be aware, the 
primary role of  co-operatives is 
to meet their members’ needs. 
We therefore hope that a revival 
of  Co-operatives in Botswana, 
if  successful, will aid the 
economic up-liftment of  most 
of  our people, atleast those who 
would be willing to be part of  
the movement. This is a venture 
that even the government 
seems to be in support of, 
atleast theoretically. In 2012, the 
government announced that it 
had reviewed the Co-operatives 
policy to allow more people to 
go into co- operative society 
business. We are not up to date 
on how far the review has gone 
in terms of  “pushing” a lot of  
the indigenous citizens into that 
area. 

Developing Cooperative 
Societies in our country to 
evolve into well-functioning 
enterprises with clear business 
models that will help them grow 
and contribute significantly 
to diversifying the local 
economy. It is also particularly 
important to note that as we 
look into having indigenous 
Batswana reviving Co-operative 
Societies, we should not forget 

to capacitate them. Capacity 
building, training and further 
education remain critical for 
development of  the members 
of  any societies that would be 
formed. Also, strengthening 
networks between Co-
operatives is crucial for their 
survival and the advancement 
of  the domestic economy. The 
social and economic benefits of  
the co-operatives can have a far-
reaching impact, but they need 
support from the development 
community to reach their 
potential. As we have said before 
in this space, unemployment 
has an extraordinarily strong 
link to high income inequality, 
exclusion, compromised quality 
of  life and ultimately abject 
poverty. But like we have 
submitted before, as we hereby 
do, we should not be ashamed 
to recognise Co-operatives as 
crucial means for employment 
creation, poverty alleviation 
and economic growth for our 
people. Indigenous Batswana 
who might have forgotten, 
need to remind themselves 
of  the general meaning of  
cooperation - isolated and 
powerless individuals can, by 
combining with one another, 
achieve advantages available to 
the rich and the powerful so 
that they may advance not only 
materially but also morally. 

While one could agree 
with those who submit 
that Co-operatives cannot 
provide the whole answer to 
the economic injustice that 
indigenous Batswana are 
facing now, the movement is 
certainly part of  the answer. 
The #Bottomline is that it is 
through COOPERATION that 
our people can start dreaming 
of  becoming financial 
independent.

AUTOMATION AND INTERIOR RENOVATION OF SIR KETUMILE MASIRE TEACHING HOSPITAL MAIN BOARDROOM 
(PPADB CODE 116: Broadcasting and Audio Visual Sub Code: 01 Installation and maintenance of broadcasting and audio 
visual equipment AND:- Code 301: Architecture Services Sub code: 02 Interior design 

BID CLARIFICATION/SI TE MEETING TYPE: Compulsory Site Meeting Date: 23 /06/2020 Venue: SKMTH 4th floor Boardroom G5067  Time: 1000hrs 
CLOSING DATE & TIME  10/07/2020 Time: 1000hrs  NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT: Other companies: Two Hundred and Fifty Pula (BWP250.00).
Youth owned companies: One Hundred and Twenty Five Pula only (BWP125.00). 

A FRAMEWORK SUPPLIES CONTRACT FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY EQUIPMENT AND AFTERSALES SUPPORT AT SIR 
KETUMILE MASIRE TEACHING HOSPITAL FOR A PERIOD OF TWENTY FOUR (24) MONTHS 
PPADB Code 202: Medical Supplies and Related Equipment. Sub-code(s): 05 - Medical, Surgical Equipment (including hospital furniture) Spares and 
Accessories. AND: - Code: 112 Maintenance of Medical Equipment; Sub-code: 02- Medical and Surgical Equipment, Spares and Accessories 
BID CLARIFICATION/SITE MEETING TYPE:Non- Compulsory Site Meeting Date: 25/06/2020 Venue: SKMTH 4th floor Boardroom G5067  Time: 10:00hrs CLOSING 
DATE & TIME : 10/07/2020 Time: 10:30hrs  NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT : Other companies: Five hundred Pula only (BWP500.00).Youth owned companies: Two 
hundred and Fifty Pula only (BWP250.00). 

A FRAMEWORK SUPPLIES CONTRACT FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF DIALYSIS EQUIPMENT AND AFTERSALES SUPPORT AT SIR KETUMILE MASIRE TEACHING 
HOSPITAL FOR A PERIOD OF TWENTY FOUR (24) MONTHS 
PPADB Code 202- Medical Supplies and Related Equipment. Sub-code(s): 05 - Medical, Surgical Equipment (including hospital furniture) Spares and 
Accessories. AND: - Code: 112 Maintenance of Medical Equipment; Sub-code: 02- Medical and Surgical Equipment, Spares and Accessories 
BID CLARIFICATION/SITE MEETING TYPE:Non- Compulsory Site Meeting Date: 25/06/2020 Venue: SKMTH 4th floor Boardroom G5067  Time: 14:00hrs  
CLOSING DATE & TIME : 10/07/2020 Time: 11:00hrs  NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT : Other companies: Five hundred Pula only (BWP500.00).Youth owned 
companies: Two hundred and Fifty Pula only (BWP250.00). 

CONTRACT FOR CATERING SERVICES FOR SIR KETUMILE MASIRE TEACHING HOSPITAL IN GABORONE FOR A 
PERIOD OF TWENTY FOUR (24) MONTHS 
PPADB Code: 101 Hotel and Catering (Restaurant) Services) Sub code(s): 02 Restaurant and Food - Serving Services, OR 03 Canteen and Catering Services 
BID CLARIFICATION/SITE MEETING TYPE:Non- Compulsory Site Meeting  Date: 26/06/2020 Venue: SKMTH 4th floor Boardroom G5067  
Time: 10:00hrs  CLOSING DATE & TIME : 113/07/2020 Time: 10:00hrs  NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT : Other companies: Five hundred Pula only (BWP500.00).Youth 
owned companies: Two hundred and Fifty Pula only (BWP250.00). 

TENDER NUMBER 1: MTC/SKMTH/LS&C/002/2020 

TENDER NUMBER 2: PADC/SKMTH/BED/004/2020 

TENDER NUMBER 3: PADC/SKMTH/BED/005/2020 

TENDER NUMBER 4: BOD/SKMTH/FMD/002/2020-2022 

A FRAMEWORK SUPPLIES CONTRACT FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY CULTURE MEDIA, CHEMICALS AND GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR SIR KETUMILE 
MASIRE TEACHING HOSPITAL FOR A PERIOD TWENTY FOUR (24) MONTHS 
PPADDB Code 202: Medical Supplies a Equipment; Sub code(s): 04: Medical Consumables, healthcare aids , Surgical and Orthopaedic and Laboratory 
Reagents OR Code 213: – General Manufacturer/pro ducers; Sub-code 20: - Medical Devices, consumables and accessories
BID CLARIFICATION/SITE MEETING TYPE: N/A  CLOSING DATE & TIME :13/07/2020  Time: 1030hrs NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT : Other companies: Five hundred 
Pula only (BWP500.00).Youth owned companies: Two hundred and Fifty Pula only (BWP250.00). 

TENDER NUMBER 5: PADC/SKMTH/CLS/001/2020-2021 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR BOARD PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT & BOARD REMUNERATION FRAMEWORK 
PPADB Code:315 Human Resource Services Sub code 02: Job Evaluation, Compensation & Reward Management 
BID CLARIFICATION/SITE MEETING TYPE: N/A  CLOSING DATE & TIME : 26/06/2020 Time: 1100hrs NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT : N/A

TENDER NUMBER 6: AO/SKMTH/LS &C/004/2020 

Banking Details: -
Bank Name: Standard Chartered Bank of Botswana 
Account Name: Sir  Ketumile Masire Teaching Hospital(Pty)Ltd 
Account Number: 01001-588712-00 
Branch Name:Head Office 
Bank Code: 660167  
Swift Code: SCHBBWGXXX 

Tender Collection Address
Sir Ketumile Masire Teaching Hospital
Private Bag 001 UB Post, Gaborone
Republic of Botswana
Corner of Notwane and Mabutho Road, 
Plot 4775 Gaborone
Tel: 373 5000/1  THIRD FLOOR OFFICE 4057 

Closing Date: Tenders
Enquiries/queries related to this tenders in writing shall be delivered to the Procurement Agent by hand or telephone 373 5000/1 or e-mail 
procurement@skmth.org.bw on or before close of business 1st July 2020. Enquiries for Request for Proposal No. AO/SKMTH/LS &C/004/2020 
Closes on 19th June 2020. Late, telephonic, telegraphic, telex, facsimile or emailed tender bids will not be accepted. Bidders who previously collected 
tenders MTC/SKMTH/LS&C/002/2020, PADC/SKMTH/BED/004/2020 and PADC/SKMTH/BED/005/2020 do not have to collect the documents again 
however they shall observe and comply with the revised key dates and timings. 

The Sir Ketumile Masire Teaching Hospital (SKMTH) is a 450 bed quaternary hospital 
whose main mandate is medical education, research and patient centred clinical 
care. It’s a modern hospital with state of the art facilities that will provide both general 
and subspecialty services. The hospital is registered as a company limited by 
guarantee wholly owned by SKMTH, established under the Companies Act.

Tender offers are invited for procurement of goods, works and services as detailed 
below. To be eligible for award vendors must be domiciled, incorporated in the 
republic of Botswana and registered with Public Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Board under applicable codes and sub codes as stipulated.

PUBLIC TENDER NOTICE
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PROMOTION ON THE FORTUNER 
2.8 GD-6 RAISED BODY AUTOMATIC AND 

FORTUNER 2.8 GD-6 4X4 AUTOMATIC 
SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY

Maipelo Serudi is the typical 
queen of  hearts. She believes 
in love, second chances and 
happily ever after. In a perfect 
world, she may not have 

been a paragon of  virtue but she would be 
perched comfortably on a moral pedestal.

This however is not a perfect world and 
Maipelo is the butt of  disparaging remarks.

“I have three children, and they all have 
different fathers. I’m not some promiscuous 
woman who doesn’t know who her 
childrens’ fathers are. Nor am I uneducated 
about birth control/protection. And I’m 
definitely not trying to get rich off  child 
support. But I’m often judged for having 
children with different men and have my 
kids referred to as choice assorted,” says the 
mother of  three.

Maipelo, a hair stylist by profession 
is an emblem of  Batswana women’s 
complex and varied lives. They fall in 
and out of  love. Birth control fails, 
relationships fail and they decide to 
continue the pregnancy for one reason 
or another. They try to build a life with 
someone only to have it fall apart. She 
is one of  many women out there who 
have more than one child from different 
fathers and are being shamed and judged 
for it. Their families attract derogatory 
labels like “choice assorted”, “smarties”, 
“crayons” and many others which reflect 
their different patriarchal genealogies.

Poloko Ntshwarang a senior lecturer 
at the University of  Botswana under 
the Department of  Social Work who 
specialises in children and women, 
parenting and gender related issues says 
the problem “boils down to structural 
systems which have been there for a 
very long time some of  which relate to 
cultural expectations and traditions.”

Ntshwaneng says, “in the case of  a 
woman having kids with different men, 
it has been somewhat embedded in us 
by culture that a woman is supposed to 
be married then have kids hence having 
kids with the same man. She is expected 
to have one partner throughout her 
life to prove that she is not loose. It is 
never taken into consideration that her 
relationships have failed which can 
happen to anyone and that the fault 
wasn’t with her but maybe her partner. 
Or that she chooses to have hope and try 
her hand at finding love again. There is 
always that cultural pressure that forces 

us conform to its norms and if  we don’t, we 
are seen as outcasts or in this case society 
labels such women as loose or promiscuous. 
Childhood upbringings also play a role in 
such cases, if  say a woman grew up being 
told that she would never have a man or 
wouldn’t amount to anything, when she gets 
older she has multiple men father her kids 
without realizing she does it unconsciously 
to try and prove to the people who told her 
she would never find a man.”

Society is evolving. The feminist 
movement has been trying to change the 
patriarchal mindset but are coming up 
against the twin juggernaut of  religion and 
tradition which are both patriarchy and 
misogyny.

Dr Sethunya Mosime, senior Sociology 

lecturer at the University of  Botswana says, 
“The truth is social norms take forever 
to shift and there are some things that 
haven’t changed even during these times. 
It is engrained in patriarchal systems that 
to be fully woman/mother and to be 
fully respected you should conform and 
comply to patriarchal norms. Society still 
stigmatizes women with multiple fathers. 
People think: How did you get in this 
position? It’s irresponsible to be a mother 
with so many kids by different men. Women 
are being judged every day, women who are 
married and unmarried also still get judged 
and it is sad that in times like this when a 
lot of  things are evolving women who have 
kids with multiple partners are labelled 
promiscuous.”

The not 
so sweet 
lives of 
mothers                                 

with 
“Choice 

Assorted” 
kids

Society still stigmatises women with multiple fathers. It is 
engrained in patriarchal systems that to be fully woman/mother 

and to be fully respected you should conform and comply to 
patriarchal norms – Writes MPHO KUHLMANN

VACANCIES FOR TAILORS
Required qualified and experienced incumbents for the following positions:

TAILORS (FIVE)

Educational Qualifications & Experience: Certificate in tailoring and related 
subjects with 3 years of post-qualification experience in similar positions. 

Only Botswana Citizens need apply.

SPECIALISED TAILORS (THREE)

Educational Qualifications: Certificate/Diploma in fashion designing, 
cutting & tailoring and related subjects with 12 years of relevant practical 
post-qualification experience in similar positions. 

Other Attributes: The incumbents are expected to independently design, 
cut and sew formal Suits, Blazers, Trousers, Slacks & Skirts, Oxford Jackets, 
Bomber Jackets, Parker Jackets, All Weather Jackets etc. of excellent quality 
and finish.

Preference will be given to Botswana Citizens.

SALARY & BENEFITS: The above positions carry attractive salary and fringe 
benefits commensurate with qualifications & experience.

Interested persons who satisfy the above requirements should urgently 
apply in confidence with photo copies of certificate/diploma, experience 
certificate(s) and reference letter(s) to:-

   The Director
   Kala-Hari Fashions (Pty) Ltd.
   Unit 21, Plot 61687, Block 3 Industrial,  
   P O Box 502618, Gaborone
   Tel: 3500398, Fax: 3500515

The last date for receipt of applications: JUNE 26, 2020.
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® 
TOYOTA 
LEAD THE WAY 
® 
TOYOTA 
LEAD THE WAY 

Be one of Four to Drive 
away in the                  for 
P674 999.00 incl. VAT. 
Available in white and grey.
Offer valid while stocks last

Fashion clothing could take a hit due to mask-wearing

Most Batswana’s dying wish for a 
“respectable” send-off  are being denied. The 
country’s ancient and cultural proclivity to 
physically gather in times of  death has now 
run up against social-distancing protocols. 

The COVID-19 global pandemic is 
forcing a re-evaluation of  the way we work, 
socialise, travel, and mourn our loved ones.

Rorisang Bagopi, Marketing Admin at 
FSG (Lynn’s Funeral Parlour) in Gaborone 
says, “The company as a whole is big, we have 
tombstones, policies, parlours all of  which 
have been adversely affected by the Covid 
19 pandemic. We have seen a decrease in all 
of  these services. Even the manufacturing 
of  coffins is proving to be a struggle since 
we get our coffins in SA. In terms of  the 
parlour and funeral proceedings, a number 
of  things have certainly changed. Since the 
number of  people attending funerals has 
been governed, we are having more funerals 
scheduled for during the week as opposed to 
weekends as is the norm.

This is because grieving families don’t 
have to wait for relatives to come from far 
and wide for the funeral anymore. 

Traditionally, there are families that spend 
on our expensive fleet and pricier coffins, we 
don’t see that happening anymore.

People don’t feel the need to spend on 
lavish funeral props because funerals no 
longer attract huge crowds. The number 
of  people who come to view the corpse/
deceased in the chapel has been scaled back 
for decongestion purposes in line with the 
Covid-19 regulations.”

The disruption of  the traditional 
funeral, burial and mourning rites has been 
disorientating. To grieve and mourn when 
you haven’t been to the grave enhances the 
feeling of  it being somewhat unreal. The 
events of  recent months have been so fast-
moving that it can sometimes be difficult 
to take in the immensity of  the personal 

trauma so many people have gone through 
— losses that could leave scars that last for 
years. But one of  the hardest wounds to heal 
will be those caused by death and the way 
that the natural order of  saying goodbye to 
loved ones has been upended by the special 
conditions imposed by an infectious disease 
pandemic. A funeral with no mourners, or 
rather a significant number is the new reality 
of  burying our loved ones– and not for a 
lack of  relatives and friends. Many people 
are unable to attend funerals because of  
coronavirus restrictions. They are among 
increasing numbers of  grieving people who 
are being denied the opportunity to say a 
final goodbye to their loved ones, leaving 
priests and funeral directors to stand in as 
“designated mourners”.

Dr Sethunya Mosime, senior Sociology 
lecturer at the University of  Botswana 
says, “mourning in a time of  Covid 19 is 
somewhat surreal. Theoretically, it sounds 
alright that only a few people can attend 
funerals until it actually happens. I recently 
had a funeral in the family and it felt like the 
deceased just went/passed without being 
fully recognised. Funerals are communion 
and food is the oldest way that people 
come together and even that is not possible 
anymore. The coronavirus makes grieving, 
which is already a lonely process, even 
lonelier because we don’t have access to the 
type of  physical contact and support which 
we rely on to get through times of  loss. Not 
having access to people stepping in and 
taking care of  one another is devastating. 
It adds several extra layers to the stress that 
already accompanies loss. People have now 
gotten creative and I have seen memorials 
online where people open Facebook pages 
for their deceased members and have people 
send in their comforting messages and make 
playlists for hymns just as a way of  coming 

together during a tough and painful time.”
This kind of  grief  hit home when a 

family loses someone they love. It’s grief  
upon grief  especially when they are unable 
to attend the funeral. Families want to give 
their relatives the best possible celebration 
of  their life, surrounded by people who knew 
them. The comfort of  hugs and handshakes 
is hugely important but sadly not allowed. 
The life rituals people go through are shared 
acts of  community, ones which want and 
need people there to mark these significant 
moments. For most Batswana, funerals 
combine traditional African and Christian 
elements. When a family is bereaved, people 
will travel long distances to attend both the 

funeral and the days of  ritual in the run-up. 
These include repeatedly visiting   the family 
at home to pay respects and to lend a helping 
hand with the preparations. All of  this has 
come to a halt because of  the virus.

No commercial element is involved but there is every indication that style-walking will also be dis-incentivised

Botswana learns virtual grieving
Mourning in a time of  Covid 19 is somewhat 
surreal - Writes MPHO KUHLMANN

There is a group of  people 
who mostly exist for a social 
enterprise that has been 
described as “seeing and being 
seen.” If  COVID-19 stays 

around longer than medical experts 
predict, these people would still be 
able to see but are certainly going to be 
forced to recalibrate the other half  of  
that equation – being seen.

You certainly want to be seen if  you 
leave your house dressed in a tailored 
P1.2 million Dormeuil Vanquish 
II business suit, P50 000 Aubercy 
Diamond shoes, P700 000 Luxuriator 

Style 23 Canary Diamond sunglasses, 
P7000 Ralph Lauren dress shirt, P12 
000 Christian Lacroix Fantasy Pattern 
silk tie, a P13 000 pair of  Vicuna-fabric 
socks, smelling like a bevy of  on-stage 
Miss Botswana contestants on D-night 
and almost all the people you encounter 
rubberneck at you with a 180-degrees 
head turn that lasts longer than 10 
seconds. To answer your question: 
yes, that is the level of  conspicuous 
consumption that tenderpreneurship 
has brought to Botswana. 

However, in this COVID-19 era, 
how do people see who you are when 

over 60 percent of  your face is covered 
with a cloth mask that you are legally 
required to wear in terms of  health 
regulations that parliament passed 
last month? Farther afield, plastic 
surgery will lose its appeal for socialites 
(described as unemployed, perpetually 
late rich people) for the same reason.  

For now at least, the enforcement of  
the mask-wearing law is lax but if  you 
are a betting person, you can bet any 
amount of  money that, as community 
testing reveals the extent of  COVID-19’s 
penetration in Botswana, enforcement 
will become very, very strict. So, the 

sharp dressers who may currently be 
taking liberties with health regulations 
would risk parting with P5000 on a 
regular basis if  they contravene mask-
wearing law. While the reward of  getting 
admiring looks from friends, family, 
neighbours, fans, fellow workers and 
promenade strollers as well as future ex-
lovers has to warm the cockles of  one’s 
heart, a penalty of  P5000 per encounter 
with law enforcement would generate 
much lower temperature.

Full compliance with the law means 
that members of  the public wouldn’t 
be able to tell who the sharp dresser is 

and the motivation to dress sharp so as 
to be seen would be eliminated. Sharp 
dressers are drawn to large gatherings 
in much the same way that prosperity-
gospel pastors are drawn to prosperous 
countries. In much the same way that 
Botswana is about to lose both its 
prosperity and appeal to these pastors, 
gatherings will also lose their appeal to 
sharp dressers as they become smaller 
and smaller. Then there would be no 
need to lavish oodles of  money on 
expensive clothes.

The historical record shows that 
when national economies are ICU’d for 

a protracted period of  time, they have 
never been able to support the luxury-
goods market. That means that when 
sharp-dressing loses its social capital 
because face masks obscure faces whose 
owners want seen, the fashion design 
industry will take a really bad hit.

No commercial element is involved 
but there is every indication that style-
walking will also be disincentivised: there 
would be no need to prance around like 
a Central District nouveau riche at a 
well-attended cattle auction sale when 
the people you are performing for can’t 
see who you are.

I recently had 
a funeral in the 

family and it felt 
like the deceased 
just went/passed 

without being fully 
recognised
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Just like any sporting 
code, netball has 
not escaped the 
adverse effects of  the 
Covid-19 pandemic. 

Botswana Netball Association 
(BONA) President Malebogo 
Raditladi says the pandemic 
has been a bad experience ever 
to happen, and caught them 
unprepared. 

“No one, not even the best 
in the best in the world in sport 

had anything to hold onto,” she 
muses.

“Just like everyone else, 
our activities came to a total 
stop. We first followed the 
BNSC regulations to stop 
activities then also received 
communication from Africa 
and the International Netball 
Federation (INF) to stop 
activities,” Raditladi explains. 

She further notes that prior 
to the stoppage of  activities, the 
under 21 national team was on 
camp preparing for the world 

qualifiers.
The qualifiers were 

scheduled to be held in Uganda 
from the 4th – 10th May, 2020, 
but were cancelled.

BONA president further 
notes that the senior national 
team was also preparing to go 
on camp in preparation for 
the Africa cup and the Pent 
series which was scheduled for 
Namibia in June.  

She says the tournaments 
were both ranking games, hence 
it was necessary that Botswana 

participate in them. 
“Our international 

umpires Abednico Chitelo 
and Boikhutso Tuelo were 

scheduled to officiate at the 
Africa Cup Pent series and 
qualifiers, hence they were 
also affected.”

“Our Re ba bona ha 
activities were going on at 
Maun, but had to stop. Our 
zones were in the process 
of  following our affiliate’s 
submissions for compliance 
and all those got affected due 
to the pandemic,” she adds. 

For Raditladi and her 
BONA executive team, it was 
however not all doom and 
gloom. 

The covid19 break, 
though an inconvenience, 
gave them a time to reflect 
and introspect on their 
sporting code beyond the 
pandemic. 

“All our affiliates were 
asked to submit proposals on 

our plans beyond covid-19, and 
we have done so,” she explains.

The BONA executive is 
hopeful that there may be 
hope for their facilities to be 
renovated as one of  the major 
requirements for resumption of  
activities ‘is renovations of  the 
facilities to meet the minimum 
of  covid19 regulations to ensure 
that everyone will be safe.’ 

“Our hope is that, due to 
this uncontrollable pandemic, 
this time our request will be 
considered a high priority to the 
BNSC and government,” she 
says. 

“Our presentation submitted 
include ensuring the facility 
meets the regulated standards, 
fumigating of  the facility as well 
as everyone entering BONA 
being registered and checked,” 
Raditladi notes.

Meanwhile, Raditladi says 

they cannot financially assist 
teams during this pandemic as 
they are still having issues with 
team’s compliance. 

“Our teams are still busy 
with getting their compliance 
forms ready. At the moment 
nothing can be done for any 
team from our side because we 
are using government funds and 
that needs accountability and 
processes followed.”

“Until and unless our 
affiliates are compliant, they 
will miss such opportunities. In 
crisis times like these, this will 
surely be a good lesson learned,” 
she says.

“This is why our dream 
as BONA is to have our 
teams being professionally 
administered and running their 
offices properly so as to be 
able to get support in times of  

need,” she explains.
In conclusion, Raditladi 

says if  all goes well, her BONA 
executive’s vision is for netball 
to be a good example to all sport 
codes that good governance and 
administration pays. 

“We believe if  we can win 
to put our administration in 
order, we will have support of  
the business community. We will 
be able to attract sponsors and 
be able to keep them for life,” 
she says.

“Good governance makes 
activities and produce good 
sport development structures. 
Good administration is the 
foundation of  a sustainable 
well-being of  any sport code. 
If  we can keep to that, we will 
never see BONA falling off  
again,” she concludes.

ORATILE OTSETSWE

Pro Boxing Association of  
Botswana (PBAB) is ready to 
resume boxing and is putting in 
place measures to convince the 
government and the Botswana 
National Sports Commission 
(BNSC) to allow the association 
to start its activities.

 PBAB stakeholders, 
including the 
executive committee, 
promoters, managers, 
physicians, referees and judges 
met on the 6th of  this month 
to strategise ahead of  planned 
resumption of  activities. For 
PBAB to commence activities, 
it will have to satisfactorily 
fulfill health guidelines as 
dictated by the government 
and BNSC.

To be given a green light to 
resume, affiliates are expected 
to give expected dates of  
resumption for all sporting 
activities along with measures 
to be put in place to safe guard 
athletes and general staff  from 
infection.

They are also expected to 
furnish the BNSC with dates 
as to when spectators will be 
allowed to attend the activities, 
measures to manage/control 
spectators to avoid infection, 
plan for regular disinfection 

of  offices, grounds, stadia 
and courts as well as costs 
associated with the plan and 
source of  funding.

“BNSC is requesting 
NSA’s to develop a proposal 
for restarting sport activities 
during these uncertain times 
of  pandemic,” PBAB president 
Tsietsi ‘Shakes’ Kebuwalemang 
explains.

“This compels us to 
come up with plans for safe 
resumption of  training and 
contests. These have to be 
aligned to those of  the AUSC 
Region 5 countries and the 
world of  professional boxing 
commissions,” he says.

While acknowledging 
that COVID-19 is a global 
pandemic, Kebuwalemang 
however says life has to go 
on as the sport is a source of  
income for both athletes and 
promoters.

As such, he says PBAB 
encourages promoters to 
bid for world title belts, 
organise national title contests 
and prepare their athletes. 
Kebuwalemang says the 
association is also working on 
strategies to solicit long term 
sponsorships.

On his part PBAB Public 
Relations Officer (PRO) Kenny 
Maragana says the association 

would like to acquire spacious 
halls so that they can be 
able to adhere to the health 
guidelines. He says PBAB is 
also interested in engaging 
Botswana Television to cover 
its games so as to prevent 
spectators from crowding the 
halls which is against health 
precautions.

Maragana says the PBAB 
intends to adhere to the 
highest cautionary standards 
which include ensuring that 
training environments are 
frequently sanitised, well 
ventilated and given utmost 
health attention. 

Further to that, he says 
PBAB has added Corona 
Virus tests into the list of  
tests carried out on athletes 
prior to matches. Professional 
boxing observes medical 
examination so boxers and 
officials go for medical testing 
yearly.

Over and above this, 
Maragana says all athletes 
undergo medical examinations 
24 hours before contests. 
Among the tests undertaken 
are HIV tests, Hepatitis B and 
C, Skull neck and chest X-rays 
and normal examination 
before the contest.

Maragana urged stables 
to submit their plans on the 
19th of  this month (June) for 
evaluation before they can 
be given the green light to 
proceed with their activities. 

He says the 
commencement of  
activities will be determined by 
the agreement after the 
evaluation of  stables for the 
safe return of  athletes.

“Professional boxing is 
guided more by action plan or 
event plans set by promoters. 
It is agreed that submissions 
be availed on the 19th 
June, and there after, the 
information shall be dispensed 
to concerned stakeholders,” 
Maragana explains.

Meanwhile, the PBAB 
PRO says while the association 
suffered due to the COVID 
19 pandemic, it cannot stop to 
mourn lost opportunities.

He is of  the opinion that 
PBAB should rather ensure 
it is on a good position to move 
forward ‘in order to advance 
its course.’  

“These are trying times 
and we cannot approach 
things like before. We have 
to find workable solutions 
in the midst of  these times,” 
Maragana concludes. 

BONA president 
counts the cost 

of coronavirus on 
netball

Pro Boxing gears up 
for the new normal

Responsibilities:
•	 Onsite print operating and training services.
•	 Colour and registration control of the web 

offset printing press.
•	 Maintenance and general upkeep of press.
•	 Setting up make-ready requirements with 

other crew members. 
•	 Liaising with and advising the CTP/ 

Prepress Department on job set up, 
impositioning and proper out putting on the 
plate setter for quality printing on the press

•	 Direct and assist crew members on duties 
during make-ready. 

•	 Work with crew members to utilize all 
auxiliary equipment.

•	 Assigns and directs work of crewmembers. 
•	 Monitors color consistency to match 

standards for quality.
•	 Accountable for all areas in regards to 

performance of the press crew. 
•	 Carries out on the job training while 

operating the press and all auxiliaries.
•	 Establish a maintenance program when 

maintenance is being conducted. 
•	 Ensures the press crew has all required 

resources.
•	 Must be willing to work extra hours to meet 

needs and production deadlines at short 
notice.

 
Requirements:
•	 Qualified artisan in the Printing Industry 

on Rotary Web Offset who has extensive 
experience on newspaper cold set presses.

•	 Working experience on newspaper printing 
presses with EPG and auxiliary equipment 
is preferred.

•	 sound knowledge and understanding of 
technical and operational parameters of 
the press e.g. cylinder pressure settings, 
tension control from reel stands to the 
folders, ink/ water balancing

•	 Computer literate
•	 Ability to work accurately under pressure.
•	 Attention to detail.
•	 Good interpersonal and communication 

skills and be fluent in English.
•	 Knowledge of note books and coldest 

commercial printing e.g. flyers will be an 
added advantage

•	 Contactable References.

If you are interested and qualified, please 
email your application letter and CV, 
attaching your qualification certificates to:

The Managing Director
Tsodilo Printers (Pty) Ltd
Email: info@sundaystandard.co.bw

Closing Date for Applications is 22 June 2020. 

NOTE: Only short-listed candidates will be 
contacted. Should you not be contacted within 
2 weeks of closing date, please consider your 
application as unsuccessful.
___________________________________________

ADVERT
ROTARY WEB OFFSET OPERATOR

_________________________________________________________________________

We require the services of a qualified Rotary Web Offset Operator with working experience on 
newspaper printing presses with auxiliary equipment.

Local clubs must be having 
serious financial challenges 
during this difficult period 
of  covid19 crisis. Local clubs 
depend on gate takings to pay 
players. While the contracts 
remain in place, players need to 
be paid every month. It’s a very 
difficult time for clubs, club 
owners and leaders and also for 
the players themselves, coaches, 
trainers, and backroom staff. 
Many clubs are crying out loud 
around the world. Some have 
already started negotiations 
with players for salary cuts.

It’s a difficult time for the 
world economy. Botswana 
clubs play without any big 

sponsorship. The league does 
not give grants. There are not 
many people coming to the 
stadium. There is no television 
revenue because of  the 
government’s grip on BTV, and 
the poorly negotiated television 
rights were a masterstroke. 
It’s a big problem now. Clubs 
have very little income or any 
functional income stream.  
Only institutional clubs will 
pay salaries on time. And a few 
clubs like Township Rollers 
and Gaborone United. Others 
cannot pay at all. The best 
advice is for clubs to engage 
players robustly and come up 
with a friendly payment plan, 
adjacent to it should be food 

hampers. The situation affects 
not only the players but their 
families who depend on them 
for income. I understand that 
the BFA through FIFA may 
be discussing some relief  
program for all the stakeholders 
primarily players and referees, 
that would cushion the clubs 
and other related beneficiaries. 
These times must be the 
guiding torch and example 
to the world that we need to 
always have an investment lying 
somewhere. Clubs who have 
always invested money would 
not have a problem with three 
to six months of  economic 
turmoil. We need to be long 
term planners and visionaries 
in any football enterprise we 
undertake.  Look, we need to be 
honest and candid; we have not 
done enough as clubs to save 
ourselves from this economic 
turmoil. We expected that 
some clubs would not pay at all, 
some would pay half  salaries, 
and some would go quiet on 
players. The same clubs have 
a habit of  suspending players 
when players miss a day or two 

from training or when they 
hear that that particular player 
is attracting and entertaining 
interest from a rival club. We 
need to look at ourselves as 
clubs seriously after covid19, to 
reflect on many issues amongst 
these the need to change, and to 
change holistically not only the 
infrastructure or administration 
but also the mentality of  how 
we go about business in our 
respective clubs. The number 
of  clubs we have in the Premier 
League should be a subject 
that tops our discussion, the 
commercialization of  the 
brand of  the BPL, the clubs 
themselves and also how we 
can get sponsorship back into 
football, at BPL level and at 
individual clubs. As I always 
say, football is a business, it’s a 
formal business therefore we 
must comply with all formal 
requirements of  corporate 
governance.  We need to 
transition to serious business 
now so that when the whole 
world goes into that gear, we 
are already there.

FINAL
WHISTLE
OLEBILE SIKWANE

Covid-19 throttles already 
struggling local clubs

Botswana netball is readying itself for life after coronavirus
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“We have the can-do factor, and us 
doing what we do inspires people to 
just try that little bit harder, whether 
they are able-bodied or disabled.”

The above words by Spanish 
cyclist Juan Jose Mendez may be 
ringing loud in the ears of  the 
Paralympics Association of  Botswana 
(PASSOBO) who recently received a 
P2.8 million grant for its activities.

While the monies may not be 

enough, in the words of  PASSOBO 
Spokesperson Thuso Rasetapa, ‘it 
will surely take them somewhere.’  

“Like any other sporting codes 
and associations, we have been hit 
hard by Covid19 and at this time we 
are still regrouping and working out 
a way forward amidst the pandemic. 
The money is not yet in our hands 
but it will surely be used well,” 
Rasetapa explains. 

According to the PASSOBO 
spokesperson, Paralympics is one of  

the most expensive sporting codes in 
the world as their equipment is special 
and unique. While a P2.8 million 
grant is a welcome development and 
a great start, he however says they 
wish they could have been given 
more monies to cover for their needs.

“We have classification of  
athletes, workshops, special 
equipment to purchase, Doctors and 
therapists, just to name a few and 
P2.8 million is not enough for the 
type of  people we are working with,” 

he explains. 
Unlike other sports, Rasetapa 

says Paralympics sport is not well 
known among the local populace 
and PASSOBO has a difficult task to 
mobiliSe and create awareness on the 
sport. 

“The workshops will help give 
people knowledge about Paralympics 
and how a child with disability can 
still take part in sport and this is 
mostly for people in remote places 
of  our country,” Rasetapa said.

He however noted that for a game 
like sitting volleyball, the equipment 
needs P15 000 or more this being 
only mates and balls. Rasetapa 
however says of  late, Batswana 
have started opening their hearts to 
Paralympics and the support they 
have been getting is amazing.

From the time of  PASSOBO 
creation in 2000, they managed to 
make history by winning a gold 
medal in the 400m by Tshotlego 
Morama being the first Motswana to 

win gold in the Paralympic games in 
Athens, Greece in 2004. 

Because of  the wonderful 
work of  Morama, the association 
is planning on reliving those days 
through the likes Edwin Masuge of  
T12 (400M), Bose Mokgwathi T13 
(400m), Stanley Matutu T13 (400m), 
Gloria Mojaga T12 (400m) and 
Tshedimoso Magweng T12 (200m 
and 400m).  

The five athletes where sent to the 
World Para Athletics Championships 

which were held at Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates last year.

Two of  the five athletes, being 
Mokgwathi and Majaga have already 
qualified for the Tokyo Paralympics.

Rasetapa says their plan for now 
is to ensure the remaining three 
or more athletes to qualify for the 
Toyko Paralympics as they want them 
to gain more exposure.  

He expressed optimism that the 
money will also assist with qualifying 
for Tokyo Paralympics 2021.

DUNCAN KGANGKENNA

“It is hard luck for BFA,” 
First Division North (FDN) 
Chairperson Mpenzeni 
Sambandawe summed up 
his feelings. After a long 

two-year battle, his committee has 
finally been cleared of  any wrong 
doing by the Botswana Football 
Association Disciplinary Committee 
(BFA DC).  

The verdict by the Martin 
Dingake chaired BFA DC brought a 
long-sought relief  for Sambandawe 
and his entire FDN committee. For 
two long years, the FDN committee 
members were living under a cloud 
of  uncertainty following accusations 
of  misappropriation of  association 
funds.

Since their suspension from 
office by the BFA National Executive 
Committee (NEC) on 29th October 
2018, the entire committee had been 
in football wilderness. Prior to their 
hearing last week Thursday, the 
committee has been writing letters to 
the BFA seeking justice and arguing 
that their case has been dragging 
for a long time without them being 
charged.  

In a bid to finally get the BFA 
to get the wheels of  justice moving, 
the suspended committee members 
have written a letter to the BFA 
Disciplinary Committee requesting 
redress. “The delay in prosecuting 
our matter is a gross injustice to us 
as officials and it is not in the spirit 
of  BFA constitution or Disciplinary 
code,” they wrote in a letter dated 
25th February 2020. 

In the letter, the suspended 
committee queried hat they have 
been suspended from all BFA 
activities ‘for almost one and a half  
years without any charge and or 

disciplinary action.’ In their letter 
to the BFA DC they plead with the 
Conflict resolution body to set aside 
their suspension and reinstate them. 

Now they are finally in the clear 
and back on their perch, thanks to 
the BFA DC verdict which ruled they 
be reinstated back with immediate 
effect. “We have long maintained that 
we are innocent and we have been 
absolved from any wrong doing,” 
explains Sambandawe.

“The verdict does not come as a 
surprise to us because our conscience 
has been clear that the accusations 
leveled against us were a witch hunt 
and never existed,” he continues. 
“BFA leadership was after us despite 
the fact that we had submitted audited 
books of  accounts. They believed 
there were financial irregularities in 
our books of  accounts but there was 
no wrong doing on our part. It was 
politically motivated,” Samba says. 

He goes on to say their suspension 
robbed football and in particular 
first division north an opportunity 
to reap the benefits of  their well-set 
plans to develop football. Now as 
they prepare to reoccupy the office 
they were unceremoniously evicted 
from, Sambandawe says they hold 
no grudges and will work with the 
current BFA regime.

“We never fought BFA leadership. 
It was BFA leadership that fought 
and insinuated wrong doings on our 
part. We expect them to cordially 
work with us for the next two years,” 
he says. 

Sambandawe says the reinstated 
committee will meet next week to 
map the way forward. “We will also 
meet with the interim committee to 
start a handover,” he says.  

He goes on to add that going 
forward, his committee ‘intends to 
be more vigilant on their finances.’ 

“We want clean books of  accounts,” 
he says.

The vocal chairperson says 
though they may still be hurting, 
the plan is ‘to have a sit down with 
the entire committee’ and lobby for 
peace.

“We need to reconcile with 
the leadership so that we can work 
together and serve the game without 
holding grudges against each other,” 
Sambadawe points out. Though they 
felt that the BFA has defamed them 
by denying the first division north 
league their rightful representation 
in pursuit of  developing the game, 
he will pursue the peace route for 
football to win. 

The reinstatement comes at a 
time when the BFA is a month away 
from its elective General Assembly 
(GA) which is slated for the 8th of  
August.

At the GA, the BFA delegates 
will elect a new executive committee 
to lead the association for the next 
four years.

With the race for BFA leadership 
now on, it will be interesting to see 
who the reinstated FDN Committee 
will back.

Samba and his committee 
members are believed to have an 
allegiance to former BFA president 
Tebogo Sebego, whom they backed 
during the 2016 elections.

The elections were won by the 
current BFA president Maclean 
Letshwiti.

FDN Chairman Mpenzeni 
Sambandawe and his committee have 
been cleared of all wrong doing by the 
BFA Disciplinary Committee

Out of Rhythm BFA tap dances to Samba music
n Disciplinary Committee absolves FDN Committee of  wrong doing
n ‘Samba’ and his committee back on their perch after reinstatement

Paralympics get P2.8 million shot in the arm

FDN Chairman Mpenzeni Sambandawe and his committee have been cleared of all wrong doing by the BFA Disciplinary Committee
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